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Murray Sill's photography
catches three trapeze artists
flying on a Hobie 21.
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17/Blocks for all Occasions
All about block design, maintenance, and tips from block expert Marty Riedk.

20/Sail America's Twin Hull Defense
It might be histor* and former Hobie director of design John Wake is there.

22/Steroids, Spaghetti and Spinnakers
The secrets and mysteries of spinnaker sailing on the 21 are shared by the pros.

26/Of Chutes and Tacking: Winning the First ProSail Series
Competing not only for fun but money in the first Hobie 21 ProSail event.

30/The Happy Hobie Camper
Jeff McInnis welcomes us to the wonderful world of sail camping on a Hobie.

33/Hotshots
Here's the proof that the best reason to sail a Hobie is for fun.
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return of material. The Hotline cannot accept
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prior to cover date. Advertisements of items in
the Hotline does not imply endorsement by

Coast Catamaran or the Hob• e Class Associa
. tion. Use of the stylized H trademark. the

words Hobie and Hobie Cat on ads herein are
with the express permission by license or

otherwise of Coast Catamaran Corporation.
Any other useisstrictly prohibited by trade-

mark law Note: Damage to any Hobie
sailboats caused by modification to the boat is
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Please use discretion in deciding to modify your
boat with items advertised in this publication.

Hobies Are For Fun

Catamarans and racing. It's a natural, people aboard and it was terrific fun!
isn't it? And suddenly everyone seems to In this month's Hotline, you are going to
know it. Sail America may be taking a see a lot of attention to the racing aspects
catamaran into history with the first twin of sailing, especially racing the Hobie 21.
hull defense of the America's Cup. We've covered Hobie's very own special
ProSail is actually paying prize money to contribution to the development of the Sail
sailors racing on Hobie 21s. And spinnakers America defense and the fantastic ProSail
are the speed-sailing challenge of the sea- regatta off Tampa this spring. And we've
son. Yes, catamarans and racing are gotten some great tips and tricks for you
certainly in the spotlight. about how to handle your spinnaker from a
But what about catamarans and fun? crew of old racing hands.

Everyone's idea of a good time is not But we haven't forgotten the fun aspects
breakneck sailing against a field of tough of sailing, either. You'll discover the pos-
competition, no matter how big the purse sibilities and pleasures of sail camping and
is. What about lazy days and nights on the find out what's happening on the beaches
water, playing around and laughing with and in the fleets all over the world And in
your friends? What about sailing into a future issiles, we will continue to tell you
quiet cove for a picnic lunch? What about about Hobies and fun.
teaching your youngster the fine art of Hobies and fun. Whether you find yours
rigging a sail? rounding the mark in a race or sailing to
Sailing is a fun sport. The motivation the next camping spot, it's a natural.

behind Hobie sailing has always been
having a good time in a wholesome envi-
ronment. In fact, that's why the Hobie 21
was developed, to give Hobie enthusiasts /.-3
the opportunity to share the good times
with more of their non-sailing family and
friends. We recently had a 21 out with six

6/HOBIE HOTLINE
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Now available in yellow, blue
or pink nylon pack cloth with

stripes that match most sail plans

See for yourself! Your dealer
has SSI Harnesses in living color!

CROTCHLESS HARNESS
To really keep the harness from creeping up the
body we took a tuck in the butt! Now the SSI
crotchless harnesses are more bucket shaped to
give you the most comfortable seat available.

The new trapeze seats are designed with full, thick
padding that's seam to seam. You'll be comfortable
whether you're in a wet suit, a dry suit or your
birthday suit!

In addition, SSI has redesigned the leg straps for an
even better fit, and raised the buckle location on the
full harness for better load distribution. You'll be
sitting pretty.

Fastex side release buckles allow quick entrance and
exit from the harness. No worry about Velcro TM
slipping!

A $-- Sailing Systems, Inc.

1,5 4815 Amy Drive

Manufactured and Crystal Lake, IL 60014

distributed by: 815 455-4599
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• MURRAYS MARINE

Products that meet your

Need for Speed• -Catamaran Style!
fspeed, contro4 comfort, convenience and safety
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Super Harnesses Contoured
shape fits like no flat harness can! . . ,\ , ' ·.
Features closed cell, 3/8" foam and rug-
ged nylon pack cloth. Adjustable crotch $
strap. Quick-adjust straps attach at Hi-Low Trapeze Kit Separatetwo waist positions to spread weight.
Red, blue, or fuchsia. Sizes: S, M, L. height adjustment is easy to pull and
Order buckle separately. secure. Constant upward tension on
Super Half Harness #30-021_ $37.95 trapeze rings. Harken blocks. T-
Super Full Harness #30-031_ $61.50 shaped handles are always reachable.

Pair. #01-1140 $44.95 #

2-In-1 Trapeze Kit Similar to Hi-
Low with Harken back-to-back bullet
blocks. #01-1130 $41.95 All-Weather Sailing Suit New

one-piece sailing suit by Douglas Gill is
7-1/2" Trap Ring #25-3620 $5.95 warm & stylish. Aluminum coating on

inside of fabric retains body heat.
Can't Miss Trapeze Rings Thinsuite/padded collar and cuffs pro-
Black, blue, red, or yellow. Pair. vide extra warmth. Blue & white. XS -

#01-0124 $15.00 XL. #38-575_ $116.50

('
"'• ·." "ick

PYF Swivel Control Cleats • '' \• . « id 7
Swivels to face the direction from
which line is being pulled. Removable
bearing sheave... Ideal downhaul cleat.

,• ss• .3 \4'01,4'3» • ·,J,• • .
PYF Swivel/No cleat #25-4001 $20.00 -«f , - :-' .: 367 \11,• -*'
PYF w/Harken #150 #25-4003 $39.95

Swivel w/Harken® Alu. Cleats ./.till e
& Roller Fairleads For up-release
jib cleat systems & main traveler con-
trol cleating. Fit up to 7/16" line!

#25-3020 $39.95
Standard Buckle Strong low pro- Sail Safe Trapeze System No

Aluminum Clamcleat Replace file hook! Replaceable keeper. hooks. No hang-ups! #01-0139 $26.95
rope-cutting V-jams. #27-0702 $8.90 #01-0134 $10.95

Tubular Spreader Bars End hip .
Mini Cam Cleat Ideal cleat for Quick Release Buckle squeeze! 10" fits S, M; 12" fits L, XL.

QR Buckle #01-0132 $17.95roller furling line, & with PYF Swivel 10" Tubular Bar #01-0137 $17.95
Control. #21-1000 $14.50 Replacement Hook #01-0133 $9.95 12" Tubular Bar #01-0135 $19.95

• URRAYS • ARINE P.O. Box 490 Carpinteria, CA 93013 (805) 684-8393
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* Whicil of the following ea• de#cri• les e• KISME Fly Trap 442? \
*

- -• 4• insect-eating plk,t discovered by 11,6• KI• ME,• a!• !y• • amtmS'jwhile sailing Lak\I'• 'caca-in Bol• • la.
-.B. A secret<Sst-pin *-OVarard-dmiarfol• lheiront·of(Clyde'h.trausers.1 )

.

C. A'\• ticky spray-on adhesive for your mAin spili6c• lird*• tic• nsect• . »-*429 -
\ \ K / 1D. All• pf the above. \

\ \
t 1 \ i:,C</1 4 \

\ . I. 1 'i
\ \ / 1.Lf'.-/1$*.#*./2,1.. \\ 1

%19
\ \ // \ 1. '\ -SerIEOsly Clyde, do yo• ever wonder which way the• Dinq is/ '1 '\ *• blowin• g.on yourHobie,Sl? Now, u• ingthe KI• MEFIyTrap 442,yo•

1 -/'. I\-,-, can mot)11 Your favofte bridle fly at eye levell• the front 5nfer**F .
......\".-/.- of yourboall ,/ j \

/
-'.r'.'',/.

• • The KISME 1• Trapm- THE sdlution that a• jfgu'• M• rivers
il-i I

\\ 2
/4-\-

f have been s• outing for.brdect'• ISMEFIyl-lp 442n*vand point J *»-....

\ fout your syperiority to your favofiie competitor. . 1 =».

\
\\.

\
\
\1/'' Call now to:iorder direct \ /

f

\ \/
j

»--..\ l *-0.(see-7our fhvoritedeale-r--- ..I
\ /

Ij- t

-l -----\- j...
---*........

,. \\I
\>/ - f/4-... 1.-7
/ '• -The 036KISMEFly Trap 442alone $19.95 · or with the 4SI or Coffey Fly $27.95 · with the Telo-Cat 442Fly $34.95'

11 ......------- (add $2.00 for postage)

-- 1 .-----*-*-----*.Af.4\
© 1988 KISME, Inc., 118 Millridge Rd., Universal City, Texas 78148 (512) 659-4258

== 1

KISME MARINE ENGINEERING, INC.
Mail order ONLY since 1983.

World supplier for KISME products.
N North American distributor for OXEN 442products. t

Serious supplier for ALL small catamaran aftermarket products.



LETTERS
The Other Side of the would have liked one with prices at least!!!
17 Weight Controversy Three dollars for that Issue was a real

ripoff. I have let my subscription lapse
I have purchased and raced two Hobie after six years because the quality of your

16s, and now own and race a Hobie 17, so-called magazine has been going down
while still keeping a 16 for my family to for some time now.
use. Being a full-sized person, l have Although I have owned and raced
experienced on many occasions the Hobies over the last eight years, I now feel
handicap of carrying close to 100.pounds that I need never see another one of your
more than other competitors, who were magazines again. I hoped you would get
on both Hobies and in small monohulls. your act together, but after this last issue,

I was as happy as a clam to learn that I there is no hope! I dare you to print this
could finally compete on a somewhat letter.
even weight basis, not only in a single- Wil Hodges
handed boat, but also on a Hobie 17! Broomfield, CO

From the letter of Jane Sherrod, it
appears that she would exclude par-
ticipation by executives and also by those Parts Guide Praise Plus
who don't sail every week of the year. Suggestion

If we start to limit racing to only those in I am a new Hobie owner, as well as a
certain occupations (or non-occupations) new subscriber to HOTLINE. I loved the
and to those who follow a particular way Parts and Accessories Guide in the
of life, or live in a year-round sailing March/April 1988 issue. I'd like to make
region, what discrimination comes next: one suggestion. Would it be possible to
age, race, gender? This doesn't sound put the suggested retail prices in future
like my idea of what will encourage parts guides? I'd like to have some sort ofgrowth in the 17 class. a ballpark figure about the cost of items

As to the trophy question, there's so I can plan and budget without pester-
obviously no need for trophies five deep ing the local dealer for prices all the time. 1
in each weight group if the number of realize that prices are subject to change,
participants doesn't justify it.

Basketball adopted the three point rule but an estimate would be helpful.

to encourage participation by all people, Dave Counow
including those who might be far less West Jordan, UT
than six feet tall. The 17 heavy group is a
similar move that continues the Hobie
policy of encouraging the fun of racing for Thanks foryoursupportand yoursug-
anyone who wants to participate. gestion. We are now taking aserious look

Thanks for the chance! atpublishing suggested retail prices in the
future.- Ed.Thomas R. Kimmel

Malvern, PA

I'm writing in response to recent nega-
tive letters about the 17 light/heavy
system. I weigh 130 pounds, and 17s are
the only class I can race in without carry-
ing weights. Please leave the rules as they
are! I think they are the best thing for the
fleet. Without the light/heavy system, a lot
of people, including me, would probably
not participate in Hobie racing unless mini-
mum weight was set at 120 lbs. Do you
200-pound sailors mind sailing against
that? I think so, but if not, 17A and B is fine
with ma

Steve M. Hoffman
Charlotte, NC

HOTINE Takes the Dare

Boy, what a disappointment your Janu-
ary/February 1988 issue was. It was a
poor issue with only national's coverage,
but you've really reached bottom with the
March/April 1988 issue: six whole pages
of articles and 57 pages of advertise-
ments. If I had wanted a parts catalog, 1

Hats Off to the Staff

It has been apparent over the past
couple of years that HOTLINE is dedicated
to putting out a quality publication, with the
reader's desires in mind. It shows! I'rn sure
you've realized by now that you will never
please them all, but I think you're doing a
great job!

It's the same thing in the fleets: you have
to give a lot to get a lot, and sometimes that
means negative feedback. But you expect
it, and use it to stay abreast of changes in
attitudes and latitudes!

I really want to let Hobie know how lucky
it is to have a quality staff, like Kim
Kymlicka. That man knows how to deal
with people and problems! He gets four
stars from me. It's people like Kim, Paul
Ulibarri and Frank in shipping, with their
dedication to sailing, to the product and to
service that makes it all happen. My hat's
off to you! Keep On Keepin' On!

Myke Holford
Meridian, ID

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

DANGER

Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!

JULY 042AUGUST1988/11
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Skip Elliott
Sailmakers

Placing 1st in the Worre111000 the last two
years and 1st and 2nd in the Pacific 1000 this
past year, Elliott Sails have consistently beaten
the best Progressive craftsmanship should
make us your first choice for the new Hobie

21 Open Class or for a new Spinnaken

Tri Radial Spinnakers
34 oz.

Hobie 14 $495.00 • • 'Recuts - Repairs
Hobie 16 $560.00 Mainsail Racing Recut with:
Hobie 18 $717.00  042Teflon Boltrope $95.00

Your choice of 3  042Jib Reshape Seams $85.00
of 13 available colors.  042Pie Shape Tell·

Tale Window $15.00

At
Vision Windows
 042 Mainsail $30.00
 042 Jib $25.00

:AJ,
..... 870 Froduction Place

Newport Beach, California 92663
(714) 645-6697

All shipments via UPS freight collect CO.D. Prices subject to change without notice.
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HOBIE® HALTERS by
CAT EQUIP has been the leader in design and marketing of covers for *r'•
HOBIE® CATS since 1974. HOBIE® HALTERS are the smart way to f -:'1• "Cover it

when you're doneprotect your HOBIE'S® value and safeguard your HOBIE® from *.......• ..-
harmful untraviolet rays, inconsiderate birds, acid rain and polluted air.
You may choose from three different fabrics for most boats.

\=:• playing with it"

78451»:1·2':
--r --• 2  0421'.A03 1-2.*la1• /• hi. .,2. ''f& -7-- -62/. • -
-• liel .es -' »2.

-
./

61 --6.16' ORDER TOLL FREE5- Monday thru Friday, 8:30·5:00 PST
In California Outside California

1.800-231-4971 1-800-231.5180
NORTH COAST TARPAULIN WORKS

8282 MIRAMAR ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92126 •

Charge it! 1 • i

• =i temili2Ilimmilitilim• riETif/9*..... 1• 1 - t.....ilier:jftil-7

ACRILAN
Heavy duty blue acrilan canvas
with zippers bow and stern Covers
are for storage mast up or down
as well as towable 5 years
warranty
Hobte 18 & 18 Magnum $439
Hobie 18 Mast Cover $ 99
Hobie 18 Wing Covers (pair) $ 99
Hobie 17 Boat Cover $399
Hobie 17 Mast Cover $ 99
Hobie 17 Wing Covers (pair) $ 99
Hobie 16 Boat Cover $389
Hobie 16 Mast Cover $ 89

TECHWALON
Blue Technalon is the most water
repellant, breathable boat cover
available Any moisture under the
cover quickly evaporates through
the breathable fabric 2 years
warranty Mot towable
Hobie 18/Magnum $199
Hobie 17 $199

Hobie 17 Wing Covers (pair) $ 65
Hobie 16 $191
Hobie 14 $160

POLY COTTOM
Mineral dyed 65% polyester/35%
cotton Secured with velcro and
straps cover can be used with the
mast up or down Excellent sun
protection 2 years warranty
Mot towable
Hobie 18/Magnum $175
Hobie 17 $160
Hobie 17 Wing Covers (pair) $ 59
Hobie 16 $152
Hobte 14 $127

.reS



HOBIE BRIEFS

Out of the Cocoon in Marina Del
Rey

The brightly colored sails of Hobie Cats flutter like butterfly
wings, adding beauty and presence to the waterfront scene in
many USA beach states. Not only beautiful, these aquatic
butterflys are the source of economic abundance for the mer-
chants in nearby communities. Beautiful, bountiful and just plain
fun, everyone loves to see a Hobie Cat out of its cocoon.
Everywhere, it seems, except in Southern California. Ironically, in
Southern California, Hobie Cat's home, special permits are
needed to beach catamarans in almost every community, and
where access is limited, their absence is obvious.

Things are changing. The Recreation and Parks Commission
for the city of Los Angeles voted April 1 to accept a proposal by
Marina del Rey business owner, Russ Carrington, to set up a
beach storage facility. This facility is located on Dockweiler
Beach, a beach immediately south of busy Marina Del Rey.

Officials estimate the storage facility will accommodate up to
100 Hobies this next year at $20 per month. This is less than one
half the cost of dry storage or boat slips for Hobies.

Russ Carrington, owner of the Hobie dealerships Accessories
for Sail. Marina del Rey, California and Action Sailing Cente•
Newport Beach, California, has lobbied county officials for three
years, arguing that demand for Hobie storage has far exceeded
supply at Topanga State Beach where about 40 catamaran
owners keep their boats while many more are kept on a waiting
list.

Ken Forman of LA County Beaches and Harbors said, "We
don't utilize Dockweiler too much. This idea will earn the county a
little money and fill a demand." Actually, this facility will do more.
Boat traffic in the marina should be reduced as Hobies will be
sailed off the beach instead of the launch ramp in Marina del Rey.
Overcrowding on Topanga Beach will be alleviated as boats use
Dockweiler.

"Catamaran sailing is on the upswing as sailors look to Hobie
Cat for an exciting way to take their friends along", Carrington
said. "Dockweiler's is ideal because you can just drag your
catamaran to the water and sail off. It beats the heck out of trailer
launching,"

For those interested in applying for a space on Dockweiler
Beach contact Action Sailing Center at 4144 Lincoln Blvd. in
Marina del Rey, (213) 827-2233.

Corporate Game Chalenge Set
For San Francisco

Twelve to fifteen thousand participants from all around the
globe are expected to compete in an historic event in world
sports, the San Francisco World Corporate Games, October 22-
November 5,1988.

Competition in most sports is in five classes. Open; 30-39;
40-49; 50-59; and 60+years of age. Sailors can participate in
men's, women's and mixed events. Everyone is guaranteed at
least two matches in every event. The San Francisco Bay invites
Hobie Cats and J24s to rig up and color the Bay in an exciting
nautical adventure.

There are no limits placed upon the number who can
represent an organization. Groups of competitors can either be
created completely from within the club or corporation or supple-
mented by friends, associates, family or sponsored athletes. For
entry and full details write to: World Corporate Games, Shaklee
Terraces, 444 Market Street, San Francisco, California, 94111, or
telephone (415)7814988.

Continued on page 14

SAIL REPAIR
7

AS SAILMAKEAS FOA 14 YEAAS
AND HOBIE DEALERS FOA 12 1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR 8
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTROPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WOAK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND. 9
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIR
INSUAANCE ESTIMATES. <7
48 HOUR SERVICE AT t• ' @
DOUBLE RATES AND 10
TIME AVAILABILITY. 4
CALL FOR QUOTE OR a 5141 0SEE YOUR Hoble Cat
OR //0• DERDEALER
-ALSO- 5

HOLDER COVERS ©
& 6 12

Hobie Cat

- - 1(13glanana Yeet

Covers • 4

Banana Peet.6" are designed to fit the hulls snugly by utilizing delrin zippers
along gunwhale and zippers/velcro for sidestay closures allowing for mast up
storage or mast *,41 ta·able inthout diswilnectlng the bridle or sidestays
Hoble 16 Banana Pee£8" are $295 00 a set ad $95 00 for the tran• oline cover
The Hobie 18 Banana Peel is one-piece covering the entire hulls and trarrp
and prices at $389 00 Prices are for our stock colors of wiute or blue Md
10% to quoted prices for colors red yellow green or tan allow additional
14-day delivery for special colors All orders prepaid will be shipped UPS
freight paid All other orders will be shipped UPS COD Including freight
For price gui.de on sail repairs and 1nfo on other manufactured items contact

(90U 74• 4• • ROOKE SAILS M;• jt,5/s• t• 8• l
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Hoble Sailors have more Fun
Trailex Anodized Aluminum
Trailers for Hobles assure

that Fun

 042LIGHTWEIGHT-for Beach Launch
- Compact Towing

 042NO RUST - Maintenance Free
 042STRONG - Heat treated Special

Extrusions
3 YEAR GUARANTEE

ON ALLALUMINUM PARTS.
Various optional tire sizes available

.

r

TRAILEX aluminum
trailers are also available for EXPORT. Our 25th Anniversary Year

The Original Aluminum Trailer
TRAILEX manufacturers aluminum trailers for all Hobie models

including the new Hobie 21.
TRAILEX also manufactures a light weight aluminum

trailer for transporting sailboards.
Askyour dealer aboutobtaining one of

our aluminum trailers for your Hobie Cat.
Or contactTRAILEX forfurtherinformation.

TRAILEX, INC.
Box H, 60 Industrial Park Dr., Canfield, Ohio 44406-0553

Phone (216) 533-6814
1 1



HOBIE BRIEFS
Continued from page 13

NBC Sports: First With
Professional Samng

NBC Sports will telecast the first professional sailing series in
the United States when the multimillion dollar Ultimate Yacht
Race regatta series is presented on three sports specials in May,
August and October of 1988.

The Ultimate Yacht Race series will consist of competitions at
three locations. The first race was held in Corpus Christi, Texas,
from May 6 to 15 and at press time was scheduled to be telecast
on NBC Saturday, May 28 (5-6 p.m. EDT); the second will be held
in San Francisco, California, from July 22 to 30 and telecast
Sundaz August 7 (4-5 p.m. EDD; the final race will be held at
Mystic/New London, Connecticut, from October 9 to 15 and
telecast Saturday October 22 (5-6 p.m. EDT).

The series will feature three different categories of boats. The
Ultimate 30 class includes boats of 30 feet in length that weigh at
least 2,000 pounds. The J24 class features one-design keel
boats, 24 feet in length, that match the sailing abilities of the
crews. The Hobie 21 is a three-man boat, 21 feet in length, and is
the newest and fastest catamaran from Hobie.

The Cadillac Motor Car Division, General Motors Corporation,
has signed on as a national sponsor for the 1988 Ultimate Yacht
Race.

The Ultimate Yacht Race course is designed to maximize tight,
close, tactical sailing for the competitor and access to the
course for the spectator.

There were 16 entries in the Hobie 21 Division with total prize
money for the Corpus Christi 21 competition at $9,250. Results
were not available at press time.

Kymlicka New World Hobie Class
Association Director

Kim Kymlicka, the new World Hobie Class Association director,
brings a wealth of knowledge and well-earned respect to his
office. When Kymlicka started sailing on a Hobie 14 in 1975, he
had no idea that he would launch a career along with his cat. By
1978, Kymlicka not only sailed Hobies, but sold them as well. His
experiences as a salesman in a retail dealership led Kymlicka to
establish his own dealership in 1983 in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Another active interest for Kymlicka was the Ontario Hobie Cat
Association, and he served two years as its president. Because
of Kymlicka's strong desire to expand the opportunities for Hobie
enthusiasts in Canada, he took an active and instrumental role in
setting up the Canadian Hobie Cat Association.

By 1986, Kymlicka had come to work for Hobie Cat as the
warranty supervisor in the customer service department. The
outstanding job Kymlicka has done over the years earned him
praise from customers and co-workers alike, and in 1987,
Kymlicka was named Hobie Cat product manager. The added
responsibilities as the World Hobie Class Association director are
just more opportunities to be active in the sport he's loved since
that first Hobie 14 thirteen years ago.

Congratulations Kim!

Hoble 21 Chosen For USYRU
Championship

The Hobie 21 has been chosen as the multihull to be used in
the 1989 US. Multihull Sailing Championship for the Alter Cup.
This event will be held September 25-30,1989 at the Bayview
Yacht Club in Detroit, Michigan following a country wide elimina.
tion series that promises fierce competition. Twenty identical
Hobie 21s supplied by the manufacturer will be used in the finals.
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MAGNUM-18 WING SUPPORTS
Easily Installed between your mast pirot and Magnum-18

.foldedwings - thesesupportsareessentialfortratteringorstoring
a Magnum- 18
CM7738 Magnum Wing Supports (pair).......,.........24.50

SPLASH GUARD LACING CLOSURES
Closures complete the trampoline on your Hoble. install these
tough closures to keep gearand beeron board and water below.

CM7722H4 Splash Guard Hobie 14 .... 32.50
CM7722/16 Splash Guard Hobfe 16.... 32.50
CM7722HB Splash Guard Hoble 18.... 32.50
CM7723H Center Strip Only............. 18.50

,offey 320 E. Walnut Ave.

arine,. El Segundo, Ca. 90245
(213) 640-8838
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The First Outhoard
Motor Bracket
for Hohie, 14,16, and 18*
Propels to speeds in excess of 6 knots using the TANAKA 120
(1.2 H.R) outboard motor. Provides safe sure momentum against
currents. Makes docking easy when winds are becalmed. Motor and
bracket weigh less than 17 lbs. Installs in minutes. Removes in
seconds for racing. Both sailing and motoring positions clear the
boom and tiller.
*Brackets also available for other catamarans. For prices send for
FREE brochure or see your local dealer.
Cheata Outboard Motor Bracket
RO. Box 1234

«113»Hobe Sound, FL 33455
305/746-0479

Dealer CHEAIA
inquiries welcome. THE PERFECT MATE FOR YOUR CAT
U.S. PATNO. 4227480

14 1HOBIE HOTLINE
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CATHOUSE KEY

f395 TWO TONE

* THERE'S *
NOTHING LIKE A
TIGHT TRAMPI

Tramp Clamp

=: 'M-,SJ»
e " ka=, -- A Trampoline

Pat. Pending-'-40../
Tramp C|amp Fits all Hobies®
 042Prevents trampoline from pulling out of
aluminum extrusion.
 042Minimizes chafing of trampoline at
stress points.
 042Allows tighter trampoline - increasing
boat speed.
 042Increases trampoline life.
TC-10.......................$ Z95

.
Also Available From TrenTec
Pocket Protector 442WFF CAPS
(Pat. #4,535,825)
HC-14-5-L................,...$ 5.95
HC-14-6-L (6 Battens)...........$6.95
HC-16-L ......,..,.....,,....$ 8.95
HC-16-JL Jib..................$3.95
HC-17-L....,• .,,,,.,.....,.,.$ 9.95
HC-18-L......:..............$ 9.95
Jib Pro-Tector (Pat. #4.543.024)
HC-18-P.....................$ 9.95
Gooseneck Bearing (pat #4.557,212)
HC-14/16-GB..........,,......$4.95
Jib Traveler Car (Pat. #4.319.537)
HJC-16 (set of 2)..$14.95
Perfect Pocket® Draft Gauges 442
HC-14 (for 5 or 6 batten) .....,..$ 4.95
HC-16.......... ............$ 4.95
HC-18...........$ 4.95
Perfect Pocket® Batten Caps 442
(Pat. #4,335,669)
For Stock Hobie® Battens
HC-14 (incl. 6 caps) ..$ 9.95
HC-16 Main........,.... . . $ 12.95
HC-16 Jib.. .......... ,$6.95
HC-18 . .$14.95
Kick Back 442Rudder Return Kits
(Pat. #4.218.986)
For HC-14 & 16 Kit.............$ 12.95
Available at most Hoble® dealers or order
direct by writing:

TtenTec Inc.1.
12420 KELSO RD.

THONOTOSASSA. FL 33592
(813) 986-7223

Be sure to specify your boat and size and in-
clude check. Florida residents add 5% sales
tax. We pay postage MasterCard and Visa,
include card number and expiration date
7810
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US PAT PEND.
 042CARRIES 4 DRINK CANS IN

TWO INSULATED POUCHES
THAT WRAP OR SNAP ON
THE BOOM.

\
 0422 OUTSIDE HOLDERS

CARRY DRINK CANS FOR
ACCESS WHEN SAILING el \\\ 6,

 042ALSO FEATURES EASY-
TO-READ COURSE CHART

$34.95 F.O.B. FACTORY
$ 4.50 FREIGHT & HANDLING
(U.S. FUNDS) *../.*../ /11'y/

1 1 1/;ASK YOUR LOCAL DEALER
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM US.  042II -1-.2 --
NORTHERN SAIL WORKS LTD. L
115 DAGMAR ST. WINNIPEG,
MANITOBA, CANADA R3A OZ3 - .-me*
(204) 957-0770 :6,2 $6&1"/*./-/.J'

NORTHERN SAIL WORKS LTD. •

- 036.-.= --i.-
-9= ./ =I---

5&
SPECIAL

• 150'• p
OU

NEOPRENE
JACKET

'6350
SUPER JOHN

960 GL,v" Si;t• 540
SALE

• '9% SAILING 5995
Zip Non-skid sole with rubber

50 5695 upper for boat or board. Blue.
WIND Men's 6-12. Reg. $14.95
INDICATOR DECK SKINS No-Zip f2495 FREE CATALOGUE

Send check, money order, Visa or MasterCard number (with expiration date).
Add $2.50 for handling. California residents add 6116% sales tax. Mail to:

THE CAT HOUSE RO. Box 171185 San Diego, CA 92117
Or call (619) 477-3728 ( Message phone after 5 PM )

ble 3b 1 1
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AR/ZONA
Sh/p's Store
Tuiso' (602)795·4857
AUSTRALIA
Coast Catomoron AuslroL10
Erinc 61.43 577744
CALIFORNIA
Soj/hoolofaoker• #Jold
Bokersfield (805)322·9178
Murray" Mar/ne
Corpi.eric (205)684·5446
Hob& Sports Center
Dana Point (714)496-1251
Slifing Confer
Frlont (2093822-2666
Windy Solls
Mission Hills (818)365-4531
Santa Bm baro (805,1684-8393
Action Salling Center
Newport Beach (714)645-2062
Moring Del Rey (213)827·2233
Hoble Oceanside
Oceonside (6191433·4020
Intand Scmng Co.
Sacromenfo (916)635·3767
Hobio Sporfs Cenfer
San Diego (619)483·6780
wind and Soc: Spor/s
San Diego r619)268-4787
The Wind//ne
Son lose (408)436.0422
Windtports
Son Rof/er (415)459-117;
0 042NoillYacht Center
Scnlo Cruz (4(8)476-5200
Wind Toys
Sonfo Row ( 707)542·7245
Wo#erspolf.

. Ventura (305)643-9463
CANADA
Saileraftof Canada
Quebec (514)694-6620
Sunburst SolicraftEdmonion. Alberfo

1403,484.7245
Pefer'$ Adven fure Sports
Reg.r,0, Sask (306)522·5509
Windsurfing Albe/4 Lid.
Co• gary. Alberfa (403)276·6258
Narfhorn SaN Works
Winnip/g Mon/oba 444·4682
B.marine,Inc.
Toronto, East Ontario

(416)368·2287
COLORADO
Rocky Mountain Marine
Denver . (303;399·324
Chinook So• boots
Puebic • 3033543·5355
CONNECTICUT
Condlewood Ent Soillng
Ce.,er
Brookfield (203)775-2253
Windborni. enc.
Milford (2031878-9204
New Engla nd Som
Worehouse Point (203,623-1233
TheaoafLocker
We.'por# (203:259-7808
DELAWARE
Spirit Marine
Milford 1302)421-7835
Fabbve.fherMorke
New Co,Ne (3021834·81 It
FLORIDA
C/ub Paradise
Key Bismyne (305)361.2585
Cycle Marine
Bradenton (813)758·3851
Dayfor:a Yoch# So/es
Doytona Beach (904)255-3715
Playground Soils
Fi. Wation Beach ( 904)244.2722
Key Sci/ing
GuN Breeze F904)932·5520
Pensocok, Beach ( 904)934-3465

Sallboards MiamI, Inc.
Corel Gobies (3053361· 7245
Surfand Sall,inc.
Jocksonvitte (904)260-4226
Oce.. Conne.fion I;, in..
Jensen Beach ((305)334-ISIS
Troplcot Sal/boa/s
Key Wes' (305)294-2696
Sailing Store
Orlando (407)291·2345
Sandp/per M.rlne
Pcnom. City (904)234·0023
Gand R So/Jbo.'I
Soufh Noples (813)793 2012
Windwding Key Large
KeyLargo (3051451-3369
Wind Sport, trIc.
Miami (305)651·6556
Windsookers, Ic.Tampa • (813)962·4092
The Cycle Shop
Tallahassee (904)576.6326
FRANCE
Hoble Cot Europe SA
Toulon 33.94.08.11.88
GEORGM
woothermark, A.
Buford (404;945·0788
5.11'.9.1...
5-yrna (404)792-0462
Dunbar Sons,/ne.
St. Simons Island ( 912,638·8573
HAWAII
Froome':Sailing Co·
Ka,luo (808;261·2961
ILL/NOIS
CorlyleS.11 andSurl
Breese (618)526·4770
Morine Morl, lnc.
Downers Grove (312)968·6477
Adventure Sports
Rockford f• 5454·2752
INDIANA .
Doyne'$MorJAIService
Por.ge (219)762·7622
S."bo././.c.
West f,e Id (3171896·5602
/OWA
Jlfr• "Soillng Cen,er
West Des Moinos ( 515)255·4307
KANSAS
C and H Sallcia#
Chanule (316)431-6056
Hertioge Yarhling Center
Overiond Park (913)649·6430
American Inland Yochts
Wichifo (316)267.9271
KENTUCKY
Lou/#Me Sailboof Sojes.
Inc.
Louisville (502)245·7643
MA/NE
Sebogo Hoble
Nor#h Windham (207)892-2345
MARYLAND
80(kyord Boots
Ar• nopolis pOT)263-2900
Maryland Mori,la
Middle River (301)335·8722
MASSACHUSETTS
Frank'$ Berkshire Marlne
Pitis//eld (4t33443·6475
WCH/GAN
The Wea,hormork
Bly Oty (616,926·6396
Wolps Annex
Benfon Horbor ( 676,1926·6396

Wursfer Saltboards
C.S.Opoli. (616)696-0250
Sall Place
Cedar Springs (616)696.0250
Empire M,&.
Ftint (313)733·2100
Summit Hous o iMkh tgon
Jackson (517)787-7080
Bloomfield Beach & Boot
Keego Horbor (313)682-3231
S.Uboots, Inc.
w. Clemens (313)468-6622
TJ Salesco.
P,ckney (313)426·4155
Torch RiverBridgi
Ropid C·ily (616)322·6180
Hoble Sports C...r
Richland (616)629·4507
The Harbor Boat Shop
Troyerse City (616)922.3020
MINNESOTA
HI Tempo. Inc.
While Beor Lake (612)429-3333
Duluth Marine, L#d.
D u luih (218• 325-2176
M/SSOUR'
Simng #he wynd
Springlield (417)865·4230
MISS/SSIPPI
Seashore Sol/s
tongaecch (601)864·4373
NEVADA
Unkor. Saftlng C..fer
Henderson (702)564-3700
NEW HAMPSHIRE
WIldernes,Sall
Amhersf (603)673·4583
New Hamps#,tre Hoble Caf
Seabrook (603)474·3661
NEW JERSEY
Cranford Boot ond Conoe
Cronford (201)272-6991
Bayv/ew Mar/na
Oce..City (609198.3049
South Shore Marl"
Hewitt (201)728·1681
Hocken/0$ Boo• Company
Loke Hopolong (201)663·0024
NEWMEXICO
Apache Morir,e
A/buquerque (503)266·6296
NEWYORK
4 C'$ Somng Confer
Ango/a (m,549.5060
Slide and Glide Ouffitters
Barneveld (315)896-2392
Norfhway Morine
Clit'on Park (518)371-1252
Bel,pot Morile
Eost Palchogue (516,288-8368
The BoafS/oro
Massopequa (516)799·5968
Self Works
No/h Syncuse ( 315)458-8523
Solling Confer
Rwhesfer ( 761342-9550
NEWZEALAND
Per• ormonve Sot/crof# NZ
Ta*.p.mo 596925
NORTH CAROLINA
Skyland Sall 254roft
Arden (704)684·2296
Marsh 's Surf N· Sea
All"lic Becch ( 919)726·9046
Greenville 1919)355-6680
Boofs·For-SoN
Chorlotle (7043596·4533
Saj/boofs, LTD.
Greensboro (919)852·4433
8 W'*Surf Shop
Ocrocoke Island f919)928·6141
Sh;p. Sfore
Wijining'on (919;256·4445
NORTH DAKOTA
Schools Sporting Goods
Fargo (701)232-8903

OHIO
Sowng Spirit
Peninsula (216)657-2030
5/rictly Sal/,/nc.
Cincinnofi (513)984-1907
Dayion (513,984·1907
Atwood Loke Morins
Miner.1 City (216• 364·4703
Sumng Unlimited
Toledo (419)729·5522
OKLAHOMA
Aquarks Cenfer
Edmond (405)359· 1440
Tulsa Sallcroft
Tulsa (918;663·2881
OREGON
Windlimmers West
Porliand (503)289-9011
PENNSYLVANIA
Clows ond Strowbridge
Frazer (m'644·3529
Wind gnd Water Boatworks
Butler (4• 2)586·2030
PUERTO RICO
Valeria Caribe Cal. 1.9.1,le
Verde (809)727·4628
RHODE /SLAND
Magrews Soo#s
Choriesfown (401)322-1/50
SOUTH CAROLINA
Tlmeouns.m.,Center
Mt. Please./ f803)577·5979
Masfer;RVCenfer
Greenwood (803)223.2267
Valk Sallboot Conter
Coh,mbia (803)798·0550
rhe Soning & Sh/Conneclion
MiTtIe Beach (803)626·7245
TENNESSEE
Rooke Sal/s
Memphis (901)744-8500
TEXAS
The Sal; and Sk / Confer
Austin (312)258-0733
Sal/boot Shop
Austin (5 J 2)454·7171
Houston (713• 645·5010
Sallboot Shop
San A/on,O (512:657·2222
Tr/ong/e Windsports
Beaumont (409)722-0111
Spinnoker Mar/no, in/.
Corpus Chrisfi (512)882·6575
int"d Sol/boots
Dallas (214)350 8000
Ft. Worth Salland MMine
Ft. Worth (817)732-2202
G.11 Co.,1 5.lting Center
Kemoh (713)334-3505
Padre Marine Sports
South Padre Island

(5123761-1585
5/mplon: Sal:boot Shop
Tyler (214)561·2810
UTAH
Hoble Cof Spom
Salt L a ke Cify (801 )943·8809
VERMONT
Chioff Marine
Burlington (802)862-8383
VIRGINIA
Trall'N Soll
Richmond · (804)262-7931
Trofton Marine '
Virginia Beach /8043460-2238
WASH/NGTON
Hobie Sports
Kirktond ·(206)827-8080
Sports and Soil
Richland f5091735-8557
Sport.Crell
Spokane (509)924·2330
WISCONSIN
Spltzer, inc.
Middleton (608)831·7744
WYOMING
Mountain Sporfs
Cosper · · (307)266·1136
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Cutaway view of Harken 001 block. Note
the following: balls ride on flat races; balls
ride on sideplate of block; interiorof
sheave is hollow.

I he hazards of iceboating
• led Peter Harken to
= • = develop his first ball bear-

ing block twenty years
ago. Iceboats, sailing in
very high apparent winds,

need large multipart tackles to trim their
sails; yet an iceboat runs a great risk of
capsizing if the sails can't ease out fast
enough. Harken knew. as bad as a cap-
size felt in July, that getting beaten up by
winter's ice was even worse, so he built a
better block.

Like Hobies, Harken blocks were bred
for speed and performance. Sailing a
Hobie in 20 knots is fast fun, and
demands great hardware, but imagine
sailing at 75 to 100 knots where a mistake
can be painfully serious. Since it was ice-
boating that led Peter Harken to develop
his first ball bearing blocks 20 years ago,
it's a good thing that the criteria for mak-
ing a good iceboat block also make a
good block for a catamaran or any other
sailboat.

The need to ease a sail out fast or risk a
capsize is a real one whether you are on

BY MARTY RIECK

PHOTOS COURTESY OF HARKEN

ice or not. Back when Harken first stainless. To prevent this, it's necessary to
attacked the problem, the powerful tack- lubricate, which can cause all sorts of
les needed to trim created so much other problems, from attracting dirt to
friction that easing was a maybe proposi- creating drag and requiring maintenance.
lion. Peter Harken recognized that the As a result, even stainless steel is not a
best solution to the easing problem would great bearing material for sailboat blocks.
be low friction ball bearing blocks with Plastics can make good bearings. They
lightweight, low inertia sheaves that don't require lubricants and they don't
released instantly. corrode. They are also lightweight. When

Coincidentally, the best blocks for Peter set out to make blocks for himself
easing sheets are also the best blocks for and his ice sailing friends, he earned his
trimming, but the development impetus living working for Gilson Medical Systems.
came from the need to ease. In fact, most This gave him access to Delrin ball
design decisions in the development of bearings, which were used in many of the
Harken blocks resulted from the need to instruments Gilson produced. The Delrin
ease sheets through powerful tackles and balls were strong, lightweight and
in light air. corrosion free: exactly what a block

The design features that make a good designer would specify.
block include: low friction bearings, large When one says that plastic bearings
diameter sheaves, low weight, good are strong, it is meant in a relative sense:
strength, and easy maintenance. Each of they are strong enough. Not as strong as
these integral parts of a Harken block is steel bearings, plastic ones can do the jot
worth a look. if the hardware is designed correctly. To

carry relatively high loads, a lot of ball
Bearings: bearings are used so that the load on

When you choose a material for a each ball is relatively small. That means
bearing in a block, you have three building a large diameter sheave and
choices: hardened steel, stainless steel placing the bearings out near the edge so
and plastic. Hardened steel is a great that the bearing circle is as large as
bearing material. It's exceptionally strong possible.
and handles loads very well, but it rusts at The balls in a Harken block carry two
the first sign of rain and has a life loads. The first is the high load which the
expectancy measured in days when used sheet puts on the sheave. The other is the
in a marine environment. If you're going to low side loads, caused by unfair leads
use steel bearings, you need to protect and twist, which occur between the
them with lubricants and seals. Be sure sheave and the sideplates of the block.
that the lubricants don't break down, The amount of friction in a block is related
because when they do, the blocks will be to bearing design. Friction increases as
shot. Obviously, hardened steel isn't a the contact surface area between the
great choice for sailboat hardware. bearings and the race, or surface they run

There is a natural tendency to think that on, increases. Since Harken blocks are
if steel makes a bad bearing because it designed primarily for release and light
does rust, stainless steel will make a loads, the balls run on flat races. There is
better one because it does not. That's one flat surface where the ball carries the
true, as far as it goes. Unfortunately, principal load on the sheave and another
stainless steel is not a great bearing where the ball rides against the sideplate.
material. It tends to fret, or peel a Unfortunately, the amount of surface
molecular layer, when run against other contact also is related to load-carrying
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081 HexaCat & the foundation ofan 8:1 mainsheet system. Block features ratchet
sheave and adjustablecam arm.

152 block is designed to build a 6.1 tackle but allow boom to be sheeted very
close to the traveler.

ability. The greater the surface contact,
the more load can be carried. Snowshoes
work on the same principle. Like all good
products, Harken blocks have been
widely copied, and some copiers have
attempted to go one better by using
different bearing designs. One company
puts its balls into circular races so that
they are supported under load. Other
companies use roller bearings. Both
these designs are potentially capable of
higher loads than balls in flat races, but
both miss this point: The design ideal is

the lowest possible friction under low
load and release conditions. Roller
bearings are useful for very high loads
and are used extensively in Harken's big
boat blocks, but they are
counterproductive in small boat
hardware.

Plastic balls have one further
advantage. When they are loaded
beyond their capabilities, they deform
slightly. This creates more surface
contact; therefore, they carry more load.
Plastics like Delrin have great memory, a

property that causes them to return to
their original shape as the load is
released.

Sheave Diameter:
One comment frequently made about

Harken blocks is that they are much
larger than those offered by other
companies. There are several good
reasons for their size. As discussed
above, a larger sheave allows you to have
more balls carrying the load. Each ball
carries only a little load, so plastic balls
are strong enough and friction is
minimized.

Another advantage of a large diameter
sheave is that it allows the rope to turn
gradually. If a rope is turned over a
sheave too small, it generates a lot of
friction within itself and tends to break
down prematurely. Line friction is a very
significant component of total system
friction, and large diameter sheaves
minimize line friction.

The center of a large diameter Harken
sheave is hollow, so the weight is low Low
weight means that the sheave can
accelerate instantly when a sheet is
released. This brings the discussion back
again to the primary guiding principle of
the Harken block design!

When choosing ball bearing blocks to
replace conventional blocks, just
choosing a block of the same size won't
necessarily work. A block with a sheave
diameter which is correct for the line and
the load in use is needed. Remember that
the larger the sheave, the more balls to
carry the load.

Strength vs. Weight.
One of the reasons a Hobie is fast is that

it is light. If each part of the boat were
twice as heavy, a Hobie would be
sluggish and boring to sail. Hardware isn't
a big percentage of the total weight of a
boat, but the Hobie will still be faster if the
weight of the hardware is kept low The
primary reason that Harken blocks are
light is their high strength, light weight
plastic construction. As noted, Harken
balls are Delrin, as are the side plates and
the sheaves. Delrin is a very strong
material, but it still needs the help of a side
strap of stainless steel on the Harken
block to carry the load. It is this
combination of plastic and stainless steel
that makes the Harken block high
strength and lightweight.

Other Features:
There are many other features which

recommend Harken blocks. Recognizing
that every sailor and boat is different,
Harken makes its blocks as versatile as
possible. Cam arms are adjustable, so
that the angle can be set just right for any
style of sailing. Cams are also reversible to
allow either an up or down release. Single
blocks can be left free to swivel, or locked
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with a set screw in the head so that the
tackles won't twist.

Ratchet blocks were designed to save
hands. The eightsided Hexaratchet 11
sheave is designed to offer a holding
power of up to 15 times. This allows hand
holding the jib sheet on a gusty beat, and
permits easing under control in extreme
conditions. The sheave is machined from
a single piece of solid aluminum, then
shaped to allow instant release despite its
great holding power.

The HexaCat series is specifically
designed for catamarans which need
very powerful mainsheet tackles, but can
only fasten the blocks to a single point on
the boat, the traveler. The large ratchet
sheave topped by smaller ball bearing
sheaves was a Harken first which
revolutionized small boat hardware
systems.

In 1976, Harken introduced another
revolutionary product: travelers with
plastic balls riding in recirculating races.
The balls ride directly on the track so that
no matter how the car is torqued or
twisted,'the balls touch the track and the
car will roll freely. To accommodate the
high loads of larger travelers, Harken
introduced a unique plastic to the
industry. The material, called Duratron by
Harken, is an incredibly strong material;
recirculating ball travelers featuring
Duratron bearings can be found on the
powerful new Hobie 21.

Maintenan[,0.
One of the design criteria for a good

sailboat block is easy maintenance.
Nobody wants to spend weekends
maintaining blocks instead of sailing a
Hobie, so easy care is important. The
most important maintenance job on a
Harken block is flushing it with fresh water
as often as possible. Simply direct a hose
into the space between the sheave and
the sideplate-where the ball bearings
are visible-to flush out salt and sand. Salt
won't corrode the bearings, but it will build
up on them and slow things down. Sand
abrades the bearings and the blocks,
resulting in premature failure, so it is
imperative to keep the blocks clean.

The black sideplates of a Harken block
will fade to gray after exposure to the sun.
The blocks can be polished easily by
rubbing them with a Scotch-Brite pad or
bronze wool, but the grey is only a
surface oxidation which causes no harm
and actually protects the material under it.
If the blocks were made of a material like
nylon, they would be shiny black forever;
however, they are made of Delrin for an
important reason.

The sideplates of a Harken block
actually contain the races which carry the
balls for sideloading, and Delrin is
dimensionally stable material even when
wet. Most plastics like nylon absorb water
and change size, which makes them

unsuitable for a high performance squirt of a light lubricant. WD-40 or a dry
bearing system. silicone spray will do fine.

Occasionally, a light ring of rust Most sailors don't ever think about their
appears around a rivet. The stainless itself Harken blocks while sailing. That's the
isn't rusting, but when the rivet is crushed, way it should be. This hardware is
the surface exposes contaminants and designed to make sailing faster, safer and
traces of steel from the tools which will more fun by working better. Obviously, it
rust. This can be cleaned with an abrasive works best when it responds without any
pad for cosmetic reasons, but it isn't hassles, but in the rare event of Harken
harmful if left alone. If you're lucky enough block trouble that flushing and cleaning
to own a Hoble 21 with a Harken traveler, won't solve, calling Harken should get
you should flush it with fresh water, just things set straight. Most of the time, it's so
like a block, and give it an occasional good that no one even knows it's there.XL

Cams on most Harken blocks are reversible for either up or down release.

Harken HexaCatswere designed to give powerful tackles to boatswith only one
attachmentpoint.

JULY 042AUGUST1988/19
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-------no" 0
Fl ailing for the America's Cup in

94. • 4 P- a catamaran has raised.S'-*-*\ I7/2'*.-• \ \ hackles among many sailing
:#-6 -3 1 traditionalists. The same peo-

Lil/ pie who look down their
noses at the abilities of Hobie

sailors, believe that sailing an event like
this one on a catamaran is not proper But
when faced with New Zealander Michael
Fay's large hull challenge, tradition
faltered. Since the U.S. design team
couldn't begin to construct a comparable
challenger in the time available, they
abandoned the idea of building a better
large boat and turned to a we!!-estab-
lished American expertise in catamarans.
Right now cat sailors are working with
scientists to defeat the infamous Kiwis,
and Hobie's own John Wake is right there
with them.

Of course, the bad news here is that
John Wake has left Hobie Cat's premier
research and design team. The good
news is that he's helping to build the
defender boat that will probably take on
Michael Fay's New Zealand challenger in
September off the San Diego coastline. If
all goes according to plan, Wake's efforts
will have helped keep the America's Cup
in the United States.

Why John Wake? Simple. As HOTLINE
has reported several times, Wake was
instrumental in the design and construe-
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tion of the Hobie 17 and Hobie 21 and has America has bought up just about all of it."
a strong background in competitive sail- In case you haven't guessed, one of the
ing. And in case you haven't heard, this key words in this effort is money. Exotic
special challenge from the Kiwis will be materials and expertise are not cheap,
met by Dennis Conner on a catamaran. In especially when you consider that the
fact, Sail America and the San Diego cat's rig is being designed and built by
Yacht Club have assembled some of the Burt Rutan of Voyager fame. Rutan is
most impressive names in catamarans, considered a genius when it comes to.
monohulls and even aerospace to help moving objects through the air and his
design and build what promises to be the aircraft designs, like a small forward
most advanced cat ever conceiv.ed. Peo- "wing" on his kit airplanes and his busi-
pie like Randy Smyth, Gino Morelli, John ness jets, are famous throughout the
Marshall, Bruce Nelson and many more world. The money comes mainly from four
are working hard to develop a boat to heavyweight corporate sponsors: Pepsi,
match New Zealand's astounding 90-foot Merrill Lynch, Budweiser and Marlboro.
wonder. What with money, exotic materials,

Wake is working on the building side of some of the best minds in sailing and the
the team with R and D Boatworks of prestige of the America's Cup, you would
Southern California which is using a for- think John Wake would be in heaven. He
mer Hobie Cat design facility to put the is. "1'm having the time of my life right now.
designers' dreams into reality Two boats We're working 10 to 12 hours a day, six
will be built, both about 55 feet long on days a week for the next 30 days, but this
the waterline. The materials for the boat's is great. This boat could end up with just
"platform," being built in San Juan Cap- about anything on it. Nobody's ever built a
istrano, consist of carbon fibers and an boat like this before. Plus it's fun seeing
advanced core of Nomax by DuPont. these guys [Dennis Conner and crew] get
Nomax is a honeycomb-shaped material excited about sailing cats."
used by Boeing in the construction of the Surprisingly, Wake does not feel intimi-
747 because it is so strong and so light. dated at all by the challenge or the
The team is using so much carbon that, heavyweight talent he encounters. He
according to Wake, they"have just about claims this stems from his long back-
sucked up the worldwide market in that ground in competitive sailing. "Dennis has
material. Not much is made, and Sail been beating me since I was 18 in SORC
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races," he says. And besides, Wake
knows a little something about building
catamarans. With the thrill of working on
the largest, most advanced cat ever,
Wake just doesn't have time to feel
intimidated.

Both the New Zealanders and the
Americans are heading for a sailing clash
thatmayberememberedastheevent·
that ended the post-war dominance of the
12-meter. Both boats are unlike anything
seen before. Sail America's cat is an
attempt to respond to the New Zealand's
extraordinary behemoth, a boat John
Marshall has said is unbeatable by any
existing monohull or catamaran in the
world. That's'why the new cat has to be
unlike any other boat.

The platform will be vacuum-bagged, a
process similar to the one used to build a
Hobie Cat. The honeycomb core and
carbon outer skins will be vacuumed
together. Epoxy resin will be used. The
concept is based on C-Class cats and the
designs of Formula 40 cats that have
gained popularity in Europe. The result,
according to Wake, is"a 60-foot-long
day sailer."

The sail, actually a wing, is being built at
Rutan's Scaled Composites facility in
Mojave, California. The design is complex
since it calls for stationing an airplane
wing upside down on a boat. The wing
will be "hard." In other words, it will not
show subtle changes, or luff like regular
sails. This could be a problem for Dennis
Conner who has spent his entire sailing
life becoming an expert at reading soft
fabric sails. But the advantages of mount-
ing a wing on the platform outweighed
other considerations. A wing requires no
stays, no boom vang and fewer other
accouterments. A wing is very efficient
and can create more lift in lighter air. And
then there's the skill of Rutan and his
company of computer experts, engineers
and physicists. They know how to make
wings work and although they face some
different challenges putting a wing on a
cat instead of an airplane, the problems of
control can be solved with flaps. The wing
will be built in sections that can be
removed in accordance with various wind
conditions.

But that's not all of the problems that the
team may encounter. Wake worries about
tiny pin holes in the carbon skins. Unlike a
Hobie Cat which can keep sailing even
with larger holes in the fiberglass skins,
Sail America's boat has the honeycomb
core which can take in water that will slow
the boat considerably. That's why another
complete set of hulls is being built along
with an additional boat. The other boat
will offer some design variations to com-
pare with the expected defender boat.
Another problem may be encountered
when the boat is in the water: In a good
breeze, the boat's designers expect that it
will approach 34 knots, or nearly 40 miles

per hour. The design team is concerned
that the extraordinary pressures exerted
on their ultralight boat may lead to break-
downs and failures. According to
Marshall, a big cat's mainsheet pressures
may exceed 100,000 pounds. Fortunately,
the wing design precludes the use of
mainsheets.

But one thing that most probably won't
be on the Sail America cat is trapeze gear.
It is expected that both boats will sail
under International Offshore Racing rules.
lOR rules prohibit the use of trapezes.
Wake says that the crew will just have to
roll from one side to the other like Hobie
sailors. There will be two tiller extensions,
one for each side. Instead of pivoting from
the center of the tiller, each will attach at a
point more towards the hull.

Conner and crew are known more for
their expertise at sailing 12-meters and
other racing monohulls, but they are train-
ing hard off San Diego to learn the
intricacies of catamarans. Cam Lewis and
Randy Smyth are working with the sailors
who are sailing two Formula 40 cata-
marans and Patient Lady, one of the
stable of boats of the same name from C-
Class designers Duncan MacLane and
Dave Hubbard.

Since the conventional wisdom says
that cats are always faster than mono-
hulls, one might expect an awful lot of
confidence from those involved with the
project. After all, despite a tight deadline,
they are on their way to constructing the
most advanced cat ever. Surely, one
would think, this new outrageous cata-
maran could easily beat New Zealand's
boat.

Wake does not engage in that sort of
talk at all. In fact. he and some others on
the team think that the races will be a toss-
up that will hinge on the wind and
weather conditions and how both of these
radically new designs fare under competi-
tion. Fay's boat has the team worried. Not
only was it designed by Bruce Farr, the
acknowledged expert in large ocean
racers, but it, too, has a host of special
features. It is based on the Aussie 18
skiffs, those little rockets that zoom
around harbors Down Under with their
giant rack wings for trapeze flying far
out of the water. Unlike the skiffs, however,
this boat is scaled up to over 100 feet.
Between 40 and 45 sailors will be listed as
crew, but most will serve as ballast on the
26-foot, wing-like extensions that have
been compared to the deck of an aircraft
carrier. A tremendous bulbed keel will
slide back and forth to trim the bow up
during planing legs. The mast is about
170 feet high, the tallest in the world, and
will carry more sail than has ever been
carried on a racing yacht: a total of 18,000
square feet. According to Wake, that
height will enable it to harness about 2
knots more wind simply because winds
are stronger the higher you go in the

atmosphere. But the boat is an ultralight: it
weighs just a little more than a 12-meter
and it is made of carbon and nylon honey-
comb sandwich.

But, like Sail America, New Zealand has
problems of its own. For example, the
crew may have a hard time holding the
boat down. Winds over 15 miles per hour
seem to cause problems for the huge
vessel because it is so light.

After examining the variables, the team
seems to have developed an offhand
formula for this fall's contest. "If it's under
10 knots, he can do fantastic," says Wake.
"If its under 8 knots, he wins. Between 8
and 10, its anybody's ballgame and over
10, we win." Typical winds for San Diego
are between 8 and 10 knots.

Sailing in a catamaran, of course, has
upset many sailing traditionalists. The
same people who look down their noses
at Hobie sailors and their abilities believe
that sailing an event like the America's
Cup on a catamaran simply is not de
rigueur. But when faced with Fay's chal-
lenge, the design team had no data on
which to base the construction of a com-
parable challenger. So they decided to
escape the question of building a better
large boat. They realized that the US. has
plenty of expertise in catamarans, so
that's where they looked. These sailors sat
down with the team and described all
they knew about cats and their design.
Although it was difficult for the catamaran
sailors and the scientists to find a com-
mon vocabulary and figure out each
other's needs, a strong working bond has
developed.

But Michael Fay is attempting to turn
the entire discussion of radical monohull
versus radical multihull into a moot issue.
He has decided to take the question of
whether or not San Diego can defend on a
catamaran to the New York court where
his original challenge was upheld. Under-
standably, Fay wants San Diego to sail in
a monohull and believes he has a legal
base for his demands that San Diego
change plans. San Diego believes that
the Deed of Gift enables them to meet the
challenge on a catamaran. As have so
many other issues in this challenge, this
one will be decided by a judge.

But whether or not the judge agrees
with Sail America, Wake believes the boat
will be finished and launched, if only
because the team has come so far - ·
already. According to Sail Magazine, the.'-
budget for research and design of the
newcat may be more than the total of-...
money spent in catamaran research and 1
design throughout history. No matter what
the outcome of the judge's decision, this
team will have gone further in advancing
catamaran design than anyone has since
Hobie Alter knelt down to draw in the
sand. Al
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• BY RICHARD BLOUNT

_ • Eli magine an 18, pumped up with
• steroids, a lighter-than-air heavy-
-1 weight skimming over the seas. It
444 may feel like you'reinaspaghetti
1 factory everytime you tack, but

with practice-and the generous
advice of some real pros-you can run
the race of your dreams.

Those pros speak from experience,
experience recently heightened running
the ProSail event in the two-day regatta
held at the Davis Yacht Club in
Tampa, Florida. John Hackney, Hobie
Alter Jr., Jeff Alter, Wayne Schafer, Paul
Parizeau, Carl Nunes, Rick Moore, Carlton
Tucker, Randy Smyth and Eric Bjerring all
contributed fancy techniques, clever
tricks and a dose of plain, old common-
sense tips to get you out of the spaghetti
factory once and for all.

The Hobie 21 is everything it's billed to
be. Limitless adjustments, speed to burn,
plenty of fun, the 21 is the ultimate chal-
lenge for boat racing. Anyone with a
Hobie 21, now or in their future, will find
these techniques essential to getting the
very most out of the boat. They are free
forthe taking; just remember, share-and-
share-alike by passing on a little of your
experience, too.

One of the first tricks recommended
won't make you go any faster, but it will
prevent the halyard from fraying. Get a
cleartube the full length of the mastto put
the main halyard in. The halyard will be
protected on the main, an important point
because replacing a broken one is not
easy

Shroud tension and mast rake are keys
to a successful boat, so it isn't enough to
say just put the pin in the 4th hole for
heavy days and the 8th for light days. The
old stand-by is that on heavy wind days,
raking back is needed and on light days,
raking the mast more forward helps. The
21 is raked along the lines of an 18,
although raking the mast too far back
could damage your spinnaker.

The diamond wire should be adjusted
properly. Measure up about 18 inches from
the base of the wire, mark the base with a
pencil. Adjust by letting out or taking in,
whichever is needed, to move the wire to
within an inch-and-one-half of the mast.

You nded to add a positive mast rotator.
This is a device that regulates the mast
rotation when the spinnaker is up. Your
standard mast rotator won't get the job
done when you fly a spinnaker. The spin-
naker wants to pull the mast forward. This
device minimizes that from happening.
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Hobie 21 sails always seem to look
great. As a result, the shaving of battens
to improve your particular sail shape
should be done as a last resort only: Keep
in mind that the progressive vertical seam
Mylar main and jib were designed by
several-time world champion, Randy
Smyth, who makes some of the finest
catamaran sails in the world.

If you think your sail is too flat, you
might try to stuff your battens in a little
tighter run with less downhaul, and move
the main traveler out a couple inches. In
addition, adjust the mast rotator so that it
is pointed just behind the shroud.

If your main sail is too full, let up on the
batten tension, use more outhaul tension
and increase the downhaul. At the same
time, make sure your mast rotator is
pointed directly at the leeward shroud.

Telltails on this sail are a must. You will
need one below the"H" for reaches, plus
three more about a foot-and-one-half off
the mast between the third and fourth;
fourth and fifth; and fifth and sixth
battens.

Now that you have your main up, you'll
need to work on the jib. For starters,
attach a three foot rope on the jib clew
plate of the sail. It should be tied in the
center so that it has a foot-and-one-half
free on each side. Put a shackle on the
end of each rope and connect your jib
blocks to each side. There are several
reasons for doing this.

First, it eliminates about ten feet of jib
sheet line. Using this technique, you can
sheet the jib in more quickly. In addition, it
pulls the jib in and down at a better angle
than the stock system. This helps to keep
the slot between the main and the jib
open as well.

In very light air, a barber hauler on the
jib would be helpful. The barber hauler
allows you to move the jib sheet lines off
the boat further than your arm can reach
while still maintaining proper tension.

The stock blocks for the jib system are
more than adequate. Some people try the
IFL blocks instead. They are okay if you're
not going to fly a spinnaker, but when you
need to furl the jib in ahurry, one side or
the other seems to cleat itself. As a result,
you have to pull them to get them to
release. This wastes valuable time. So
keep your sanity and stick to the stock
blocks. To keep the blocks from twisting,
add a piece of shock cord that goes from
one jib block to the other.

The mainsheet block comes with a 10:1
system. Anyone can go block to block

using a 10:1 ratio, so do more pushups used to right the boat does work; how-
and use an 8:1 instead. Your benefit will be ever if you turtle the boat, don't engage
quicker sheet-in time, and less line to let ' " the SLS. It should only be used when the
out on downwind reaches. All the pros boat is on its side with the mast floating.
interviewed hand-hold the main; they The mast will act like an anchor if you use
NEVER cleat it, but always pump the the system too soon. If that happens, plan
main. on getting a power boat to assist you. The

The pros are talking about less line on ideal time to pull the SLS pin is when the
the jib and main. The reason is simple: It mast is pointed into the wind and your
takes one hundred feet of spinnaker line crew is already leaning out with the right-
to fly a chute. If you can remove any ing line on the hull. Tying a loop onto the
excess line from anywhere without com- righting line to fit on your trapeze hook
promising boat speed, it's well worth it. saves a lot of energy.
There is just no time to waste retrieving The most important racing aspect of
line that washes overboard. Besides, it the Hobie 21 is the ability to fly a third sail.
can get caught in the rudders, increase For starters, be prepared to spend at least
drag and cause complete chaos. You another $500 on blocks, pulleys, swivels,
can't win races playing with overboard rope and the like. This does not include
rope. the third sail itself, which can run as much

The rudders should be aligned in a as $1300 apiece. Our pros seem to all
neutral position or perhaps toed in a hair. have more than one. You might need a
The 21 is responsive. In heavy air, the giant light-air spinnaker made of three-
rudders have been kicking up; therefore, . quarter ounce cloth, or a small one made
shock cord is a must to hold them down. of ounce-and-one-half cloth for the heavy
Use the standard Hobie 17 and 18 tech- ak
nique for rudder rake. It is deceiving to To get an idea of the versatility of the
eyeball the blades and decide to rake boat, consider the rear spinnaker blocks.
them in more, because the transom on a These are the blocks that adjust the sail
21 is cut at more of an angle than other shape of the spinnaker. Hobie Alter, Jr.
Hobie transoms. For more information on had his blocks tied with a rope from the
rudders, see"Small Flippers in Back' in the bottom of each rear wing extension. Jeff
July/August'87 issue of HOTLINE. • Alter had his mounted on the rear corners

The centerboard rope should have two of each wing. Randy Smyth had his
knots. The first knot should be for the mounted on rope coming out of each
blade in the full down position. This rudder gudgeon. Each believes their way
setting should be used on weather legs. works best, but you should try them all
The second knot should be used to set the and be your own judge. There definitely is
blade flush with the hull. This setting is for more than one way to set up this boat.
all ofMhe-wind sailing when you are flying The Hobie 21 with a third sail is a lot to
a spinnake[ The reason you don't pull the handle, but everyone who owns one

·centerboardalltheway upisthat water seems to enjoy the challenge that the
wants to fill the empty area and when it spinnaker presents. It may open the door
does, it slows down the boat. for more mistakes, but it also offers a new

Nobody talks much about wings. For · level of satisfaction that must be experi-
one thing, on a wing, you are far removed enced, not just explained. You're going to
from the boat itself. Wings should be love the speed, the stability and the
waxed with paraffin to provide proper added excitement of sailing with a
traction and to avoid slipping. Wings must spinnaker.
be tied down to the boat because they fit For specific techniques on setting a
looser than on the 17. In fact; if you turtle spinnaker, see the accompanying article,
the boat, they will slide out and sink like entitled "Spinnaker Sequences: Putting It
rocks. To prevent this problem, tie a piece Up and Taking It Down."XL
of line from the back of the tramp to the
tubing on the wing. Do it to both sides;
you won't regret it.

To add a bit of leverage on a wing,
install a piece of nylon webbing from one
end to the othe[ If you put it right above
the hull, it will act like a hiking strap, giving
you needed leverage when sheeting in.

The shroud lengthening system (SIS)
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Spinnaker Sequences.
putting It up and taking It down
\ A / hy use a sail that almost
\ / \ / guarantees you an ulcer?
\/ \/ Simple, a spinnaker pro-
V V vides a more straight-line

approach toward the leeward mark
because you can sail lower and more
downwind than if you just are reaching
with a jib.

The basic idea with a spinnaker is to
successfully put it up; sail to the leeward
mark;, take it down; and go back upwind
to the weather mark in front of everyone
else. Sounds simple, doesn't it?

There are three things necessary to
successfully handle a spinnaker. The first
is practice, the second is teamwork and
the third is knowledge. Practice is easy:
Put your Hobie in the water and go.
Teamwork is a little more difficult, and
teamwork is what it takes to handle a
spinnaker! The skipper must let enough
sail go to be handled by the crew, but not
so much that it ends up in the water. The
crew must keep an eye on the boat at all
times, never looking at other boats,
marks or anything else. The crew must
always be watching for tangled sheet
lines, sail shape and generally keeping
on top of the situation. Each crew mem-
ber must know what, when and how to do
the tasks necessary to sail with a
spinnaker.

Putting up a spinnaker involves a
number of specific steps:

1. Round the mark.
2. Sail dead downwind.
3. Unsheet the jib, set it for the down-

wind run and cleat it.
4. Pull the centerboards up.
5. Give the skipperthe windward

sheet line.
6. Haul the spinnaker up with the spin-

naker halyard, then pull the tack lines so
the forward bridle is out in front of the
boat.

7. Pull the spinnaker to its proper
height (which should have been pre-
measured in practice so the crew need
only pull to a mark on the halyard).

8. Once the spinnaker is up, cleat it,
then roller furl the jib so that it is out of the
way.

9. Take the sheet lines back from the
skipper and adjust the bridle lines (from
where the wind is blowing).

10. Trim the spinnaker.
11. Last, but not least, start making

plans to get the spinnaker back on board
for the windward leg.

Properly done, this sequence requires
less than one minute!

To take down the spinnaker at the
leeward mark, your sequence of events
goes as follows:

1. Put the leeward centerboard down.
2. Unfurl thejibsoitwill blanket the

spinnaker.
3. Give the spinnaker halyard to the

skipper.
4. Grab the sheet and bridle lines.
5. As the skipper releases the halyard,

the crew stuffs the spinnaker into a deck
bag. Remember! The skipper can only
release as much of the spinnaker as the
crew can stuff in the bag. ( If he lets out too
much, the spinnaker goes in the water
and all heck breaks loose trying to get it
back on board when it's full of water.)

6. Pack the head, the tack and the

clew of the spinnaker, on the outside of
the bag so that it can be used again if
needed.

Z Set the jib and get the other center-
board down.

8. Hook up and get back on the wire.

Like we said before, it's simple! And
less frustrating if you remember that all
the other boats have to do the same thing.

Anothertechnique for setting aspin-
nakerthat should be mentioned, uses a
piece of equipment that looks like a
cheerleader's cone and which is called a
launcher. The advantage with a launcher
is that the spinnaker can be set on either
the port or starboard side without any
reworking of the halyards. The disadvan-
tage is the added windage sailing the
boat upwind. It is too early to tell which
way is better. Current consensus is that
both ways have their moments.

There are some other things you can
doto make handling the spinnaker easier.
One is a spinnaker bag, small enough to
be stored in the least amount of space,
but large enough to get the spinnaker out
and back in easily. A rectangular bag with
a diagonal opening is ideal. Face the bag
backward so that the spinnaker will be
coming out the rear of the bag with all
lines free. Adding a clasp will serve to
both seal off the bag when not needed
and also keep water out.

• It's also a good idea to have the three
d: corners of the sail marked, when stuffing
• the spinnaker. Use H for the head of the
2 spinnaker, T forthe tack of the sail (the

part connected by a bridle wire), and C
for the clew (the part that allows for better
sheet tension and sail shape). With the
sail marked, there will be less chance of
sail-handling mistakes in race conditions;
it will also help keep that part of the boat
more organized. It's very difficult to com-
pensate for poor organization after the
race is on, so it's vital to a boat's success
to stay on top of things. There is never
time toredo something in a race. You only
get one try to do it right!

Now that you know how to put up and
take down a spinnaker, when do you use
one? There are two simple rules of
thumb that apply to using a spinnaker.
The first rule of thumb is: if you can
double trap to weather it's windy enough
so that you don't need a spinnaker. The
second rule is: if the boat behind you
pulls one out, yours better come out too.
See, it really is simple. XL
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r--2 he prize money at the first profes01 sional sailing series in the United
States wasn't something a
National Football League first-
round draft choice would write

- home about. For a guy like that,
the total purse of $5,000 would just be
walking-around money: But for today's
successful sailors, it was nice to go home
with more in the old pockets than they
came with, and to know that their placings
in this initial, and successful, ProSail event
on Hobie 21s had earned them a place in
three summer championship events with
$135,000 in prize money up for grabs.

"We're not going to get rich at this rate,"
said Hobie Alter Jr. of Capistrano Beach,
California, after he and crew, Carl Nunes,
got the first-place check of $2,000. "1 don't
see any of us giving up his regular job
real soon. I think that we came out of this
with just about enough to pay for our
expenses and maybe buy a new genoa."

That was a considerable improvement
over previous regattas, though, where the
best quasi-pros like the Alter brothers,
Hoble and Jeff, and Carlton Tucker, could
hope for was to earn some good will for
their real businesses and maybe make a
few contacts that would be worth some-
thing down the line.

Both Tucker and Hobie Alter JE. said that
they would establish United States Yacht
Racing Union trust accounts with their
winnings, which would allow them to draw
on the money to defray regatta and train-
ing expenses while preserving their
amateur status.

"1 think it's a great idea," Tucker said. "1
wouldn't have any trouble spending
$5,000 a year on regattas with the
amount of sailing I do. If you go to one
event in Europe, you could go through
that $2,000 just on airfares and living
expenses for you and one crew..Pro
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events might be a way to get the money
to attend a lot of events we have to pass
on now because of cost."

The ProSail event was part of the Hobie
Midwinters East, a two-day regatta at the
Davis Island Yacht Club in Tampa, Florida
that drew 233 boats in all the Hobie
classes: 14,14 turbo, 16,17,18,18 mag-
num and 21. The fleet was broken into
three divisions that raced over different
courses. One division included both
classes of 14s, the16sand 17s. The other
was a nearby, but separate, fleet of 18s.
With 67 entries, it was the single largest
class in the regatta. And way over by
themselves, a couple of miles from every-
body else, near the broad Bayshore
Esplanade where they would be most
visible to shorebound spectators, were a
score of the Hobie factory's newest crea-
tion: the 21s.

When it was all over, ProSail promoter
Sid Morris had shown that, given five
races and a good fleet, even a light air
series can produce enough excitement
and interesting moments to sustain a 30
to 60 minute television show. And.the
sailors demonstrated that new class, old
class or almost any class, the same
handful of people will dominate simply
because they are better.

Most of the time, the 21 event looked
like two regattas: One for the two boats
way out front; one for the other 18 fighting
it out for third. And it ended as so many

Hobie events have, in a nip-and-tuck
struggle where Tucker, 29, a Fort Walton
Beach, Florida Hobie salesman, earned a
moral victory by winning three of the five
races, but still finished second overall to
Hobie J[, 31.

The April 9 to 10 event was run
mostly in very light air, with only the last
race blessed with the 10-knot-and-better
breezes that allowed the boats to show
their superb reaching speed.

The Hobie 21 Class Association rules
call for the boats to carry a class-man-
dated main and jib, and two more
headsails from any sailmaker. But for the
ProSail event, they were limited to a sin-
gle, asymmetrical chute provided by the
promoter, and a number of crews got their
first experience flying a spinnaker on brief
test sails the night before the first race.
While the promoter originally said thatthe
boats would be able to carry multiple
headsails, that rule was changed in the
Tampa regatta to require the sailors to use
spinnakers provided by ProSail (which
would then control the advertising on the
chutes).

"That's okay with me," said Alter, who
had Hobie Sunglasses logos on both his
and his brother's mainsails. "That will keep
the sailmakers out of it. Randy Smyth
(America's leading multihull sailmaker) is a
friend of mine, and I like him a lot, but if
we're going to sail for money, let him come
out and use the same sails the rest of us
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do."
Another new wrinkle at this regatta were

the jury boats sitting off each mark, follow-
ing the fleet around. This regatta saw the
introduction of on-the-water judging, an
absolute necessity if sailing is to become
even an occasional television sport.
When Joe Glotz is sitting in front of the
tube with a cold one in his hand on a
Saturday afternoon, he wants the sport-
ing contest to end when he sees it end,
not when a protest jury makes a decision
two hours later.

The only time on-the-waterjudging was
used in this event was when a skipper hit .
a mark, failed to reround, and was chased
down by a jury boat to be assessed a
penalty.

The 20 boats that raced in this pro
event represented about a third of the
Hobie 21s built for the U.S. market by that
time (about 25 more had been shipped to
Europe). Tucker and most of the teams
from east of the Mississippi, along with
some Texans from west of the Big Muddy,
got their boats in boxes about 10 days
before the race, managed a day or two of
testing and tuning and then had to trailer
them to Tampa because there were no
boats available for charter.

Some of the Californians had been
sailing their boats for a few months, but
they, too, had to haul them cross-country
for the event.

There was a two-hour delay waiting for
breeze for the first race, which finally filled
in from the south-southwest at about six
knots and shifted to due west on the final
leg. Tucker and Jeff Alter went around the
last mark of the double windward-leeward
course locked in a duel for first and
second, but Hobie Alter Jr., won by being
on the rjght side of the shift and reaching
home to finish, while his brother and
Tucker, who had rounded the final mark

well ahead of him, found themselves
headed and beat home to finish third and
fifth, respectively.

The pre-race betting was that the 21
event would be won by Tucker or one of
the Alter brothers. But although they
finished third in the opening race, Jeff
Alter and crew Paul Parizeau crossed the
line with the rear crossbeam broken out of
the port hull. They sailed inshore, bor-
rowed a boat from Steve Giordano of
Tampa, who dropped out of the regatta,
and still managed to finish 10th overall in
the no-throwout series with scores of 3-
dns-dns-1-5.

After guessing on the wrong side in the
opening race, Tucker and crew Glenn
Purcell won the next two races easily and
placed fourth in the fourth race, all sailed

- 1 -".**Il
1 9-

in breezes ranging from zero to eight
knots, while Hobie Alter Jr. added amazingly
consistent finishes of 2-2-2.

When the Hobie 21 was first
announced, there was some speculation
it would be a three-person boat, some-
thing like the Stiletto 23. And while five of
the crews elected to sail with three in the
ProSail event, it was obvious the extra
weight was a real liability.

Tucker said that on the one day he got
to sail the boat before the regatta, he got ·
two big crewmen and sailed with more
than 600 pounds aboard in 12 knots of
breeze. "It was real obvious that 600
pounds was not the right number," he
said. "Maybe you'cl sail with three in 20
knots or so, but it's a two-man boat. But it's
really powerful. Even with all that weight

1 up, we were flying a hull with two guys on
the trapeze."

By race five, it was a two-boat contest
between Tucker and Hobie Alter Jr. Brian
Stewart of Tampa was in third place, but
he would have to win the race and both
Tucker and Alter would have to finish in
the bottom half of the fleet for Stewart to
win the regatta.

Going into the last race, the points were
6.75 for Hobie Alter JE, who has won nearly
every Hobie national and world title
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going, and 10.5 for Tucker, reigning Hobie
18 titlist who has finished second to Alter
in many of those events. Tucker could win,
but only if he put four boats between
them.

While the fi rst four races in light air were
the kind that backed up the arguments of
those who say sailboat racing will never
make it on television, the final race proved
just the opposite. It started fairly light,
about seven knots, then built slowly but
steadily to 12 as the fleet covered a six-
sided course.

Three different boats led at the first
three marks. The team of Dave Weber of
Clearwater, Florida, and John Hackney
played the light wind shifts early in the
race beautifully and were a strong first at
the third mark. They had come up with a
mylar-and-fiberglass launching tube
mounted between the hulls to getthe
chute up and recover it without repack-
ing. It was a pretty slick piece of gear, but
they forgot to free a cleat at that bottom
mark, couldn'tget the spinnaker down,
went into irons and dropped to 10th in
seconds as nine other boats roared by
them and showed why catamaran racing
can be such an exciting TV event. Weber
and Hackney had worked their way back

up to third by the finish, and back on the
beach they were already talking about the
second-generation launcher they were
planning to have ready by the next
regatta.

Tucker went around in the lead at the
next windward mark, with Alter a close
second, but the breeze was now piping
up, and popping out in third from the
howling, out-of-control pack behind them
came 59-year-old Wayne Schafer of Cap-
istrano Beach, one of the first Hobie multi-
time champions from whose beach the
first Hobie 14 was launched 21 years ago.

Tucker was ahead, but he was well to
leeward and Alter was driving over him
onthe deep spinnaker reach to the next
mark. But Schafer and crewman Rick
Moore, 38, the oldest and one of the
lightest teams, were sailing higher and
faster by jib reaching, and steadily driving
over the leaders.

As Schafer steadily ground down the
leaders, a young local reporter on one of
the press boats asked another non-yacht-
ing journalist, "Who's that guy in third?"
"Some old guy nobody ever heard of,"
was the answer from another youngster.

About a third of the way down the flying
reach, their spinnaker was seen riding

about a quarter of the way op the mast,
and cries of"No! No!" and "Don't do it!"
came from several spectator boats chas-
ing the fleet.

But Schafer and Moore decided to set
their spinnaker, and the result was the
expected, with the chute flying through
the slot between main and jib and tan-
gling on the forestay. By the time they got
the mess cleared, they had finished sev-
enth (and fourth overall behind the team
of Stewart and Hoenhauser).

"We were arguing about it," Schafer
said afterward. 'We were going pretty
good, but we figured that if we put the
chute up, we'd go even faster Hey, we're
here to learn."

Alter went around the penultimate mark
slightly behind, but to windward of Tucker,
and managed to reach up into a covering
position with a good lead. Tucker no
longer had any real chance of winning the
series (he took home $1,500 for second),
but he still was fighting for pride.

This leg turned out to be a beat
because of a windshift, and once the
boats rounded the final mark, they would
be on a close reach to the finish. About
100 feet short of the mark, Tucker threw a
tack, which Alter saw and copied to cover.
But before Alter completed his tack,
Tucker tacked again. A tacking duel in a
catamaran race is about as rare as an
America's Cup without lawsuits, but as
Alter tacked to cover for the second time,
Tucker threw a third tack. Alter's boat was
now almost stopped, and before the Cali-
fornia skipper could get it accelerating,
Tucker had driven through his lee and
was high-tailing it for the finish, flying a
hull as he streaked along at about 15
knots in 12 knots of air.

Tucker shot across the finish line,
rounded up to watch Alter cross in sec-
ond place and yelled, "It was the least I
could do."

After the series finished, Alter and
Tucker both said they never gave much
thought to the fact that there was money
at stake.

"You're just trying to win races. It doesn't
make any difference if you're racing for
money or a cup. You have to do the same
things to win," Tucker said.

Alter said, "It's not very much compared
to real pro sports. We're just getting started.
We were even kidding about it. We'd say,
Hey! That was a $2,000 spinnaker you just
blew Maybe if it was $20,000 or some-
thing, you'd really be aware of it. but now
it's just like any other race." (See the race
section for complete race results.) X1
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f• -a he imaginations of sailors have
been fired for four hundred years

• by the dream of navigating the ice-
choked Northwest Passage. In our
own pursuit of this dream, my

c friends and I sailed enough miles
to take us a quarter of the way around the
Earth; got cold, hungry and wet; and
learned to love the adventure of sail
camping. Wherever you'point your bows,
sailing towards adventure, our hard-
earned lessons should make the trip
rewarding.

Cat camping gives you, the Hobie
sailor, the rare chance to point your bows
in one direction and sail until the sun sets.
With the appropriate equipment aboard
your Hobie, you have the freedom to
journey along almost an9 coast.

Our efforts to become the first to sail the
Northwest Passage forced us to quickly
learn how best to sail camp on a Hobie
Cat. In this pursuit, we have sailed far
enough to travel a quarter of the way
around the planet on our Hobie18s. Our
lessons were learned by becoming cold,
wet and hungry on many occasions. Now
that we have assembled the right equip-
ment, our Hobie sail camping is an
absolute delight. We are ready to share
some of the secrets we learned from our
research, as well as sharing some of our
favorite sail camping Areas.

Safety must be the primary concern
when sailing long distances on a Hobie.
Weather conditions can change rapidly,
causing dangerous situations. Like any
vessel, a Hobie Cat must be equipped to
handle any emergency. On ours, we carry
a small emergency locator transmitter
(E.L.I), flares, marker dye, signal horn,
whistles, small flotation rafts, a first aid kit
and a repair kit. A small weather radio is
also useful. In all, this equipment adds
about ten pounds to your cat, but it may
save your life.

Just like the Hobie day sailor all cat
campers should wear a personal flotation
device (RF.D.) and have available appro-
priate foul weather protection. We found
that you definitely need more protection,
whether wetsuits or drysuits, for all-day
sailing.

Our first year in the high Arctic, we wore
eight layers of clothing under our Goretex
drysuits. We still felt cold. Even in warmer
climates, you may feel cold by the end of
the day. Generally, you should wear more
than you think is needed if you want to
enjoy the day.

Since all sail camping should be done
close to shore, navigation equipment can
be simple.'Uust keep the land on one
side," as Miles Wood advised, and a com-
pass and a good chart should keep you
from becoming lost. Sewing or taping a
plastic map window onto the main sail is
the easiest way to see charts on a speed-
ing Hobie.
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A small, hand-held radio direction
finder (R.D.F.) helped us in the Arctic,
where compasses spin in circles and the r
fog is heavy. An R.D.F. may help you to *C,
make a crossing when the other side is --.out of sight. c

Over the last four years we have tried
out most methods of keeping equipment
dry on a Hobie. The best solution we've
found is to use duffel-size neoprene bags
with waterproof zippers. Unfortunately,
these bags must be specially made by
drysuit manufacturers and they are
expensive.

A simpler and less expensive method is
to use the dry bags popular with white-
water canoeists. These work well inside
the hulls of a Hobie, or inside a stronger
bag strapped to the trampoline. Large
plastic olive barrels are another inexpen-
sive waterproof solution, provided they
are available from a delicatessen in your
area.

Camping equipment depends on your
budget and on the temperature of the
environment in which you plan to travel.
Generally, the equipment is the same as a
canoeist's or a backpacker's in a similar
environment. We found that a dome tent
erected on the trampoline of your cat can
be the most comfortable way to sleep. A
Coleman Peak 1 stove works well and fits
through a Hobie porthole. Any good out-
door store can outfit a sailor for sail
camping, although in a warm climate, the
simplest and lightest way to travel is to
sleep outside on the trampoline, eating
cold food and drinking cold beer.
Remember the less you carry, the faster
you go.

Most food for sail camping can be
purchased at your local grocery store.
With a little imagination, you can eat well
on your journey. Some foods that we've
enjoyed are: dried fruits; fresh, hard-
skinned fruits; nuts; cereal with powdered
milk; pre-cooked, barbecued chicken;
cheese; and the old standby, crackers
and bread. Freeze-dried food is light-
weight and usually tasty, but it is
expensive.

The one critical problem is keeping
food dry. We found that the hot-sealed
type plastic bags are the best for serious
camping. These work by heat-sealing the
pre-cooked food into plastic with a special
system which allows you to prepare por-
tions in sizes most suitable for you.

Soft coolers work well inside the hull or
on the deck. Glass containers should be
avoided, and garbage brought back
home so others can enjoy a pristine
environment.

There are thousands of excellent sail
camping locations, but two of our favor-
ites are Georgian Bay and the Florida
Keys. Georgian Bay is off Lake Huron,
with four hundred miles of shoreline and
more than 30,000 islands. This water
body is part of the Canadian Shield,
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which has huge rocky expanses that
were sculpted by the last Ice Age. With
marked channels amongst the islands
and open water on the outside, this is a
Hobie sailor's paradise. In four to seven
days of hard sailing you can travel around
the perimeter

Our first long trip in preparation for the
Polar Passage was around Georgian Baf
The sailing was thrilling; we averaged 100
miles per day. Yet it was a disaster in the
comfort department because we hadn't
quite figured out how to keep our equip-
ment dry.

As Canadians, the chance to sail in
Florida during the winter holds special
appeal, and over the last few years, we
have sail camped in the Florida Keys on
three occasions. Last February we met
Brooke McCullough, owner of Caribbdan
Watersports in Key Largo. He gave us
some good local knowledge on the best
sailing in the Everglades. This shallow,
sandy area is outstanding for fast sailing
since the waves cannot build. There are
designated islands in the Everglades
National Park for camping and during the

winter months the Everglades are alive
with thousands of birds. This is an area
definitely worth exploring further.

On the ocean side of the Keys, you can
travel all day watching the sea floor pass
by. If you're lucky, you will see sand
sharks, mantas, starfish and many other
sea animals. Nature abounds in the Flor-
ida Keys.

Hobie sail camping is sure to grow in
popularity compared to other small craft
camping because Hobies are by far the
most exciting small craft. Appropriately
equipped, a Hobie is the ideal discovery
machine. Its speed, agility, shallow draft
and light weight allow you to travel any-
where your curiosity beckons. Nature can
be experienced close-up, with the silence
of the wind propelling you to new
discoveries.

Happy Sail Camping! XS_
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7 Itall comesdown tothis: the best 17' sailorsin the world, competing for a33 254.It--4 :,
4.-7 ' .71'./.7 distinction only one can win-"World's Best." Whether you sail ornot, you'll

t.. -- :9 .:>f- ." share in the excitement only world-class competition can provide.

.'...--- ;.- -• • :• :/4• .• • f
·t«%35613 make Maui an idyllic setting. On the horizon, azure skies blend into crystal-clear

FLf fy». seas. Seas that seem placid, but whose unpredictable wind and waves add intrigue-
1 • 129'5.-' and danger-to the races.

r--9-date• b t. P*6446 % 8 days/7 nights'«clt* F*64'PA 10 days/9 nights T
Ciflil• f September 2 to September 11 14• 6( 1.»""4<» September 4 to September 11

U.S. WORLDWIDEPACKAGESINCLUDE: HOTEL: PARTICIPANTS: PARTICIPANTS:

•  042Accommodations at Your Choice of

(U.S. Participation) ROYAL LAHAINA RESORT: Package A Package B Package A Package B
(Host Hotel)

Hotel' Standard Room $975.00 $855.00 $525.00 $410.00
· Round-trip Airfare from Los Superior Tower Room-

| • Angeles to Kahalui, Maui 3rd & 4th Floor $1,150.00 $990.00 $700.00 $540.00
F- 1 · Round-trip Airport/Hotel Transfers Superior Cottage Room $1,195.00 $1,025.00 $745.00 $575.00

· Baggage Handlingat Airport Deluxe Room $1,265.00 $1,080.00 $815.00 $630.00
 042Lei Greeting at Airport Deluxe Ocean Front Tower $1,300.00 $1,190.00 $950.00 $740.00

" »· Porterage In & Out of Hotel* Deluxe Ocean Front Cottage $1,425.00 $1,205.00 $975.00 $755.00 042Tote Bag 2 Bedroom Garden Cottage $1,365.0Ot $1,160.0Ot $915.Oot $710.0Ot
· All Applicable Taxes* 2 Bedroom Ocean Front Cot-

tage $1,750.0Ot $1,465.0Ot $1,305.0Ot $1,010.Oot

• occupancy
'Included forWorld-Wide Participants
All pricesare per-person, double

KAANAPALI VILLAS:
(Budget Package)

tBased on 4 People Sharing 1 Bedroom Condominium $850.0Ot $765.0Ot $400.0Ot $315.0Ot
FOR INFORMATION ON AIRFARE OR SINGLE SUPPLEMENTS, PLEASECALL IMPACTTRAVEL, YOUR HOBIE 17 TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

1

[111 714/952.9595 TELEX: 5106019109 IMPACT TVL GRP

11-' R--rl (INSIDE CALIFORNIA) FAX #: 714/852-2397

2466 2414 0110- - tyR.,f« 0361.*-, _ _

35(this form mustbe postmarked by August 1st, 1988) -• ANAME • • ADDRESS
-3'''ADDPFSS
Q CITY 'STATE ZIP | • CITY,1  042' STATE ZIP ··

' '*" HOME . ·, WORK• COUNTRY PHONE: (·' )' • · ' PHONE: ( )
..4 TELEPHONE/FAX/TFI FX# ,4
£4 i am pre-qualified from Country v | • I WILL BESHARING A ROOM WITH:

"r- 1 Wish to qualify from Country • • • • • ,RTURE • DEPARTURE
- (please enclose resume) il DATE:

-.• ENTRY FEE: $150.00 priorto August 1st,/88 IN OSINGLE
• * (postmarked) HOTEL 2* ODOUBLE OBUDGET

9 $200.00 after August 1st, 1988
ZIr BOAT DAMAGE DEPOSIT: $250.00,cash or money • - »

order 09LY. /
• ALL SKIPPERS, pre-qualified ori,ot, must 98

preregister.
1 Mall this form to: 1, ,h i3

WORLD HOBIE CLASS ASSOCIATION

1 :8':01X7,• ARLDS R '
LOCEANS,DE, CA920543 - - -!81*

9001443-0750
(OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA) •

______--a,
I--4• 7=Send completed form and payment to: • '• ·

HOBIE 17 WORLD TRAVEL r.
* HEADQUARTERS f | •

3440 IRVINE AVENUE, i, '' 7==
2 SUITE 250 . ''' DC ,

t NEWPORT BEACH,CA 92660'
0 Enclosed isa check for _ peopie. 1 · LU
OTotal enclosed (number of people 1 m
h $200.00)

[3 Package A/Qualifying Skippers , C•
[• ackage B/Pre-Qualifying Skippers • r• +
________LU

1,1 +=
In A
*41, Al d
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HOSE
RACING
IN THIS SECTION:

Major Regattas
Regatta Schedules

Fleet News

Regatta Results

WORLD HOSE
CLASS ASSOCIATION

The racing section of the Hobie
Hothhe consists of regatta news
and results as reported by the
fleets. If you would like to see your
fleet recognized in this section.
please submit typed, double-
spaced articles and black and
white glossy photos only. Return of
photo contributions cannot be
guaranteed. so please submit
duplicate photos.

MAJOR EVENTS

MAJOR REGAI IAS
Jul 7- 9

Jul 22-30

Aug 11-14

Sep 1- 3

Sep 2-11

Sep 24-30

Oct 9-16

Oct 9-15

Oct 17-22

Nov 1- 4

Nov 6-12

Dec 5-11

Canadian National Championships
Regina, Saskatchewan
Ultimate Yacht Race Professional Event
San Francisco, California
ProSail Championship Event
Newport, Rhode Island
ProSail Championship Event
San Francisco, California
Hobie 17 World Championship
Maui, Hawaii
Hobie 14/14T National Championship
Lake Eufaula, Oklahoma
Ultimate Yacht Race Professional Event
Mystic/New London, Connecticut
Hobie 18 National Championship
Pensacola, Florida
Hobie 18 USYRU Alter Cup
Fort Walton Beach, Florida
Hobie 16 Womens National Championship
Corpus Christi, Texas
Hobie 16 National Championship
Corpus Christi, Texas
ProSail Championship Event
Miami, Florida

JULY/AUGUST 1988

Kym Behrns
306-924-0853
Ann Humphrey
817-332-2431
Mike Warren
401-847-7670
Mike Warren
401-847-7670
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
Ann Humphrey
817-332-2431
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
Francie Jarvis
405-360-1860
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
H.C.A.
619-758-9100
Mike Warren
401-847-7670
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REGATTA SCHEDULE

Division 2 Division 5

July 2-4 Oyster Breath 20/Fleet 514 Shirley Palmer
Rocky Point, Mexico 602/299-0609

Jul. 9-10 The Race/Fleet 7 George Martin
Long Beach, California 714/985-1561

Jul. 23-24 Cachuma Challenge/Flts.15 & 81 Ron
Lake Cachuma, California 805/684-7439

Aug. 6-7 Todos Santos/Fleet 4 Ross Tyler
Ensenada, Mexico

Aug. 13-14 Hobie 18 Championships/Fleet 166 Scott Rafuse
Oceanside, California 619/729-2648

Aug. 20-21 Hobie 16 Chmpionships/Fleet 3 Larry Reding
Long Beach, California 714/544-9345

Aug. 27-28 Hobie 17 Championships/Fleet 1 Kirk Wells
Dana Point, California 714/364-2386

Sept. 10-11 Wofford Heights Regatta/Fleet 167 Bob Cargill
Lake Isabella, California 805/393-5431

Sept. 17-18 Annual Charity Regatta/Fleet 4 Richard Levy
Oceanside, California 619/277-7851

Sept. 24-25 Assault on Rocky Pt./Fleet 514 Pat Eger
Puerto Penasco, Mexico 602/749-4295

Oct. 8-9 Zooport Beach Regatta/Fleet 3
Newport Beach, California 714/645-2062

Oct. 15-16 Castaic Ladies Regatta/Fleet 180 John Beck
Lake Castaic, California 805/523-7154

Oct. 22 Octoberfest Regatta/Fleet 1 Kirk Wells
Dana Point, California 714/364-2386

Oct. 22 Division 2 Picnic
Dana Point, California 619/484-4814

Division 3

July 9-10 Women's Divisionals Debbie Nelson
Union Valley, California 916/991-9783

July 23-24 Roaring Twenties Regatta/Fleet 20 Mike Ettl
San Mateo, California 408/997-6615

Aug. 13-14 Mile High Regatta/Fleet 62 The Sailing Ctr.
Huntington Lake, California 209/822-2666

Aug. 27 Rio Roundup/Fleet 194 Linda Thurn
Rio Vista, Ca• fornia 707/746-5078

Sept. 10-11 A Sailing Clinic Paul Pascoe
Woodward, California 415/343-2380

Oct. 1-2 Sharkfeed Regatta/Fleet 281Bodega Bay, California
Oct. 29-30 Turkey Regatta/Fleet 222

Monterey, California

Division 4

July 2-4

July 6-9

July 9-10

July 16-17

July 16-17

July 30-31

Aug. 13-14

Sept. 3-4

Sept. 3-5

Sept. 24-25

Rick Bennett
707/838-2284
Jackid Hill

408/659-3366

Skamokowa to Astoria Bridge/Fit.72 Jim Severs
Skamokawa, Washington 503/289-9011

Canadian Nationals/Fleet 525 Kym Behrns
Last Mountain Lake, sask. 306/924-0853

Bohemian Mining Days/Fleet 193 Kathy Leach
Dorena Reservoir, Oregon 503/942-4774

Windermere Regatta/Fleet 446
Windermere, B.C.
Sudden Valley/Fleet 37
Bellingham, Washington
Yale Lake Blowout, Fleet 72
Cougar, Washington

ZOP
206/733-3291
Ken Marshack
503/661-6114

N.W. Championships/Fleet 95 Tod Christiansen
Lake Quinault, Washington 206-824-3019
Full Moon Over Harrison/Fleet 214 Ted Blaha
Harrison Lake, B.C. 604/588-4411
Crescent Lake Regatta/Fleet 193 Kathy Leach
Crescent Lake, Oregon 503/942-4774
Alter Cup Elimination/Fleet 14 Paul Ullbarri
Shilshole, Seattle, Washington 206/364-9938

July 16-17 Glendo Regatta/Fleet 156
Glendo, Wyoming

July 23-24 Rocky Mountain Regatta
Lake Dillon, Colorado

Aug. 6-7 Strawberry Lake/Fleet 67
Strawberry Lake, Utah

Aug. 20-21 women's Divisionals/Fleet 201
Lake Pueblo, Colorado

Sept. 3-5 Coors/Seagrams Regatta/Fleet 198
Hot Springs, South Dakota

Division 6

David Simonson
307/472-2800

Geof Chappell
303/399-2824

David Shearer
801/355-1791

Anne Tully
303/564-7244

July 9-10 Mid-Summer Classic/Flt.8,64,407 Mlke Johnson
Lake Sommerville, Texas 409/933-3261

July 9-10 Spindle Top/Fleet 232 Dennis McNalley
Sea Rim, Texas 409/860-3681

July 23-24 Olympic Regatta/Fleet 99 Bill Liles
Corpus Christi, Texas 512/949-9428

Sept. 3-4 Ruff Rlder/Fleet 99 Bill Liles
Intercoastal Canal, Texas 512/949-9428

Division 7

July 6-9 Canadian Nationals
Last Mountain Lake, Sask.

July 9-10 Bent Mast Regatta
Lincoln, Nebraska

Juty 16-17 USYRU Area K Multihull Champ.
Lake Carly le, Illinois

July 22-24 -North American Regatta
Lake Sakakawea, North Dakota

July 30-31 Madcatters Regatta
Melvern Lake, Kansas

Aug. 6-7 1988 Governor's Cup
Pierre, South Dakota

Aug. 13-14 Divisionals
Yankton, South Dakota

Sept. 3-5 Black Hills Labor Day Regatta
Angostura, South Dakota

Sept. 10-11 10,000 Lakes Regatta
Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota

Sept. 10-11 Pitchpolecat Regatta
Lake Perry, Kansas

Division 8

Aug. 27-28 Summer Sizzler/Fleet 80
Daytona Beach, Florida

Henry Schubach
306/757-4303

Mike Brindlsi
402/734-5410

Gordon Isco
618/457-8702

Steve Hoetzer
701/258-5926

C & H Sailcraft
316/431-6056
Dale Bertsch
605/224-4385
Geri Thurman
605/361-3797
Ron Whiteman
605/341-3646

Charles Leekley
612/473-8448

Scott Sanford
913/432-0499

Jim Deans
904/752-9441

Sept. 10-11 Div. 8 Championships/Fleet 5 Jill Nickerson
Clearwater Beach, Florida 813/595-1611

Division 9

July 16-17 Wrightsville Beach/Fleet 101
Wrightsville Beach, NC

Sept. 23-25 Carolina Coastal Dash
Myrtle Beach, SC

Division 10

July 16-17

July 23-24

July 30-31

Tawas Bay/Fleet 18 & CRAM
Saginaw Bay, Michigan

Richard Sharpe
919/799-7785
Shawn Miller
704/596-4533

John Lecznar
313/332-9699

No. Coast Regatta/Fleet 218 Judi Szabo
Lake Erie, Mentor Headlands, OH 216/521-7183
Ludington Regatta/Fleet 519 pave Stiemsma
Lake Michigan, Ludington, MI '616/323-2822

7/
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Keith Hern
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REGATTA SCHEDULE

July 30-
Aug. 3-5

Bay Week Regatta/ILY-A & Fleet 445 John Borman
Area E Muttlhull Semi-Finals
Lake Erie, Put-In-Bay, Ohio

Aug. 13-14 Racquets Sports Pub/Fleet 108
Lake Michigan, Muskegon, MI

Aug. 20-21 The Grand Traverse/Fleet 40
Grand Traverse Village, MI

Sept. 10-11 Alum Creek Lk. Regatta/Fleet 85
Columbus, Ohio

Sept. 24-25 Muddy Waters/Fleet 123
Lake Carlyle, Illinois

Oct. 8-9 Cheap Thrills/Fleet 199
Crab Orchard Lk, Carbondale, IL

Division 11

419/335-9191
419/285-3223
Dennis Doren
616/696-0357

Joe Kuchenbuch
616/965-4579

Jamie Diamond
614/876-5682

Jim Antonacci
314/522-8314

Russ Tate
618/687-2989

Juty 9-10 Northern Bay Regatta/Fleet 54 Margie Carvella
Elk Neck State Park, MD 301/321-6581

Aug. 19-20 Yacht Club Pleasantville/Fleet 73 Bill Hiller
Pleasantville, New Jersey 609/641-9732

Aug. 27-28 Bring Home The Cup/Fleet 443 Bob Edwards
Wildwood Crest, New Jersey 609/886-4609

Sept. 10-11 Barnegat Bch Regatta/Fleet 452 Frank Breartey
Barnegat, New Jersey 609/698-8677

Sept. 24-25 Sandy Hook Regatta/Fleet 250 Dan Kulkoski
Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey 201/222-1429

Division 12

July 30-32

Aug. 27-28

Sept. 17-18

Buzzard Regatta/Fleet 28 Stephen W. Latham
New Bedford, Massachusetts 617/993-0867

Long Pond Regatta/Fleet 28 Stephen W. Latham
Freetown/Lakeville, MA 617/993-0867

Duxbury Bch Regatta/Fleet 28 Scott Baker
Duxbury, Massachusetts 617/665-2219

Division 14

July 2-4 Fort Phantom Lake/Fleet 486
Abilene, Texas

July 9-10 Prairie Regatta/Fleet 27
Cheney State Park, Kansas

July 23-24 1988 Dallas Regatta/Fleet 23
Lewisville, Texas

July 30-31 Fort Phantom Lake/Fleet 486
Abilene, Texas

Aug. 20-21 Cheney Cat Chase/Fleet 27
Wichita, Kansas

Sept. 24-25

Dan Wisdom
915/673-0427

Phil Knapp
316/688-5091

Bill Davenport
817/571-9692

Dan Wisdom
915/673-0427

Phil Knapp
316/688-5091

Short Mountain Shootout/Fleet 145 John Swanson
Robert S. Kerr Lake, Oklahoma 501/783-3181

Division 16

July 8-10

July 16-17

July 22-24

Aug. 5-7

Aug. 13-14

Wendt Beach Regatta/Fleet 119
Angola, New York

Catnip'88Kingston, Ontario

Sundance XIV Regatta/Fleet 256
Lake Chautauqua, New York

Ontario Open/Fleet 295
Hamlin, New York

The Great Sacandaga/Fleet 238
North Hampton, New York

Dave Block
716/549-3628

Nick Eliot
613/549-8549

Diane Knight
716/592-7746

Bruce Way
518/438-3800

international

July 2-3

July 2-3

July 2-3

July 8110

July 9-10

July 14-17

July 16-17

July 16-17

July 16-17

July 22-24

July 23-24

July 23-24

July 30-31

July 30-31

July 30-31

Aug. 4

Aug. 6-7

Aug. 7

Aug. 13-14

Aug. 14

Aug. 14

Aug. 14-15

Aug. 15

Aug.15-20

Aug. 19

Aug. 19-21

Aug. 19-20

Aug. 19-21

Aug. 21

Aug. 20-22

Aug. 26-28

Aug. 27-
Sept. 4

Aug. 27-28

sept. 2-3

Sept. 2-3

Memorial De Fazio
Roma Ostia, Italy
Troffeo Verano
Tarragona, Spain
K.Y.K
Coxyde, Belgium
National 18/14
Weymouth, Great Britain
Chaotenregatta
Seltz, Germany
Long Distance
Roscoff Di nard, France
E. Youth Championship
Egmond, Holland
Coppa Centro Italia
Trevlgnano, Italy

Carlo Lepscky
(6)379.12.10

Maria Jose Agudo
( 93)890.25.43

Jean Wery
(02)426.38.61
Trevor Annels

(202)210.30
Hanjo Zimmermann

( 52)21.18.20.71
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Martin Schuitema

(1751)12.834
Carlo Lepscky

(6)379.12.10
Point Regatta Martin Schuitema
Noordwyk, Holland (1751)12.834
National 16/14T Trevor Annels
Bognor Regis, Great Britain (202)210.30

Troffeo Grima
Denia, Spain

Troffeo Mare Nostrum
Castelldelfels, Spain
Fleet Regatta
Dinard, France
Hoble Med. Fun
Denia, Spain
After Surf
Playa Benicaslm, Spain
Ferienregatta
Gardasee, Germany
4th Ship Shop Championship
Middelfart, Denmark
Troffeo 2 Mares
Mares, Spain
Point Regatta
Wyk/Fohr, Germany
Troffeo 2 Mares
Mares, Spain
Points Regatta
Oud Naarden, Holland
Pocs
Ostende, Belgium
Troffeo 2 Mares
Mares, Spain
European H14
Wyk/Fohr, Germany
Travesia Sant Magi
Tarragona, Spain
H16 Nationals
Scheveningen, Holland
Traveler Trophy
Stokesbay, Great Britain
Fleet Regatta
St. Lunaire, France
Troffeo 2 mares
Mares, Spain
Swedish National
Hollviken, Sweden
H14, 17, 18 Nationals
Katwyk, Holland

Maria Jose Agudo(93)890.25.43

Maria Jose Agudo( 93)890.25.43
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Maria Jose Agudo

( 93)890.25.43
Maria Jose Agudo

( 93)890.25.43
Hanjo Zimmermann

( 52)21.18.20.71
Ole Damm

(01)63.24.42
Maria Jose Agudo

(93)890.25.43
Hanjo Zimmermann

( 52)21.18.20.71
Maria Jose Agudo

(93)890.25.43
Martin Schuitema

(1751)12.834
Jean Wery

(02)426.38.61
Maria Jose Agudo

(93)890.25.43
Hanjo Zimmermann

(52)21.18.20.71
Maria Jose Agudo

(93)890.25.43
Martin Schuitema

(1751)12.834
Trevor Annels

( 202)210.30
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Maria Jose Agudo

(93)890.25.43
Osten Nilsson

(40)45.38.01
Martin Schuitema(1751)12.834

Hobie Cat 16 Championship Gunhild Hutters
Sjaelland, Copenhagen, Denmark 01-298600

Le ManGeneva, Switzerland
National H17
Soveriegn, Great Britain
Champion of Champion
Soveriegn, Great Britain

Dominique Ardin
(22)46.43.70

Trevor Annels
( 202)210.30

Trevor Annels
(202)210.30

--

Martha Cameron
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1 REGATTA SCHEDULE
Sept. 3-4 Salagou

Montpellier, France
Sept. 3-4 Trofeo Del Doge

Chioggia, Ve, Italy
Sept. 3-10 V. Hobie Fun Med.

Amposta, Spain
Sept. 10-11 2 Lander Cup

Gooimeer, Germany
Sept. 10-11 Coupe De Guyenne

Bordeaux, France
Sept. 10-11 Point Regatta

Weyreg Attersee, Austria
Sept. 10-11 Channel Surfing

Knokke Heist, Belgium
Sept. 11 Landencup

Oud Naarden, Holland
Sept. 16-17 Cata. Open Meeting

Weston, Great Britain
Sept. 17-18 Clausura Benicasim

Playa Benicasim, Spain
Sept. 18 Troffeo Verano Final

Tarragona, Spain

Patrice Vivient
(94)08.11.88

Carlo Lepscky
( 6)379.12.10

Maria Jose Agudo
(93)890.25.43

Han jo Zimmermann
(52) 21.18.20.71
Patrice Vivient(94)08.11.88

Herbert Gradl
(222)55.21.78

Jean Wery
(02)426.38.61

Martin Schuitema
(1751)12.834

Trevor Annels
( 202).210.30

Maria Jose Agudo
(93)890.25.43

Maria Jose Agudo
(93)890.25.43

Sept. 18 Travesia/Paella Maria Jose Agudo
Lafranch/Pals, Spain (93)890.25.43

Sept. 25 Fos Sur Mer Patrice Vivient
Marseille, France (94)08.11.88

Sept. 24-25 Catamaran Cup Patrice Vivient
Toulouse, France (94)08.11.88

Sept. 24-25 Coppa Sicilia Carlo Lepicky
Palermo, Italy (6)379.12.10

Sept. 24-25 Ammersee Hobel Hanjo Zimmermann
Ammersee, Germany (52)21.18.20.71

Sept. 29 Cata. Open Meeting Trevor Annels
Hlghcliffe, Great Britain (202)210.30

Oct. 1-2 Melsterschaft Hanjo Zimmermann
Bodensee, Germany ( 52)21.18.20.71

Oct. 2 Point Regatta Martin Schuitema
Naarden, Holland (1751)12.834

Oct. 2-3 Point Regatta Herbert Gradl
Neusiedlersee, Austria ( 222)55.21.78

Oct. 3-4 Cata. Open Meeting
Datchet, Great Britain

Oct. 6-9 Cam. A Squadre
Rapallo, Italy

Trevor Annels(202)210.30
Carlo Lepscky

( 6)379.12.10

Oct. 8-9 Karwa Regatta
Brombachsee, Germany

Oct. 8-9 snertcup
Oud Naarden, Holland

Oct. 8-9 Les Sablettes
Touton, France

Oct. 8-9 Fleet Regatta
Martigues, France

Hanjo Zimmerman
(52)21.18.20.71

Martin Schuitema(1751)12.834
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Oct. 8-9 Lachen Dominique Ardin

Lac De Zurich, Switzerland ( 22)46.43.70
Oct. 15-16 Polnt Regatta Herbert Gradl

Traunsee, Austria ( 222)55.21.78
Oct. 15-16 88 Turn Down Regatta Ole hmm

Mlddelfart, Denmark (01)63.24.42
oct. 15-16 Vile D'Autunno Carlo Lepicky

Trieste, Italy (6)379.12.10
Oct. 15-16 Walenstadt Dominique Ardin

Walenstadt, Switzerland (22)46.43.70
Oct. 22-23 Hourtin Patrice Vivient

Bordeaux, France (94)08.11.88
Oct. 25-26 Cata. Open Meeting

Grasham, Great Britain
Oct. 29-31 La Pelle

Marseile, France
Oct. 29-30 Transbracciano

Trevignano, Italy
Nov. 11-13 Gd Prix Armistice

Bordeaux, France
8 Troffeo Navidad

Sanlucar, Spain
Dec. 10-11 Regatta Navidad

Tarragona, Spain
Dec. 26-30 Stage Regate

Hyeres, France

Trevor Annels
(202)210.30

Patrice Vivient(94)08.11.88
Carlo Lepicky

(6)379.12.10
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
Maria Jose Agudo(93)890.25.43
Maria Jose Agudo(93)890.25.43
Patrice Vivient

(94)08.11.88
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We want your inputl
We are considering a slight rearrangement in

the Division sections. The old boundaries

may need to be upgraded for 1989. If you

have a specific suggestion for your area

please do so in writing as soon as possible.

Send your ideas to:

Hobie Class Assoc.

Regatta Secretary
RO. Box 1008

Oceanside, CA 92054 1

DANGER

Extreme caution must be
observed when
launching and sailing
near overhead wires. A
mast near a wire could
be fatal!
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FLEET NEWS

On The Water Race Clinic
Fleet 3, Division 2
Apri116,1988
by Dick Blount

E.F. Hutton may know Wall
Street, but sailors put their
stock in Wayne Schafer. Not
just novice and C-fleeters, but
the A-fleeters as well, perk up
their ears and move in closer
when Wayne talks. Team Short
Charter Member and former
National Champion, Wayne is
also a generous mentor, shar-
ing his knowledge and skill
with anyone who wants to
learn.

His generosity was appar-
ent at the"On The Water Race
Clinic" sponsored by Fleet 3 of
Long Beach, California. It was
the brain child of Udo Winkler,
an avid racer and long time A-
fleet skipper who is as salty as
they come.

The clinic was open at no
charge to anyone with a Hobie
Cat, The idea was to give the
novice, CFIeet, and B.Fleet
sailors a day to learn from A-
Fleet sailors.

It wasn't just for racers. It
was designed to help anyone
who wanted to learn more
about new sailing techniques,
boat maintenance and race
strategy.

One of Wayne's topics was a
quick and easy way to tell if a
starting line was"square". Sail
on starboard from the commit-
tee boat end of the line to
windward as high as the wind
will allow for 100 yards. Then
sail on port from the leeward
end of the start line as high as
the wind will allow for 100
yards. Whichever direction
took you higher into the wind,
is the favored way to go. If
there is no difference from
port to starboard, then that
means the line is square.

To help visualize how this
and other sailing techniques
are used, Wayne used props.
He had scale models of cata-
marans, committee boats,
marks, start lines, and wind
indicators. With these models
in the sand, he would create
sailing problems, race
courses, and answer ques-
tions as he went. Not only did
you get an audio answer, you
got a visual one to really drive
home the point.

After Wayne's clinic, the A-
Fleet sailors' names were
drawn an-d each assigned to a
boat. My first assignment was
with a gentleman who drove

all the way trom Las Vegas,
Bobby Campbell. We spent an
hourjust rerigging his boat.

One of the first things I
noticed about his boat was the
jib. The downhaul adjustment
for it was at the top of the sail
and a shackle was at the bot-
tom. This creates a situation
where one couldn't adjust the
tension in the jib to allow for
different wind conditions.

At first Bob didnt think it
would make any difference. To
prove my point we sheeted in
the jib as it was. Then we
dropped the jib and switched
the shackle with the downhaul
tension string and putthe sail
back up. As we sheeted in the
jib, much to his surprise, he
could now see that it was an
important adjustmentthat had
been unavailable to him
before. Through this trial and
errortechnique we gained
valuable experience.

The thing that made the
clinic so great was that the A-
Fleeters helped tune boats
based on the sailor's weight,
sailing conditions, and with his
own geai We tried to help the
rookies bypass some of the
pitfalls we went through. Expe-
rience passed on to eager
ears can be very rewarding.

Afterthe tuning segment we
teamed up for on-the-water
practice sailing and starting
line techniques. We ran sev-
eral practice starts and
tacking drills.

At this point we switched
boat assignments and my new
student was Peter Kuebler.
Once again we checked out
the entire boat, tuning, talking
and more tuning. His boat had
seen quite a few better days.
His trampoline was torn, he had
only onetrapeze wire, old art
form rudder blades, and older
Seaway non-low profile
blocks, etc., etc.

What Pete had, though, was
what many people never
have. A burning desire to sail
his boat to its maximum poten-
tial, with the parts it did have.
We didn't dwell on what would
be nice or what would make
his sailing easier or more
efficient.

We went out on the water
and practiced starts and strat-
egy. Pete indicated that he
could start races fine, but
would get passed by the
entire fleet soon after the start.
As a fierce competitor he
couldn't understand it, but he
iwanted to do something about

it.
As it turned out his mast had

no mast rotation prevention.
The mast would literally go 90
degrees to the wind.

After checking the start line
for a favored end, we port
started the entire fleet of 16s
and 18s. In fact we were one of
the first boats to A-mark. We
both believed we could make
that boat go faster no matter
what happened.

The On The Water Race
Clinic was one of the best
thingsthat I've ever had the
pleasure to be a part of in
Hobie Catting. I've sailed in
quite a few Nationals and
Worlds, but it doesn't measure
up to the satisfaction one gets
teaching and helping an
eager novice to sail better.

Thanks to all the A-Fleeters
for your time. Without your
help and cooperation this
clinic would not have been
possible.

How about it·you A-Fleeters
in other areas? How about set-
ting up something like this in
your local area this summer?
Give me a shout if you want
more information on howto go
about it.

Ides of March Regatta
Fleet 66, Division 2
Puerto Penasco, Mexico
March 12-13
by Richard Blount

Fresh, clean, blue.green
ocean water; consistent 10-15
knots of wind; miles of fine
white sandy beach. Sounds
pretty good doesn't it? Throw
in waterthat reaches 80
degrees, fresh jumbo blue
shrimp for $8.00 a kilo, a
sleepy little town that loves
tourists and you get the idea.

You won't find it in the U.S.
You have to escape to Mexico.
I know what you're thinking. It's
Cabo San Lucas, Mazatlan,
Cozumel, oranynumberof
places that you can't afford to
get to. How about a city only
100 kilometers from the United
States border? It's right below
Arizona and it's been there for
ever.

It's called Puerto Penasco.
It's on the mainland side of
Mexico on the Gulf of Califor-
nia. For the past several years
a group of Hobie Cat sailors
out of Phoenix have been rac-
ing down there. They call
themselves Fleet 66.

There are several trailer

parks at water's edge. The one
we stayed in was called Playa
Bonita. It has all the amenities
that Hobie Catters need.
Plenty of ice, hot showers, TV,
and lots of room.

If you like to shop in real fish
markets, where bargaining is a
way of life, then you'll love it
here. Samegoes forthe
clothes, food, etc. If you want
to hunt for sea shells, Cholla
Bay is a must.

There used to be only one
points regatta a year down
here. It has gone over so well
they now have two. The sec-
ond one will be in September.

Some of the things you can
expect on the race course are
warm strong winds, dolphins
popping up at random, great
courses and a well run event.

When was the last time you
got four races on a Saturday
and two on a Sunday? These
guys pulled it off! One of the
logistical problems they had to
deal with was a reef that was
very exposed due to an ebb
tide. It's normally a wide sandy
beach. But because of the

' severe tide changes it was a
giant sandy beach with a rock
reef in the middle. There were
plenty of holes in the reef, so
with a set of Hobie wheels, it
was pretty simple.

One thing that I must men-
tion that's unheard of in the
sailing world is help. I had a
bowtang on my 16 break while
racing. I didn't have a spare. 1
was able to get one from one
of the guys I was sailing
against. (Couldn't you just see
Dennis Conner give Mr. Fay a
spare sail in between races of
the America's Cup?)

The Hoble people really are
in a class by themselves. It's
called FIRST CLASS.

Thanks for having me at a
great event. See you soon.

Hill Country 1988
Fleet 64, Division 6
Lake Buchanan, Texas
April 9-10,1988
by Beth Bach

Hill Country 1988, benefit-
ting Big Brother/Big Sisters of
Austin, was hel i at a new loca-
tion this year. Lake Buchanan
has plenty of room for camp-
ing, beaching, and sailing and
a reputation for windy condh
tions with large, choppy
waves. One hundred and two
boats showed up, the biggest
turnout in quite a while.

Saturday was overcast and
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slightly cool. A few sprinkles
were felt during the day, but
that didn't seem to dampen
anyone's spirits since three
races were conducted in
winds of O to 15 MPH.16As
had a hard time judging their
starts. Several kept thinking
they were supposed to be
across the line prior to the red
flag. There were at least two
general recalls in each start
and, during the 3rd race, the
whole pack was sent to the
end of the line to dwell upon
their sins.

After the third race on Satur-
day, 45 skippers singlehanded
16s and 18sthrough the best
winds of the day (15 MPH) to
decide who would win the title
of Ironman (or Ironwoman).

Sunday night a front blew
through. The wind warning
light on the point flashed all
night, and tents were in mortal
danger. The life jacket flag,
whipping from the committee
boat, greeted everyone as
they woke up to cool tem.
peratures and howling winds
Sunday morning. Winds were
blowing 20 to 25 MPH with
gusts up to 30 MPH. From
shore things didn't look allthat
bad, butthe race committee
quickly set everyone straight
by announcing that C-Fleet
was to stay on shore. Even A
and B-Fleeters were warned to
stay on shore unless they were
absolutely certain of their abil-
ity to right their boats. Waves
of three and four feet battered
the committee boat, two
chase boats, several intrepid
A-Fleeters and a few B-
Fleeters who fought their way
to the race course. Boats
started flipping as soon as
they hit the water, 16As were
well away from the line at their
start for a change and there
were no recalls. At times it
seemed like there were more
boats over than up. One skip-
per was washed overboard
and spent 30 very cold min-
utes in the water before he
was found by a chase boat.
Unfortunately the race was
abandoned due to a shortage
ofpowerboatsupportandthe
search for the missing skipper.
Sorry guys, but safety first.

Thanks to the sponsors who
helped make Hill Country a
great regatta: Sailboat Shop,
Coleman Distributing of Llano,
Texas, Walgreens, Sail & Ski,
Kisme, SSI, Grifgrabers, Aloe
Up, Austin Sail Repair, and
Murray's Marine.

Ides of March Regatta
Fleet 407, Division 6
Lake Conroe, Texas
by Lisa Singley

Despite crowded camping
conditions and aseriouslack
of beach space, Fleet 407's
Ides of March Regatta at Lake
Conroe's Banana Bay was a
lot of fun and supported by a
good turnout from Fleet 8.
Those who arrived Friday
night were greeted by a maze
of tents and vehicles; with
Hobies lined up three deep for
lake access; and the realiza-
tion that there wasn't a breath
of wind stirring. The next
morning dawned a little
brighter as everyone began
getting their boats race ready
amidst a light breeze that
vaguely promised to build.
Temperatures rose to the sev-
enties from the sub-zero chills
of Friday night. The winds
increased (though they never
reached a velocity worth men-
tioning); and, while waiting for
the 11:45 white flag, the big-
gest question of the day
seemed to be whether or not
to wear a wetsuit. Leighi High-
tower prepared to sail in his
traditional spartan helmet and,
to our disappointment his
crew, Robert Le, no longer
sports his spiked hairdo;
requiring a nickname change
from Spike to Tripod ( 1 won't
even try to explain that).
Randy Yurinak and fiancee/
crew, Patty, (when did you say
that wedding is going to be?)
brought their boat out for the
first time since Ruff Riders due
to repairs for stress fractures.

The first race got under way
without incident, although the
race committee (supported by
ourown Bill Dunn running the
skiff as chase boat) soon real-
ized the winds weren't going to
build enough to support the
course 7 given to the first start-
ing groups. A shortened
course flag went up after what
must have been hours (or
maybethe second rounding
of CMark, whichever came
first), and all boats headed
backto camp for lunch and a
reassessment of wetsuit deci-
sions. The second race got
underway around 2:30, only
to have confusion arise during
the 16A start when the starting
horn was blown early with a
minute more to go. Though a
generally flustered group by
nature, confusion was ram-

pant among the 16As when a
postponement flag was put up
followed by the blue flag with-
out any warning horn. Given
that the starters didn't have an
opportunityto getatimeon
the flag, it's a little surprising
that there weren't any protests
filed for this error. But the 16As
finally got their say in the third
race-while the 18As and 17s
drifted towards A-Mark
(although "drift" may be too
fast of a term), the 16As started
with a general recall. Rather
than restart in the now non-
existent wind, they quickly
began a chant of "Beach!
Beach!" The race committee
took the hint, cancelled the
third race, and zipped backto
camp while the rest of us pad-
died in.

The barbecue dinner, with
beer provided by Miller, really
hit the spot. Afterwards every-
body broke into groupsto
pursue their own forms of eve-
ning activity. I was fortunate
enough to be a part of the
group being entertained by
Shamu Hightower; with stories
of her arrest for DUI (not guilty,
apparently because they
couldnttell the difference
between her drunk and sober
state); and promises, or
threats, to her husband (that
part was unclear) pertaining to
a job that involved blowing. I'm
sure this had something to do
with increasing the winds for
the race on Sunday but maybe
it was all just a lot of hot air.
Janet Whitener made plans to
go horseback riding with
Sham the next day, which
sounded like a great alter-
native for all of us, if the winds
resembled those of Saturday.
Roy Shaw, whose wife Karen
was sailing with Ray Seta,
spent most of the evening try-
ing to find a crew for Sunday;
since his had to leave and he
couldn't convince Janet to
brave the still chilly waters.
Billy Richnow had two really
good races (2nd and 3rd), but
it wasn't enough to keep crew
Sherry Collins (she finally
decided it might be warm
enough) in Conroe forthe
night. She apparently opted
for the comfort of a warm
waterbed instead. Andy Bach,
quoted after both races as
saying, "This is my best race
ever!", had similar problems
with his crew, Vicky Singley,
known to be a rough-and-
tough backpacker/camper in
the wild woods of Minnesota.

Vicky must not have found
Banana Bay challenging
enough as she headed for
home and a real bed. I sus-
pect there were several others
doing the same, they were just
more sneaky about it.

Wandering overto the near-
est campfire, we found Don
Thomas dutifully (sorry Don,
how about"magnanimously'7)
making his wife/crew some
s'mores. David Weissinger's
crew, Mark, was having less
luck as he spent most of his
time trying to find a stick on
which to roast his marsh-
mallows amidst complaints
about his sunburned lips. (By
the way Davey, where were
you Saturday night?) The real
excitement of the evening
occurred when the paddle
boat came by and shined its
spotlight on the cheering
crowd of Hobie sailors, includ-
ing the group that provided a
little Texas moon.

Sunday proved to be just as
nice a day as Saturday with a
brisk wind out of the north, but
it promised to be very shifty as
it backed towards the south.
The first racewas similarto
Saturday's; having to be short-
ened as the wind shifted and
died. Marks were readjusted,
the second race began and,
then, the Sunday recreational
boaters arrived. Many a skip-
per was heard cussing the
motor boats that created a
wake that served to halt for-
ward progress in such light
winds. Roy was seen letting
the birds fly when the paddle
boat chose to venture through
the middle of the course.

Those with coolers on the
boat were soon to suffer for
partaking of liquid refresh-
ments between races. Mother
Nature made herself known
and those who could, did
something about it. I wonder if
that can be considered illegal
propulsion? Many skippers
abandoned the last race after
decreasing winds and overly
prevalent speed boats made it
a prime candidate for the
throw out. Others were no fun
at all as they chose to leave
without even starting the race.

Outside of the fun we had
trying to maneuver boats out
of the beach area, the parting
excitement was trying to
locate Andy's misplaced keys:
not in the tent; not in his jeans;
not in the.locked truckthat
Alan Davis' friend (what kind of
company does he keep?)
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managed to break into under
cousin/crew Amiee Larchar's
guidance (and where does
she get her experience?). The
keys were located hours later
under the lettuce in Alan's
cooler. Ofcourse.

Congratulations in the last
race go to Tim Sneider who
earned his first bullet in 18A
against some of the toughest
competition around. Looks
like all that work on the boat
for speed; "intense concentra-
tion" on tactics; combined with
the support, performance.
and tactical advice of crew
Lisa Singley (you can award
yourself kudos when you write
the article) finally paid off!
Other outstanding perform-
ances from Fleet 8 include two
overaillst places; Dave Fore-
man (14S) and Jeff Gillis with
Ellen Butler (16[3); 18A 3rd
place captured by Billy, and
4th place by Tim. Dan Farrar
put in a really strong perfor-
mance sailing solo in his first
18A regatta. David W came
back after an otherwise so-so
weekend to finish 2nd in the
last race.

15th Annual Disney World
Points Regatta
Fleet 11, Division 8
Bay Lake, Florida
March 19-20,1988
by Karen DeGange

With Space Mountain. the
Contemporary Hotel, and the
spires of Cinderella's Castle in
the background, the 15th
annual Disney World Points
Regattatook place at Bay
Lake on March 19 and 20. The
Disney Regatta, one of the
oldest Hobie points regattas,
is usually noted for its light,
flukey winds. However, this
year, and thanks to Mother
Nature, Disney World's biggest
thrills were on Bay Lake, not
Space Mountain. On Friday
night, a cold front passed
through Central Florida bring-
ing heavy rains. While this cut
back on attendance some-
what, by Saturday morning,
Bay Lake saw clear skies, cool
air and 20-25 knot Northwest
winds.

Bay Lake can be quite
gusty. At any given time, 5 to
10 of the 79 participating
boats had capsized. One of
the capsized boats was blown
50 feet into the woods at the
East end of the lake. Needless
to say, the chase boats were
busy all afternoon.

Even heavy air specialists
like Rusty Goodman had a
capsize or two. Later on the
beach Rusty declared, "If
there's no grass on your mast-
head, you're a wimp!"

Sunday saw Disney's usual
light, flukey winds, meaning
that over the two days, sailors
experienced every conceiv-
able type of wind condition.

As always, the people at
Disney were the ultimate hosts
in helping Fleet 11 put on the
regatta in the grand Disney
tradition. Throughout the
regatta, a DJ piped music out
over Bay Lake. At the end of
the regatta, Pluto and Goofy
arrived on water skis to pre-
sent trophies.

The Duke's kept it all in the
family with John capturing 1st
in 17 heavy, John Sr. 2nd in 17
heavy and David 1st in 18A.
Mark Taulbee took top honors
in 168 after a five year hiatus
from Hobie racing. Other first
place trophies were captured
by Glenn Gelatt (16A), Wade
McPherson (16C). Val Dekreek
(14A), Bob Curry (17L), and
Don Bergman (18M).

Many thanks to Walt Disney
World, the Sailing Store, and
Regatta Chairmen Jim
McCann and Hal Downing for
their efforts in putting on a
regatta which was a success
by every measure.

The Chateau Elan Regatta
Fleet 12, Division 9
Lake Sidney Lanier, GA
March 26-27,1988
by Greg Leftwich

"!#?@ ! -This wind is too
much, if weturtle one more
time-we're goil]g in!"

Never thought you would
hearthat from a Hobie sailor
did you? The second annual
Chateau Elan Regatta, hosted
by Atlanta Hobie Fleet 12 and
Chateau Elan, the premier vin-
tners of Georgia, had so much
wind that many sailors did
head for shore. This year's
regatta, held March 26th and
27th at Van Pugh Park on
Lake Lanier, witnessed steady
20 knot winds with gusts to 30
knots on Saturday, and only
slightly calmer conditions on
Sunday. Over 120 sailors
braved the high winds and
watertemperatures in the 40s
to compete in the best regatta
Atlanta has seen in a long
time.

The racers. kept the chase
boats busy as many of them
went over two and three times.

One unfortunate sailor flipped
after rounding C-Mark and
blew into shore before he
could right his boat. Others
did their bestto complete the
course; headed forthe beach
in between races to change
into dry clothes; returned for
the next race onlyto flip again.

The surprise of the weekend
was Trey Sunderland. Trey,
who tookthe top honors in the
18Bs with two bullets, is only
15 yearsold. Though onlya
teenager, he is a sailor from
way back. His father, Stan
Sunderland, is a champion
Hobie sailor of the early 1970's,
so Trey was probably on a
Hobie before he could walk.

Nigel Pitt took top honors in
the 18As with lessthan two
points separating him from the
nexttwo fintshers. Jim Brown
could afford to throw out a
DSQ as he finished first in the
17s with four first place
finishes. Thetop finisher in
16As was Mike Percy of
Atlanta. He held off Jim
Humphrey as they split four
bullets.

While screaming winds can
make any regatta great, what
makes Chateau Elan such a
blast is its atmosphere. Satur-
day night the racers were
treated to a fantastic dinner in
the bistro restaurant of
Chateau Elan's new French
street market. With the
Chateau providing free bottles
of their award winning wines
along with a fabulous baked
chicken dinner, it was easy for
the sailorsto warm up and
forget how manytimes they
turtled during the day.

This year's regatta could not
have happened without the
help of our sponsors. Atlanta
Hobie Fleet 12 wishes to thank
Chateau Elan; Sailing Inc., the
Atlanta area Hobie Dealer; Dr.
Pepper and Moosehead beer,
who helped quench our thirsts
after the races; Mitchell Volks-
wagen, for providing a new
van for our last minute
errands; and Howard Johnson
Lodge of Pensacola Beach for
donating two rooms at the
qualifying rounds of the 1988
Hobie 18 Nationals as our
great giveaway.

Next up for Fleet 12 is our
Learn to Sail program in June.
This brings many Atlantansto
Lake Lanier for a weekend of
fun while learning how to sail
Hobie Cats. Many of those
who participate in Learn to
Sail join us for our summer
beach trips, our fleet racing

series, and are ready to race
come the next regatta season.

Kroger/Pepsi US Racing &
WROQ Points Regatta
Fleet 92, Division 9
Lake Norman, North
Carolina
April 23-24,1988
by Derek Taylor

This year we were taking no
chances. The event was
named after our NASCAR
race team sponsor. We moved
to late April for lake sun and
wind. We promoted and cov-
ered the event by providing
luxurious water transportation
for radio, television, and news-
print media. We provided only
the "King" of the "King of
Beers", Michelob. Perfect
planning forthe perfect event
to take place on Lake Norman
just north of Charlotte, North
Carolina. Fleet 92 was ready
for another big one. We even
sent out a party of the fleet's
finest to seek out a woman
and a man of "virtue" and to
"sacrifice" their innocence to
the wind gods.

It seems"virtue" does not
travel in the same circles as
our"finest". The gods were not
amused. The only air on Satur-
day was from the exhaust of
the forty foot press boat. It
took four hours to run one
course. There was a great
deal of unused energy stored
up bythe end ofthe day.
"Party Time!"

Great music, food, and drink
plus an exotic towel dance by
Nigel Pitt put life back into
perspective. After all, we are
Hobie sailors. We shall not be
daunted.

Sunday brought steady 10
to 20 MPH winds and a great
day for sailing. The sun blazed
gloriously and temperatures
climbed to the 80's. Competi-
tion was alive again. Tactics,
skills, and experience thrived
as day two was"live or die."
Some great footage was shot
for the 11 :00 news. Three races
gave us a full "throw-one-out"
regatta and by the end of the
day everyone was saying that

-this wasthe best one in years.
The sun was setting. The

comforting breezes soothed
sun baked faces. The familiar
clanging of rigging against
masts began to fade away as
skippers got organized and
headed home on a Hobie high
that only a great regatta can
provide.
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POINTS
ter 4.75ks 5.506.758.0013.00

POINTS
4.758.008.758.759.0012.7520.0024.00

REGATTA RESULTS

DIVIS,ON 2
.-LAKE CASTAIC REGATTAFLEET 180, DIVISION 2LIE CASTIC, CAAPRIL, 9-10,1988

2.254.758.00ko ky 12.00
At!& 188
1. Jay Pettit2. Chris Crocker3. Glen & Debbie Gira4. Alan Liberatore5. Greg Claybaugh6. George MCCurdy7. Kirk WelLs8. Michael Halowach9. Jim & Tricia Savage

HOBIE 18C
1. Gildart westey III2. Bill Johnson3. Bill Petty4. Charles Vogliardo, Jr.

HOBIE 17 OPEN

1. Frank Heath2. Steven Kerckhoff
BIBLE'&'

1. John Hauser2. Bob Seaman3. Tem Ketternan4. Jeffrey Ne• some5. Geoff walsh6. Tom Materna7. Ron Wagniere8. Lee Dockstader9. John Forgrave10. John Ziolkowski11. Udo Winkler12. Herb Hall13. Marv Gantsweg14. Marshall lan.on.15. Don Oltmans16. Ress Tyler17. Scott Di• on18. Mart i. Wennerstrom19. Billy Rendler
HOBIE 168

Jim williamsDarrell CorellC• ark DavisPawl ScholteKaren ScheisserMike DomokosJohn Richardson,Leonard Bosc
XE

1. Gordon Beckwith2. Donald Dectirtls3. Ron Bishow4. Curtis Irwin5. John Jeffryes6. Jack Sch/ar,7. Murray Zichlinsky8. Loren Ashley9. T. 0. Ze/penfield10. Davld Alexander11. Phillip BaL*jour12. Bob Casjens13. Bernie Brawner14. John Neatly15. John /innall16. Scott Wheeler

IDES OF MARCH REGATTAFLEET 66, MISION 2PUERTO PENASCO, MEXICOMARCH 12-13, 1988

Lindkey/.indleyBrown/MontgomeryHeffernan/JonesClair/BuchananCatalano/DecostaHester/Cane

Cowen/Cast• eFischer/Fischer..4• c/HankinsKnipp/CummingsEger/Mula,Neal/Neal
1.17 11'
1. Mulay/Mulay2. Bomberg/Killabrew3. Prosser/Kissell4. Stanton/Fergason5. Miller/Ramsier6. Roseberry/Ros/berry7. Mire/Mire8. Vogt9. Novak/Novak10. Aborne/Donaldson11. Beeck/Sheldon

5.505.5010.7512.0019.0021.00

4.757.758.7510.7515.0016.0020.0027.0027.0027.0028.0031.0033.0034.0037.0039.0046.0049.0057.00

/Nlt• 3
4.256.759.7515.0018.0021.00

Pq.1111
5.255.5010.0023.0.24.0034.0035.0041.0041.0041.0044.00

POINTS
3.504.7510.0013.0013.7518.0018.0019.0025.00

.!11
6.006.759.5010.0012.0018.0020.0022.7530.0034.0042.0043.0048.0048.0048.0048.00

POINTS
3.503.5011.0012.00

1181£17
1. White2. Runyon3. Baumgartner4. Thiry5. Stanger6. Bodette

Ogilt 'Al
1. ...h/.augh2. Hensler/Berger3. Ashley/Hankins4. Diaz/Dia:5. Burke/MCNeill6. CON/Cm

t!• ,It 13£ POINTS
1. McMaster/McMaster 6.252. Haneman/Haneman 8.753. Hornby/Hornby 8.754. M/lanahan/M/lanahan 11.005. Stimson/Novak 26.006. Saunders/Marquardt 33.007. Goelltz/Goelitz 36.008. lucht/Lucht 36.009. Peto/Carpentar 36.00

WILE 147 POINTS
1. hall 2.00

LAS VEGAS GRAND PRIXFLEET 51, DIVISION 2LAKE MEAD, NVMAY 7-9,1988
1!OBIE 12
1. Timm/TimI2. Brown/Montgomery3. Aucreman/Barbara4. 8/uldry/Schupferting5. Kimball/Bradley6. Lindley/Lindley7. Pettit/Pettit8. Halberstadt/Robin.9. Clair/Crockett10. Obendorf /ARanle11. Farmer/wallace
5915 188
1. Claybaugh/Johnson2. Wells, Daman3. McCurdy/lcturdy4. Charleston/"5. Knipp/Fellows6. Neal7. walter/ Walter8. Grimes/Mitch9. Nortander/Smith10. McCLean/Wild11. Urban/Jensee
.!tRIZE 18t
1. Eger/Eger2. Power/Montoya3. Ryan/Ryan4. Palmer/Shirley5. Gildart6. Touton/Touton7. Turner/Turner8. Cummings/Grenier
tOBiE 18N POINTS
1. Sparks/Stump 2.252. Mitchell/Cox 5.753. Simpson/Si'pson 7.00
WOMI 1.Ll
1. Roger Jenkins2. Dexter Ploss3.Bruce Fields4. Steve Leo5. Tom Runyon6. Steven BriAd7. George Hicks
tOBiE .161
1. Se-an/Black2. Oltians/High3. Wagniere/Mcleod4. Newsome/Newsome5. Tyler6. Casher/Gall7. Ziolkwski/Rafael8. Sander$/Sanders9. Oockitider/Willett10. Shearir/Shearer11. Delave/De'levr12. Shay/Shay13. Froeb/Isch,yek
14. Winkler ·15. Ham• ond, Ha,mond16. Fulton/Sweet17. Shearer/Tuckett18. Vandervort/Coziahr19. Materna/Donna
119BIE -168
1. P,yoe/Payne2. Ca,obell/Lewis3. Livingood/Miller4. Benlk/Siskins5. Gilb/Roder6. Woods/Woods7. Greska/Greska8. kurtis/Fourteau9. Mares/Lane

6 758 009 7515 0016 0018 002100210021.0023 0023 0024 7524 7525 0043 0045 0048 0057 0057.00
POINTS
3.508.009.7512.0012.7517.0018.0018.0024.00

2.254.759.009.0014.0015.0023.0023.0026.0031.0033.00

5.507.508.7512.0021.0024.00

POINTS
3.505.755.7511.0014.0018.0020.00

POINTS

POINTS
2.257.008.0012.0015.0015.0015.0017.00

POINTS
5.506.5012.0014.7521.0021.00

POINTS
3.505.759.0010.7511.0013.0020.0023.0024.0030.0033.00

POINTS

10. lensler/Berger11. Spencer/spencer12. Davis/Davis13. Bloome// Bloomer14. Clark/Clark15. Brooks/Brooks
HOBIE 16C
1. Prusa2. Taylor/Scowden3. Smith/Butts4. Ashley/Ashley5. Kerstetter6. Hurst/Tiberti7. Miliefsky/Trudo8. Durrett/Si/kins9. Cassidy/Cassidy10. Jeffryes/Hoff11. Kraus/Kraus12. Deupree/Dustin13. Towle/Metcalf14. Koper/MIEIroy15. Henslee/Logan16. Kares/Greco17. 8//dour/Marcis18. Bishow/vandyk19. Carver/Barker20. Zimmer,an/Zimmerman21. GalwayiMiller22. Bailey/Atkins23. Batchelor/Mardy24. M,Clanahan/M,Clan/han25. Binnall26. Landers27. Jeffrey/McKee
mE.lM!
1. SMith/Herlong2. Moriarity/Parrish3. Polly/Coulombe4. Logan/Logan5. Pleyte/Pletye6. Peto7. Schwartzterg/lutten8. German/Parks9. Walker/Beucler10. Elder/Elder
HOME .1&,L
1. Robert Heyer

DIVISION 4
THE TU#eLEWEED TICKFLEET 195, DIVISION 4TRI-CITIES, WAAPRIL 30-MAY 1,1988
NOBLE .1Nl
1. Ken Marshack2. Doug Skidmore3. Tom Ling4. Steve Marschian5. Scott Davis6. Bryan Cotiell7. Rick Parsons

MONI 188
1. Tony Mclarns2. Jess Faubln3. Mike luigley4. John CN/ter5. Roger Edwirds

.• Rfil& .!L
1. Paul /libarrl2. Bill Orth3. Paul Carter4. Mike Stewart5. Gil Coughlin6. Mark Rapozo

MQZIL .lah
1. John Hoag2. Todd Christensen3. Scott Roundy4. Peter Nelson5. Todd Mull6. John Corrie7. Stan Bitchart8. Don Mitchell9. Lorraine Carter

112111 le
1. Chris Dingte2. Curt Lewi,3. Tod Flter

MOIZE.16q
1. Kevin Morris2. Scott Crowder3. Jeff Creim4. Bruce Webb5. Jim Pappin6. Greg Hunter7. Steven Reynolds8. Kim M/u'lough9. Bruce Napier

HOBIE 14T
1. Ken Gano2. Ron Tegier

'11,
6.5010.7514.7519.0021.7526.0030.0040.DO40.00

POINTS
5.507.5015.0017.0017.0017.7522.0028.0032.00

POINT-S
2.25

POINTS
3.0010.0011.0012.00.19.0024.00

6.508.7511.0021.0021.0021.0024.0026.0026.0027.7528.0030.0031.0031.0032.0032.0034.0034.0035.0036.0043.0056.0056.0065.(JO74.0081.0081.00

26.0026.0029.0033.0037.0045.00
POINTS

POINTS
4.259.7511.0018.0020.00

POINTS
3.006.7511.00

• INTS
4.756.508.0011.0013.0018.00·18.7519.0021.0026.00

POINTS
2.006.7512.0014.0020.0022.0025.00

DIVISION 6
HILL COUNTRY 1988FLEET 64, DIVISION 6LAKE BUCHANAN, TXAPRIL 9-10,1988
MOBIE -18A
1. Pa'-r2. Edwards3. Richnow4. Davenport5. Sneider6. Young7. Haber8. Costa9. Johnson10. Beach11. Turinale12. Strohi13.·Rossi14. Farrar15. Crowell
%811 1Mt
1. Hawkins2. Sanford3. Griffin4. Taylor
INE 18•
1. Phinney2. Goforth3. Thomas4. Craig
win. 1Ll
1. Mayer2. Patullo3. Hamilton4. Decoco5. Aquart

J12fUL.1.D•
1. Warden2. Chaples3. Luecke4. Slettebo5. Marcella
112&1• 1AA
1. Wilson2. Kuc3. Whittington4. Collins5. Miller6. Hardy7. Shaw8. Drake9. Rourke10. Keeton11. Lankford12. Sparks13. Vockroot14. Hailt-15. Cummings16. Leighi17. Pugh18. Davis19. Lites20. McCredie21. Sullivan22. reta23. Popejoy24. Fitch25. Saggi26. Wess"ger27. Welch28. Ferrett29. Bach

82ft) .1&5
1. Chetham2. Th-as3. Marksbury4. Mallum5. Rice6. Gray7. Miloy8. LewisM Frye10. Powers11. Roberds12. Tucker13. King14. Thornton15. Kinser16. Schiller

*.i
1. Vance-Nase2. Keeler3. Mason4. Flelder5. Berts6. Mctr,nis7. Walsh8. Corona9. Bach10. Smith11. E;land12. Northum13. Joyce14. 0'Niell15. Cantu16. Gorrell

i!9• I .13I
1. Colby2. Mial3. Foreman4. Sykes5. Hunt6. Jett

Pol.Mn
5.758.0010.7513.7521.0022.0023.0024.0024.0029.0030.0032.0036.0042.0042.0044.00

10.7511.7515.0016.7517.0020.0020.0027.0028.0040.0041.0042.0042.0044.0047.0047.0048.0049.0050.0052.0054.0057.0067.0068.0073.0075.0077.0078.0078.00

po/,rs
3.506.757.0012.0018.0018.00

POINTS
15.0015.0016.0018.0018.7521.0021.0023.7524.0030.0030.0031.0032.7533.0037.0042.00

PRINTS
4.507.Ck)7.7515.0016.0018.0019.0025.0026.0031.0033.0037.0038.0042.0045.00
01.It
3.50·4.7510.0011.00
MINLi
2.257.008.0012.00

POINTS
2.259.0010.0011.0012.00

POINTS
2.256.009.0012.0015.00

POINTS

..

2
./

244

 036

,&
rY
-IL
.4

P--7

POINTS

i!2BIE 1St POINTS HOBIE 1.&3 POINTS
1. Roger Brown 1. Blounr/Black 6.252. David Smith 2. Langford/Langford 7.753. Anne Nelson 3. Dolan/Dolan 8.754. Alex Tschai ws 4. Ferrell/Ferrell 11.005. Humble/Humble 17.00

1. lilli M Myr2. George Hic3. Roger Jenki s4. Dexter Ploss5. Bruce Fields
HOBIE 17 NOVICE POINTS

4.754.75
POINTS

1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.

HOLIE 18A POINTS

2.3.4.5.6.
HIZE 188

2.3.4.5.6.

POINTS
6.756.75

JULY 042AUGUST1988 147



t!981 E IL&
1. Lance Warden2. Jane Sherrod3. Dean Dick• rson4. Stephen Acouart5. Chuck H-iltor6. Steve Chaples7. Charlie Mayer

6.509.7510.7510.7515.0019.0024.00

i!Elle •
1. Dwnn/Messier2. Belt/Bell3. Cady /Mosher4. Seward/Christmann5. Cope/Shane6. Caffee/Caffee7. Carlson/Carlson8. Ridgely/Newitt9. Pecknold/Clacher10. Johnson/Cablish11. watters/watters12. 6*idden/Illens13. Garrison/Buckshot14. Starr/Pellins15. Miley/Buckshot16. Beale/DeDerico17. Willey/Osborne18. Hunter/Highsmitt19. Ru$sel• /Voe'l20. S....nal/Schilter

MOBII 188
1. Regan/Shecider2. Kidder/Kidder3. Mondragon/Anderson4. Grah#/Oenbrink5. Dodson/Haner

Pqlm
3.009.0010.7517.0019.0020.0028.00

L REGATTA RESULTS

BLUEBONNET REGATTAFLEETS 526 & 457. DIVISION 6LAKE BROWNWOOD, TXAPRIL 23-24
!22!E. 181
1. Edwards/Mantey2. Rlchnow/Collins3. Palmer/Palmer4. Costa/Costa5. M,Kee/0'Neil6. Snelder/Singley7. Koontz/George8. Ross 1/Dubois

22!12£ 188
1. Crouch/Davis2. Hawkins/Hawkins3. Bryant/At/elt4. Sanford/Eruff5. Eller/Brown6. Lee/Lee7. Phinney/Curry8. Walker/Co,naval

HOBIE 164 POINTS£-7.nin,/Coilins • XI-2-5-
2. Kic/Wylt 11./53. Wilson/Wilson 16.004. Whittington/Whittington 18.005. Rourke/Brown 20.006. Cu=aing/Creek 24.007. Hightower, Robertle 26.008. S*tta/Mal• um 3C.009. Davis/Larchar 32.0010. Saiby/S/*by 32.0011. Hardy/Smith 33.0012. Hamilton/Arlne 41.7513. Drake/Bach 46.0014. Wessinger/Cumming 46.0015. Kuhn/Kuhn 49.0016. Ferrell/Ferrell 50.0017. Saggl /Slydle 54.00
• Ef!11 1• !:21!LS
1. MILum/Hrubtz 4.252. Rice/Rice 5.503. Vatenta/Hawk 12.004. Sm• th/Parker 13.005. Bradford/Bradford 17.00
I!2elt 16I
1. Eit1nd/Beam2. Corona/Alcala3. Chandler/Chanm/r4. Tate/Blake5. Landry/Bristol6. Apke/K"her

6.506.159.7511.7520.Ou23.0023.0032.00

MISIE 111 f2!.9
1. Nelsen D. Simonsen 3.002. Glyin Garner 9.003. carol .rris 10.00
DIVISION 8

-BANANA RIVER DASH-0-REEFLEET 45. DIVISION 8KELLY PARK, MERRIT ISLAND, FLFEBRUARY 27-28,1988

i21117
1. Cirry2. Moss3. Ashton4. Post5. Duke6. M'Millan7. Er'in

POINTS
5.259.009.7515.0017.7518.0022.0025.00

/21811
6.509.7510.5011.0015.0019.00

/-01.MIS
5.2517.0017.0019.0020.5022.0026.0028.0029.0029.0035.0039.DO44.0049.0050.0054.0061.0064.0069.0070.00

POINTS
6.506.509.7511.0020.00

POINTS
4.256.759.75

8. R-on9. Roche10. Parad/*e11. Mayer12. Kohl13. Scott14. Keysor15. Koch16. Johnson17. DeJager18. LuskHOBIE 16A
1 Cal./Archer2 Gallagher/Wagner3 Dees/Dees4 Liebel/Liebel5 Gallagher/Zigreid6 Gelatt/Serean7 Merritt/Merritt8 Walter/Walter9 Goomm/Miller10 Highstone/Highstone11 Stortenbecker/Or-dian12 Kuftic/Starch13 Jones/Merrill14 Ritter/Ritter15 Bailey/Bailey16 Smmons/Sammons

119• 11611
1. Shle/Ketchem2. Berecz/Berecz
3. Graves/Lee4. Cooler/Ranson5. Griesse/Norreen6. Kelly/Kidletz7. Chase/Meredith8. .#/Helmig9. H.le/Stsson

MOSIE.!ts
1. Lopez/Lopez2. Casey/Wiersia3. Summers/Puro4. Francis/chrock5. Beal/B..1 Jr.6. Manfrediz/Fejdo7. Worman/Wor• an8. Mcpherson/Heinz9. Garcia/Diaz10. Griffith/King11. Erhardt/Erhardt12. Boggs/Kahn13. Fulton/Armstrong14. Tolanelli/Tof melli15. Key'or/Keyser16. Archer/Archer17. Secard/Davis18. Ekirke/Burke19. Todt/Todt

NOBLE 131
1. Gres2. Wett,3. Dekreek4. Brennan5. Jewt

!121LL ji•
1. Brooks

15TM ANNUAL DISNEY WORLD REGATTAFLEET 11, MVISION 8BAY LAKE, FLMARCH 19-20.1988
1191!1 18A POINTS
1. Duke/Dan-0 5.252. Mayo/Jan 7.753. Cady/Mosher 15.004. Carlson/Ann 17.005. Witters/Elizabeth 23.go6. Rldgely/Neill 25.007. Cope/Noland 31.008. Coffee/Tini 32.009. Dim/Dwyer 37.7510. Seward/trist 042ann 39.0011. Russell/LaugNirt 41.0012. Bell/Archer 42.0013. wfee/Nancy 45-0014. Munter/Highsmith 47.0015. Starr/Mary Ellen 51.0016. willey/DeSalvo 52.0017. wiley/Buckshot 52.0018. Peckrold/Hart 54.0019. Mondrigon/Balley 69.0020. Dodson/Haner 73.0021. Cle 042ent,/Lancast 88.0022. Harper/Nichols 89.0023. Kidden/Tillotson 96.00
&291£18M
1. eergman/Bonnie2. Purph/Garto3. Green/Stelling4. Hunter//red/tte5. Dewitt/Todd6. Garrison/luck Shot
Mofit 12!
1. John F. Duke2. John 8. Duke3. Jim McC*nn4. Denny Foss ·5. chester Scott 111 ·6. Hans Dejager
HOBIE 17L 'tfUjfrs

Dot, Cir.Alex KirbyBret MostClifford RocheMlchael RuggleriBobby Bailey

POINTS
4.2510.7512.0012.7513.0021.0025.0028.0028.00

11.7511.7512.5014.7522.0027.0028.0029.0029.0029.0032.0033.0038.0053.0053.0055.00

POINTS
9.7510.7515.0017.7520.7521.7525.0027.0029.0035.0038.0038.0041.0044.0047.0056.0064.0072.0076.00

28.0032.0035.0035.0041.0050.0053.0054.0037.0060.0062.00POINTS

/OINTS
5.506.508.7516.0020.00

POINTS
3.50

3.008.008.7517.0018.0021.00

3 008 008 7515 0020 0024 00

POINTS
5.257.7511.7513.0016.0018.00

POINTS

NOBIE 1•
1. Getatt/Serial2. Dee$/Dees3. Dickinson/Kramer4. Boone/Judi5. Llebel/Chris6. Kuftic/Starch7. Cassady/Green8. Le'rand/Stef9. /00/an/Miller10. Meyers/Stiff11. Keysor/Lynda12. Craig/Giddings13. Ross-Duggak/Cremin14. Rathhope/ST/phen
tsglf 1&
t. Taulbee/Cht/(chira2. Bowerfind/Brice3. LopeZ/Joarrte4. Chase/Cathy5. "rec//Mary6. Horner/Davis7. McDonald/Geiger8. Grorbach/Ely & Rebecca
HOBIE 16C
1 Mcpherson/Niles2 Manfredi//Smith3 Berard/Laura4 Worman/Donna5 Fulton/Armstrong6 liles/Laurie7 Kiley/Walker8 Bartholose./Harrell9 ..card/Knalton
t!2• 11 1».
1. Vel DeKreek2. Rocky Kester3. Bill Brooks4. Chris Cooper5. Joe Beai6. All" Santor7. Michael Nepywoda8. Drop

DIVISION 9
PEE DEE CLASSIC REGATTAFLEET 520, DIVISION 9LAKE ROBINSON, SCMARCH 19-20,1988
MOBIE• 1,§f

1. Danny Myer$2. Nigel Pitt3. Jeff Deaton4. Chuck Jones5. Rob Stewart6. Doug Graham7. Allan Bishop8. Rick Harper9. Steve Toney10. George Wooten11. Allen Deaton12. Tom Armstrong13. Paul Frets14. Roger Yate,
HOBIE 188
1. Ed O'Shield2. Furmar. 8. Owens

t.,UK lai
1. Johnny Robinson2. David Joyce3. Tim Nordhaus4. Pat 0 042Clin5. Chuck Hill6. Gary Brittingh•7. Randy Conkling8. leonard Brown9. Lloyd Graves10. Ra, Frovard

HOBIE 168
Ted WattsJmes M. JohnsonWayne RobinsonWade PotterScott A. Ober,shainMike MatoneScott L. StroupeJohn Kl/venski

• 14.
1. Al Hefner2. 8/l Ca• pbell

THE CHATEAU ELM REGATTAFLEET 12, DlvISIoN 9LIE SIDNEY LANIER, GAMARCH 26-27,1988

1. Nigel Pitt2. Ti 042Stater3. Dally Myers4. Don Estapa5. Chris Stater6. Chuck Jones7. Sreve Toney8. Doug Graham

/OL• IS
10.5012.5015.7517.0018.0024.0024.0027.0027.0030.0032.0039.0039.0043.00

6.509.7510.5011.IJO17.0019.0031.0040.0040.00

£2IllTS
4.257.5011.0012.0017.0019.0023.0036.00

POINTS

31.11Ii
4.2510.0010.7514.0016.7524.0030.0031.00

4.255.5011.0017.0019.00

POINTS
4.255.5019.0020.0025.0026.0029.0032.0032.0032.0034.0035.0037 m40.00
fRDlli
3.006.75

POINTS
6.2513.0015.0'015.0019.0020.2521.0023.7528.0034.00

POINTS
6.759.5011.7513.0014.0021.7526.0029.00

-!.1
9.7510.7511.2515.CO18.0020.UO26.0027.00

9. Rick Harper10. Bill Hurni11. Lynn Olson12. Paul Dingman13. Gene Bawng,on
HOBIE 188
1. Trey Sunderland2. Ed Oshields3. Mike Groshon4. John Reynders5. Steve Kiemele6. Willim Jones17. Mike Maness8. Mike Thomas9. Mike Midee

i195 E 1&A
1. Mike Percy2. Jim Humphrey3. Barry Robinson4. David Joyce5. Russ Datba6. Gregg Kowalski7. Randy Conkling
HOBIE 168
1 Mike Sinclair2 Rick Jarrett3 Gregg Longanecker4 David Conde5 Todd Roth6 Jeff Moretz7 Bob Leason8 Bruce Ahlbrana

POINTS
3.009.005 10.75

d 5.257,757.75h 16.0020.00

MIDDLE GEORGIA MAD CATTERSFLEET 154, DIVISION 9LIE JULIETTE, GAAPRIL 16, 1988
11211< .1&0
1. Brice Miles2. Don Case3. Brent Stanford4. Billy Allen5. Bob Luke6. Kirby Tracy7. Amos Anderson8. lee Gay
LAKE NORMAN POINTS REGATTAFLEET 92, DIVISION 9LAKE NORMAN, 2/APRIL 23-24, 1988
Hom MA
1. Myers/Lowrance2. Statter/Miltner3. Pitt/Tmmy4. Sifford/Martin5. Beach/Estapa6. Chuck Jones7. Grahp/Kathy8. Deaton/Judy9. Stater/Gradle,10. Graha,11/Skip11. Lance own12. Barrington/Barrington13. Toney/Scott14* Stewarr/Ste• art15. Harper/JiN14 Wooten/Wooten17. RitleylEvin18. Deaton/Weatherford19. 8//burn/Sturr20. Armstrong/Karen21. Roger Tates22. Harmon/Cherry23. Bill Monzell
39.• 11 1§•
1. Englisbe/Englisbe2. Ed O'Shields3. Lehner/Susan4. Maness/Maness5. Thomas/La/urt6. Hoope s/Newton7. Coffey/Christy8. Roger Blume9. Cantplii/Lee10. Rob Norris11. Richardson/Mnler12. Tom Hollingsworth13. Herold/Russeti14. Cooper/Watson

7.509.0011.7516.0018.5019.0021.0030.0039.00

30.0050.0034.0039.0044.IJO

3.006.7513.0017.0018.0019.0021.0027.00

POLITS,
5.506.2511.0012.0018.0020.0024.00

POINTS

POINTS
4.2510.7513.0016.0016.0016.7523.0024.00

POINTS
,-509.7510.7515.0016.0016.0020..21.0022.0025.0026.0028.0030.0030.0030.0038.0045.0047.0052.0055.0056.0060.0069.00

POINTS
3.505.756.75 -10.0012.0015.0017.0023.0025.0026.0027.00:3.0034.0045.l)0

POINTS
3.503.5013.0017.0018.00

48/HOBIE HOTLINE

=-

POINTS

POINTS f<g& 17
1. Jim Brown2. Mike Merritt3. Norman Elli

POINTS

HOBIE -1&£ POINTS
1. Richard Berar2. Robin Hood3. Vinny Longo4. Greg LefNic5. Robert Boggs

HME 17 POINTS
1. Doug Eflaid2. Steve Weatherford3. Paul Zimmer4. Doug Hough5. Reggie Poplin

1.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.
POINTS
4.255.50

i!91.1 HOBIE 17L POINTS
1. eergian/Bergian 1. Steve Weatherford 7.00
2. Green/Stelling 2. Steve Hoffman 12.00
3. Hunter/Fredette 3. David Hough 17.00HOBIE 18A 4. Mike Nelson 27.00

MIE 17H
1.2. 1. Doug Efland
3. 2. Wick Smith
4. 3. Norman Ellis
5. 4. Reggie Poplin
6. 5. Paul Zimmer



REGATTA RESULTS

HOBIE 17 OVERAL WINNER
1. Doug Eflard
HOBIE 16A
1. A,scue/Ayscue2. Poteit/Poteat3. Setill/Keahey4. Hill/Terri5. Moody/Moody6. Humphrey/Carter7. Frovar//Marge8. Graves/Scott9. Nelson/Rick10. Robinson/Robinson11. Kowalski/Shepard12. Joyce/Martha13. Conkllig/Leftwitch14. Nordhaus/Liz15. Richbourg/Malinda16. Watts/Montgomery17. Carter/Carter
5811 1&&

Potter/Danny·. Malorie/Jan. Kendrick/Yo• gueAvant/Spencer. Hanchey/Stroud. Hunt/Richardson. Kinney/JanWiles/Ruth AnneCanniff/Robinion0. Keeley/Arthen1. Jarrett/Laceky2. www-/Markel3. Sharpe/Sharpe4. Conde/LibbyS. Mazur/Mark6. RI, Midgett7. Lorganecker/Long/necker8. Dawson/Mclriyer9. Roth/Shore0. Jon Becker1. Noel Reece2. Rurlyan/Brenda3. Johnson/Pam4. John H. CoLLiN
i!2Mt 16&
1. Bernard Dry2. Powers/Tina3. Robbi/$/Jerry4. McMurra,/Cdhing5. Allen/Allen6. McClure/Debbie7. Turkovich/Sheila8. Spight/Tommy9. Dean forbM10. Spires/ford11. Geister/Bolk12. Richard Zang13. Reynolds/Reynolds14. CarL Whilden
Mlfll .111
1. Kaye Merrel2. Al .....3. Marilyn Craig4. Liz Benbow5. Bill Campbell6. SA Pr#
MAL N. C. STATE CHAMPIONSHIPSFLEET 97, DIVISION 9HENDERSON, NCAPRIL 30-MAY 1, 1988
• Pill LIA
1. Tim St/wr2. Jeff Deaton3. Doug Gral-4. Tom Aris Krong5. Ken Co*6. Roger Yates7. D"n, Hall8. George Wooten9. Hal Arata

1. Rick Lehner2. John MidyetteL Dan Dieter
 042e 036,1,-
1. Doug Efland2. S. 61eatherford3. Robert Kirk4. Tim Carney5. C. Carpenter6. Ed Ekish7. Paul Zimmer8. Reggie Poplin9. David Hough10. Ron Walters11. Mike Nelson-12. Walter Orecha
..10.%•
1. Jim /"phrey2. Garland Ayscue3. Wade Potter4. Bob Poteat5. JonI Peterson6. David Richbourl7, Ron Magee8. Cindy Moody9. Tim Nordhaus10. Leo smith11. Tom Torty12. Tom Helfrich

HOBIE 160
1. 'll' Weeber2. Bruce White3. Mark Williams

13.1514.7519./5

3.006.7512.00
mj
5.259.0012.SO14.0017.0020.UC]21.0026.0034.0035.0038.[JO47.00

POINTS
6.7511.7514.7519.5022.0024.0026.0029.0031.0036.0038.00)9.00

POINTS

5.5013.7514.7517.0018.0018.7519.0019.0028.,)0

4.755.757.7514.0017.009.001.002.753.003.006.007.000.004.006.007.002.002.002.CIO7.002.002.00,2.0072.00

PO I• .1.S.
2.257.008.008.7511.OU14.00

ffLEL;
3.508.008.759.0011.7514.0015.0026.DO26.0036.0038.0042.0042.0042.00

/21&12
3.50

POINTS
5.756.7510.7516.0019.0020.0021.0021.0022.0023.0025*7526.0027.0029.0029.0031.0051.Ou

POINTS

4. Thad Avant5. Mike Mdone6. Stewart walker7. Luke Atwell8. Tom Neal9. Chuck Woodworth10. Terry Hanchey11. Mike Wilson12. A. Karnitschnig*13. E. C. Neal14. Ken Schuiter15. Keith l/W16. John Collins17. Ed Neal18. CurH s Falberg19. Jim Dupree
591&16£
1. Bob Hall2. Douglas Miller3. Russell 01*on4.. Fred Holt5. John Hines6. Mark Nelmeyer7. Mark Richard8. Mike Ca*anaugh9. Duval Byrd10. Dean Forbis11. Bob Walker12. Bert Ruba13. Alan Riffe
1!9MENT
1. At Hefner2. Kaye Merrell3. Mike O'Coriell

DIVISION 10

GO FOR IT REGATTAFLEET 219, DIVISION 10GILBERTILLE, KYAPRIL 16-17 ,1988
 042laNE23
1. Gordon IIcI2. John Longueville3. Michael Irphy4. Greg Ferree5. Dick wallace6. Gary Lamborn7. David Irions8. Dal 042Laroy Smith•
MOILE 1.L•
1. Otis Carter2. Scott Birch
1191< 11,
1. Marc Gia,• ont2. Joe Kocher,buch3. Mack Andrews4. Andy Humlhries5. Bill Molteran6. B J Crider7. Andy Andriakas8. Travi Handwerker9. Bobby Parks10. Mark lester11. Rebekah Schnuck12. Al Flake
ilamE#
1. Jeff Davi$2. Jere Ickingh"3. David Nelson4. Gary Sellers5. Bob Leason6. Darren Reed7. 0/n /.ddleton8. Michael M,Casky9. William S. Kent10. Dee Ani Shidler11. Pete 0'.riant12. Michael Whoberry

SUNBAKE 48 REGATTAFLEET 199, DIVISION WCRAB ORCHARD LAKE, ILAPRIL 23-24,1988

1. Jorn Lolill I..2. .* Rose3. .'I Murphy4. Paul .• r,ze5. Gr,g Ferree6. Jeff L-mers7. Ed Workman8. Kevin Baker9. Goraon tico10. Rick Mette11. Russ Schulz12. Mike Adorjon13. Robert Finhes14. Russ We15. Dick wallace16. Mati Kidder17. Bud Harry18. Carlos • Sche19. Grant Hicks

1. Terry A• • en2. Scott Burch3. Otis Carter4. Tom Burrows5. Scott Eaton

4.255.5011.0015.0020.00

5.5017.0013.7521.0021.0023.11023.7525.0031.0035.0036.OQ44.0044.0045.0058.0063.0069.0076.0079.00

21.0021.7522.0023.0026.0026.7531.0032.0038.0040.0045.0047.0056.0061.0065.0069.00

• INTS
6.506.759.75

POINTS
3.0012.0012.7516.0016.0018.0021.0031.0032.0039.0039.0048.00

POINTS
7.5010.7513.0013.SO19.0021.0024.0029.0030.0037.0045.0045.0052.00

F:21331
5.258.008.5015.0015.0020.0026.0027.00

fRilll
9.7511.5013.5017.0018.0020.0021.0028.0029.0031.0034.0036.00

HOBIE 16A POINTS
1. Marc Gramont 6.502. Mack Andrews 7.tS3. 8. J. Crider 9.754. Andy Humphr• es 15.005. Travis Handworker 15.006. Gerry Wilder 17.007. Del Soles 28.008. Jim Johnson 31.009. Bob Lattatte 32.0010. John Heeren 32.00

POINTSHOME .MI
1. Dave Waugh2. Jii Disano3. Bill Bailey4. Brent Nelson5. Paul Lambert6. Joe Corey7. Jimmy MICaskey8. Mike MICaskey
MAY DAY REGATTAFLEET 47, DIVISION 10COWAN LAKE, OHMAY 7-8,1988
NOBLE •
1. Gordon Isco2. Brian Ross3. Mike Murphy4. Greg Ferree5. James Frederick6. David Fort7. Rick Roten8. Ron Lehman9. Tom Campbell10. Judi Szabo11. Gene Martin
..iri
1. Mike Albrecht2. Jerry Haas3. Scott Kessinger4. Ray Deucher5. Tom Kinney
822g .1•
1. George Fecher2. Pete Hvter
Sf• II le
1. Mike wier2. Steve Rwk,3. Paul Garlirk

7.758.508.7511.7517.0019.0020.0029.00

3.504.755.7513.0013.0U

4.756./59.00

2.254.75
POINTS

POINT·
6.756.757.7512.0015.0015.7518.0018.0020.0026.0031.00

4 Bill Molleran5 Jet* Davi$6 Phil Wadsworth7 Jide Diasond8 Mark De 042etry9 Don Fecher
IBIK .168
1. Cliff watkins2. Jim Craven3. Pete Obriant4. Michael Teets5. Jerry Willi* 042son6. Steve Gliwttsch7. Ron Brunotti
11OSIS .16S
1. Reginald Tho,as2. Keith #16:>ore3. Mark C -den4. 8/ddy King5. William Macek6. Dave Hupp7. Jim Pottebaum
HOILE 141
1. Gloria Tay'or

DIVISION 14
COWTOWN CATS REGATTAFLEET 91, DIVISION 14LAKE BENBROOK, TEXASAPRIL 16-17,1988

112BIA 183
1. Joe Edwards2. Norris Pal 042er3. Bilt Daven/ort4. John Curtls5. Vaughn Costa6. Ch/8 Rums/y7. Joe Jacobi8. Bob BrightY. Jana Adair

112IE 1&'1
1. Toi Liggett2. Gary Griffin3. Sid Cannon4. Wayne Might5. Mike Besgrove6. Lonnie King

9.7511.7514.0015.0016.0017.00

POilLE
4.505.756.007.7514.0015.0021.00

POINTS
3.506.759.009.0010.0012.7520.00

Pqlm
2.256• 009.0013.0014.0019.00

POINTS
2.257.759.009.0010.0017.0021.0022.0022.00

POINTS.
2.25

JULY 042AUGUST1988/49

.,

POINTS

POINTS

eEL!!Ll
2.256.00

POINTS

MOBIE 188 POINTS

WOBIE 18A POINTS

HOBIE 17A POiNTS

Join a Fleet
Thought about joining up with fellow Hobie
sailors in your area? Send us this coupon
and we'll let you know where your closest
fleet is located.

0 I would like information on how to
contact the fleet closest to me, which,
according to the Fleet Directory listing in
the HOTLINE, is fleet #-

0 I can't find a fleet that is located near me,
therefore send me information on how to
start a fleet.

Name

Address

City State 7.ip

Send to: The Hobie Class Association
RO. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054



lillI'
1. Stephen Acquart2. Boyd Bass3. Jame, Sherrod4. Peter Pattullo5. Jon Tiger6. Bill Ainstey7. Russ Mower

£21172
5.506.757.5016.0019.0025.0032.0032.0037.00

POINTS

.-- I ..-

REGATTA RESULTS

112fLLL 1/8-
1. Tim Luecke2. Steve Chaples3. Del' Scott4. Jim Shipp5. Tom Slettebo

6/1 1§1
1 Mark Ralph2 Phil Collins3 Tom Loeffelholz4 Dori 8/lthaser5 Dennis M,Credie6 Robert Cummings7 Fred Hess8 David Freed9 Scott Sparks10 Janis Keeton11 Michael Sullivan12 Kenny Mcintosh13 Art Saxby14 John F..re//15 David Stout16 Phil Trotter17 Shella Holmes18 Ron Means19 Rich/rd Bordelon20 Bob Bridgman21 Peter Kuhn22 Zeev Saggi23 Greg Cohrt24 Bill Koesis25 Rob Vockrodt26 Rob Schuyler27 Chris Buford28 John Pierce29 Bruce Urbrand

1!2811 1&
1. Brad Parker2. Fred Etler3. Randy Bradford4. Denils CheathM5. George Good@le6. Ed Brieler7. D. Dewet8. John Tate

HOBIE 16C
1 Robert Keeler2 Trey Fielder3 Larry Atnip4 Bill Chandler5 Patrick Fischer6 Mike Rohrer7 Sherry Northum8 Kevin Everhart9 8<van Boeddecker10 Ed StaggsSteve NailNathan Krum.

H/BL• 14 POINTS
1. Billy Graham 4.502. Rob• rt Schwart 5.753. Dee An Harrington 6.75

• IlLE 14T POINTS
1. Ron McDowell 2.252. Gq Lawyer 7.003. Debbie Tailor 9.004. Greg Trent 11.005. Brian Beeler 15.00
---'-CRESCENT CITY REGATTAFLEET 41, DIVISION 15NEW ORLEANS, LAAPRIL 16-17,1988
i!92Ill 254
1. Scott Holland2. Mark Ederer·3. Steve Lewis4. la,10/ Damonte5. Steve Webre6. Clayton Daily7. Mark Garzotto8. Wayne Jablonowski9. John Jorden

HOBIE 16A

i!9• 1 1$-
1. J. R. McDermott2. Steve Anderson3. Gil Fig4. Barbra Lee5. Skip Jones6. Mike Roorey7. John Winters8. Kirby Louque9. Brian Miller
t!0111·147
1. J. Meric

NATIONAL
1988 PROSAIL MIDWINTERS EASTTAMPA, FLORIDAAPRIL 9-10

10.0015.7518.7520.7521.0021.0023.0025.0033.0033.0039.0039.0043.0043.0043.0046.0050.0051.0053.0054.0056.0057.0060.0069.0073.0073.0075.0079.0084.00

f-RINTS
3.504.757.759.0014.00

POINTS

POINTS
3.256.007.759.7510.0014.0020.00

5.506.7515.0015.0019.0023.0023.0027.0036.00

4.7512.0012.0013.0015.0019.7521.0021.0021.7526.0027.0056.00

f21Ar-1
5.756.7512.0012.0015.0015.7517.0024.00

POINTS

Petr•
4.25

Lgtil 11
1. Alter Jr./Nunes2. Tucker/Purcell3. Stewart/Hoenhauser4. Schaffer/Moore5. Dean/Haley6. Barnett/R-sey7. Webber/Hackney8. Kelley/Loupe9. Mayo/Mo$$10. J. Alter/Parizeau11. Daniel/Lobbe12. RookeSamples13. Fischer/Va/eneerg14. Kerian/Causey/Triff15. Parker/Stewart/Steele16. Eddington/Eddington17. Mclaughlin/MILaughlin18. .1/co.19. Cuccia/Hawley20. Giordano/Kroegel

Itim p
1. Dunn/Messler2. Gummer/Reid3. Linton/Linton4. Duke/Espinoza5. Thompson/Cope6. Gaston/Wallis7. Caffee/White8. Ridgely/Newitt9. White/Wells10. Cady/Mosher11. Linton/Alison12. Dwyer/Dwyer13. Carlson/Carlson14. Duff;end/Jill15. Watters/Watters16. Gab• e/Hill17. 6hite/Hill18. Willey/Milk,19. Wiley20. Stevens/Vargo21. iNter/Gowdey22. Fuhler/Fuhler23. Wheeler/Pecknold24. Seward/Christman25. Pecknold/Clacher26. 1%,rphey/Wagrler27. klidden/Hubble28. Hunter/lighs/th29. Sassman/Mullins30. Varano/Ma,31. Coffee/Coffee32. Cook/Johnson33. Stahr/Stahr34. Mc.al/Curri• lo35. Weeks

HOBIE 188
1. Catle./Cal.y2. N"ty'/Amundion3. Ausec/Paterno4. Yaeso/Watson5. Gate/Larry6. Taylor/Taylor7. Roten/Roten8. Dunn/Dunn9. GrA/Denbrink10. Maynard/Maynard11. Ridenour/Mullins12. Stale,/Desalvo13. Ransom/Ransom14. Mandr• gort/Anderson15. Deucher/Grabo16. Abbassi/Miller17. Trimble/Trimble18. Marchese/McCal• ey19. Miliburg/Millburg20. Henne/Henle21. Russell22. Ty,ka/Herman

M- 254ME.11•
1. Garrison2. mrph/Tyler3. Bergman/Bergman4. Ni.ocks/Schreiber5. Fuger/Gilcone6. Hamlet/worth7. Green/Dee8. Dewitt/Mcvie9. Coffman/Clark10. Dearduff/Jones

HOBIE 17 LIGHT
WhitehurstKirbyCurryDrysdaleRanonSherrodRocheParadiseBaileyMacPhaitWoodRuggierlLuskBackFreddetteFecowitzBroomfield

• • LE 17 i!• KI
1. J. Dike2. Leo3. McCan'4. Ashton5. Post6. J. Duke7. Jones82 Scott9. Kidder10. Gilbert11. Broomfield12. Barker13. Keysor14. DeJager15. Gregg16. Horzeniewski

POINTS
8.7511.2524.0031.0034.0036.0039.0043.0048.0048.7559.0063.0066.0067.0069.0071.0076.0086.0090.0094.00

-LIi.Lt
7.508.759.7522.7527.0034.0034.0036.0038.0039.0045.0049.0054.0054.0058.0058.0061.0062.0063.0066.0074.0078.0078.0078.OK)80.0082.0084.0092.0092.0096.0098.00110.00112.00112.00140.00POINTS
6.008.5011.CO16.7525.0026.0028.7529.0030.0035.0037.0037.0042.0042.0048.0049.0055.0069.0072.0072.0088.0088.1)0

6.508.0019.2520.0026.0027.0027.0027.0029.0030.0033.0042.0045.0047.0050.0068.0068.00

POINTS
9.509.7510.7512.7515.0018.0019.0027.0034.0036.00

PO.NIS

POINTS
5.256.759.7515.0017.0019.0027.0035.004U.0041.0042.0042.0043.0045.0046.0053.00

1122Eg 1lf
1. Sdth/Caffee2. Dees/Ashton3. Sanchez/Deans4. Dickinson/Kramer5. Waltqi/<andish6. Liebel/Liebel7. LeGrand/Stef8. Humphrey/Carson9. Gallagher/Burmeister10. Gallagher/Wagher11. Franzen/Pur*ell12. Poteat/Poteat13. Herbert/Cummings14. Kuftic/Storch15. Mkowski/Villa16. Boone/Boone17. Cip/Archer18. Goodman/Miller19. Horzeriewski/Iruentash20. Williams/Joalle21. Gelatt/Serean22. Meyers/Stiff23. Wei$berg/Weisberg24. Gaston/Scott25. Warringer/Liebel6. Dugg"/Cremins7. Merritt/Merritt8. Ritter/Ritter9. Paylor/Di*on0. Phill/son/Phillpson1. Rathkoof/Rathkopf2. Derrick/Detrick3. Berry/Jetler4. Corson/Wrotny5. Boetcher/Boetcher6. Nickerson/Griffith.7. Frakes/Roberts38. Grieshop

HOBIE 168
1 Ber.../Bere.2 Graves/Lee3 Coffee/Coffee4 Griesse/Gallagher5 Herr/Salmon6 Hale/Thomas7 Cooper/Stephanie8 Gronbach/Caffee9 Barnes/Outlaw10 Birutis/Shmidt11 Bowerfind/Brice12 Amcs/Tucker13 Horney/Dawl$14 Michael/Melirey15 Sammons/st. John16 Sisson/Gardner17 McDonald/Belanger18 Howerton/Howerton19 Racz/Huffman20 White/Helmig21 Hoehne/parker

9.5019.0019,7519.7520.0021.7525.0029.0032.0032.0033.0034.0036.0045.0046.0053.0055.0059.0060.0071.0084.00

POINTS
10.7513.7516.0020.7523.0025.0027.0028.0028.0029.0030.7531.0032.0032.0037.0039.0042.0043.0046.0048.0050.0051.0051.0052.0054.0055.0056.0059.0059.0062.0076.0080.0082.0092.0093.0094.00114.00114.00
POINTS

!9iIA J
1. Hollingsworth/Zambito2. Schweid/Schweid3. summers/Puzo4. Manfral/Smith5. Beai/Beai6. Hood/Co,7. Keysor/Gauna8. Gesterling/Vager9. Ni• es/Mcfherson10. Kent/Wilcoxion11. Francis/Garell12. Erharot/Erharot13. Fulton/Kimball14. Worman/Wyrough15. Blue/Walker16. Williams/Connerly17. Greenhaigh/Pringle18. Hood/Miles19. Ricker/Lopez20. wilkinson/Schaffer21. Mauborg• e/Perry22. Tofanelli/To fanitli23. Froelich/Dat*ff24. Knight/Edwards25. Hubbell/Hubbell26. Kiley/walker27. Moore/Danielson28. Young love /Gorgen29. Duboff/Ho/kins30. Heinz/Dean31. Farmer/Smilee32. LaGru//Bell33. witmeyer/Bethan,34. Tighe/Beai35. Lensyel/Lengyel36. Hahn/Ginnis

lb..
1. Gres2. DeKreek3. letty4. Hearney5. Colley

=- BOUNTY HUNTERS VVANTEO
== To provide information leading to the elimination
= of low power lines in all sailing and launching

areas.

2 R[111'ARD Bounty hunters will receive a special Hobie goodie
in return for taking these three steps:

E 1. Scout your sailing areas for low power lines.
= 2. If you see low power lines, write to the power

company who owns the lines, explain the haz.
ards to sailors presented by those lines and
ask the company what they plan to do to
eliminate the hazard.

3. Send a copy of the letter to Hobie Cat, and
when you get a response, send a copy of that
to Hobie as well.

In return. Hobie Cat will send a Hobie goodie to you
and will take up the issue with the power company
to support you in your hunt for outlaw lines.
This program has met with good success over the
years. By working together, we can make the
waters safer for all sailors.

Send copies of letters to:
Hobie Cat Bounty Program
P.O. Box 1008
Oceanside, CA 92054

BECOME A HOUNTY HUNTER

POINTS
12.5018.0022.0022.0026.7528.0028.7529.0039.0039.0039.0041.0042.0051.0051.0054.0054.0056.0060.0063.0066.0074.0079.0080.0083.0094.00102.00108.00144.00144.00144.00144.00144.00144.00144.00144.00

Po.IMS
i 4.257.757.7517.0018.00

POINTS
6.508.5012.0012.7515.0017.0027.0032.0034.0046.0052.0052.0052.CIO

RIBLE _1111
1. Lmbert2. Raditch3. Brooks4. Moldft5. Shireling6. Craig7. Walton8. Santor9. Miller10. Kester11. Marnie12. Goff13. Wilson

11.12.

2.3.4.5.6.7.
1. *enny MI..Id 3.00 8.
2. Ben McCrack;n 8.75 9.
3. Brad Kernion 9.00 10.
4. Steve Sutterfield 13,00 2.

POINTS 3.14.15.16.17.
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Attention Fleet Offiers!
In an effort to better serve

all fleets, the HOTLINE asks
that reporting officers follow
the guidelines included here.
These guidelines will help
HOTLINE report on events in a
more timely and accurate
manner. When submitting
race stories, results and pho-
tos, please keep the following
deadlines in mind.

Racestories should be a
maximum of 300 words. They
must be typewritten, double
spaced and should have the
name of the regatta, the fleet
number, the division number,
the location, the date and the
writer's name at the top of the,
story. Please be sure the names
used in the stories are spelled
correctly.

Regatta Dates Due Dates Issues
9/1 to 11/3 are due 11/10 will appear in Jan/Feb
11/4 to 1 /5 are due 1/12 will appear in March/April
1/6 to 2/27 are due 317 will appear in May/June
2/28 to 5/5 are due 5/12 will appear in July/August
5/6 to 7/7 are due 7/14 will appear in Sept/Oct
7/8 to 8/31 are due 9/7 will appear in Nov/Dec

Please note that this schedule is subject to change.

Do notsubmit results on
scoresheets. Results should
be typed (or printed by com-
puter) by class, position, and
total points. Place the name
of the regatta, the fleet
number. the division number.
the location, the date and
the name of the person sub-
mitting the scores at the top
of each page of results.

1988 Hobie 16 National Championships

Corpus Christi, Texas
Womens: November 1-5. 1988

Entry Fcc: $100.00
Schcdulc
November 1 Registration and Check in
November 2-5 Racing and Party

Open: November 6-12. 1988
Entry Fcc: $125.00

Schedule
Novcmber 5 Registration and Check in
Novcmbcr 6- 7 Qualifying Series
November 8-10 Round Robin
November 11-12 Finals
Race Committee: John Barnett
Race Headquarters Hotel: Sandy Shores. Corpus Christi. Texas.

Phone: 512/883-7456 for more information.
(Identify yourself as a Hobic Catter for
discounts)

Travel reservation contact: Incentive Associates-Steve Leo
Phone: 714/581-3708

Registration Deadline Date is October 3.1988.
Mail this form. with entry fcc. to:
Hobic Class Association
Hobic 16 National Championships
RO. Box 1008
Occansidc. CA 92054
This is going to be a great event!

Photos should be 5x7 or 8x10
black and white prints. Please
write a short caption identifying
the people in the photo, and/or
the regatta on a separate sheet
and tape the caption to the back
of the print. Photos cannot be
returned so please send a dupli-
cate print.

Submit all material directly
to HOTLINE. P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92054.

We'll do our best to be sure
every fleet's regatta is
included in the race section,
but stories will be printed on
a space available basis. The
HOTLINE also reserves the
right to edit stories for length
considerations.

...I/- .,

lb::F:/fil:)).»1• »,t,1
-September A#4#• HOBIE 16 042HOBIE18

23• 24025 • ,E/v '  042HOBIE21

1988 CAROLINA COASTAL DASE
HOBIE 16  042HOBIE 18  042HOBIE 21

THREE FUN DAYS OF HOBIE SAILING
AT ITS BEST!

HEADQUARTERED IN
MYRTLEBEACH, S. C

DAY 1  042MYRTLE BEACH TO LITTLE RIVER
JETTY AND BACK

DAY 2  042MYRTLE BEACH TO LITCHFIELD
AND BACK

DAY 3  042MYRTLE BEACH TO LITTLE RIVER
JETTY AND BACK

(EACH LEG IS BETWEEN 45-55 MILES)

CONTACT: BOATS FOR SAIL
6608 REAMES RD.

CHARLOTTE, NC 28216

704-596-4533
FOR MORE INFORMATION

.,

=.

1

-

JULY 042AUGUST1988/51
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1988 u
HOBIE 18

S. NATIONAT, CHAMPIONSHIPS

SCHEDULE:

October 8 Registration and Check-In
CITY Addi 17 CITY October 9-10 Quat(/)/ing Series

Octoberll-18 RobinRound
OF OF October14-15 Finals

FIVE 4. 9 ./ 62 FIVE 1988 HOBIE U.S. NATIONALS REGISTRATION FORM
'i< C OCTOBER 9-15,1988

FLAGS Pensacola Beach, Florida
ut *» NAME

CREW NAME
ADDRESS

PENSAE©LA, FLORIDA CITY STATE ZIP
TELEPHONE(CONVENTION AND VIS:Tois BUREAU )

I am prcquallfied from Division
Pensacola beckons with countless attractions, but the I wlsh to attempt to qualify from Divisinn
queenofthem all is the world-famedPensacolaBeach. (please enclose resume)
Aparadiseforsaiting/Dazzling white sands and the Entry fee is 8125.00. All skippers, prcqualified or not, must pre-gently rolling surfare yours at HowardJohnsons on register. Deadline Date: September 1,1988.
beautijitiPensacotaBeach... tuxurious roomsforyour
comfort. Theperfectplacefor enjoyinga Hobie Cat Mail this form, with entry fee, to:
Race while getting thatfamousFtorida tant

HOBIE CLASS ASSOCIATION
IIOBIE 18 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

RO. BOX1008
OCEANSIDE, CA 92054

ilit-6-9 Willow
14 Classic River
and 14 Turbo Nationals

Dates - TURBOS - Sept. 25 - 27, 1988
AA'MA* CHEESE IMPORTER'S
A7• 0:& Mail Order .I®
/11&144

CLASSIC - Sept. 29 - Oct. 1, 1988 Rl• M Gift Baskets 'I
• • 303-443-4444

Location - Arrowhead Resort and Hotel .
Lake Eufaula, Oklahoma MICHEIDB

Entry Fee - $5000 Pre-entry Postmarked by Sept. 10, 1988

$6500 Late Entry
(Includes T-Shirt, Welcome Party, Beach Lunches and Awards Banquet)

Same site of 1985 TURBO NATIONALS

Camping Available at Beach Area

This is a BYOB event. Limited Charter Boats available. For more information contact

Boyd Bass 918 426-4745 or Hobie Cat.



Set sail
with the

Hobie Card

YES, I would like a Hobie® Card MasterCard® with
NOANNUALFEEFORTHEFIRSTTWOYEARS.

I wish to apply for a (check one):
Variable Rate Account. Rate varies with adjustments in prime rate. Requires minimum $18,000 yearly income. If I do not
qualify·for the variable rate account, I wish to be considered for a fixed rate account.
Fixed Rate Account. Interest rate remains constant. Requires minimum $18,000 yearly income.

Please see below for terms and conditions on each account.

Ifapplicant or co-applicant has obtained credit under another name within the past three years, explain on a separate sheet and enclose with reply.
Variable Rate Account

Annual Rrcentage Rate Annual ree Late Charge Other Charges
Cash Advances 1650%* None for first two years; prevailing Residents of VA charged 5% of mini- Residents of VA charged $10 over-limit fee
Goods & Services 16.50%* rate thereafter (presently $18) mum payment if minimum payment if statement balance exceeds credit limit'APR Current through June 30, 1988 not paid within 15 days after due date. ty more than $1(1 A 754 fee is charged for
Rate varies quarterly at a rate equal use o• card at Non-Sovran automated
to the Sovran Bank, N.A. prime rate teller machine.
pIus 8 points.
Credit approval is subiect to normal credit qualifications and policies of Sevran Bank. The actual credit limit on your account is assigned by the bank based on verifiable income.

Annual Pbrcent,ge Rate
Cash Advances 12%2% initial FINANCE CHARGE
Goods & Services 18%

Fixed Rate Account
Annual Fee Late Charge Other Charges
None for first two years; prevailing Residents of VA charged 5% of mini- irate thereafter (presently $15) mui payment if minimum payment inol paid within 15 days after due date.

Res dents of VA charged $10 over-limit fee
f statement balance exceeds credit limitby more than $10. A 79 fee is charged foruse of card at Non-Sovran automated
teller machine.

Credit approval is subject to normal credit qualifications and policies of Sovran Bank. The actual credit limit on your account is assigned by the bank based on verifiable income.
Rev. 5/88 MasterCard is a registered service mark ofMasterCard International. Inc. used pursuant to license.

Grace Period
No FINANCE CHARGE is imposed
on purchases of goods and services
if payment in full of the unpaidbalance is received prior to the next
billing date. At least 25 days isprovided for such payment.

Grace Rriod
No FINANCE CHARGE is *Misedon purchases of goods and servicesif payment in fun of the unpaid
balance is received prior to the next
billing date. At least 25 days ispruvided for such payment.

Code: H100

APPLICANT
NAME PRESENTADDRESS CITY. STATE, ZIP HOWLONG

YRS. MOS.
BIRTHDATE SOCIALSECURrrYNO. HOMEPHONE OWNO MORT./RENTPMT. NAME&ADDRESS OFNEARESTRELATIVENOTLIVINGWITHYOU PHONE

() RENTO *OTHER 0 ()
PREVIOUS ADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP HOWLONG PRESENTEMPLOYER HOWLONG POSITION/MIL. PAYGRADE MO. SALARY

YRS. MOS. YRS. MOS. $
PRESENTBUSINESSADDRESS CITY, STATE, ZIP BUSINESS PHONE *OTHER INCOME & SOURCE

()
PREVIOUS EMPLOYER PREVIOUS BUSINESSADDRESS CITY, STATE. ZIP POSITION HOW LONG

YRS. MOS.
CREDIT REFERENCES AND COMPLETE LIST OFALL DEBTS NOW OWING. (Attach sheet if more space required.)
NAME ADDRESS ACCOUNTNO. OPENING DATE BALANCE MONTHLY PMT.

BANKWITH-CHECKING crry STATE | ACCOLINTNO.

BANKWITH-SAVINGS 1 CrrY |STATE ACCOUNT NO.

CO-APPLICANT
NAME ADDRESS CrrY, STATE, ZIP HOMEPHONE HOWLONG

() YRS. MOS.
BIRTH DATE SOCIALSECURITYNO. CO-APPLICANTEMPLOYER BUSINESSADDRESS CITY, STATE. ZIP

BUSINESS PHONENO. POSmON/MIL. PAYGRADE MONTHLYSALARY HOWLONG *OTHER INCOME & SOURCE
() $ YRS. MO.

APPLICANTS SIGNATURE DATE CO-APPLICANTS SIGNATURE DATE
1 j I 1

*ALIMONY. CHILD SUPPORT OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE INCOMENEED NOT BE REVEALEDIFYOU DO NOTWISH ITCONSIDERED AS A BASIS OFREPAYMENT



Every time
you make a retail purchase,

HOBIE® CARD
returns a portion of its earnings

to support Hobie®'s regattas, fun events

and class association programs.

Thafs right! Every dollar received

wi]1 be spent in direct support

of our sailors -

and at no cost to you as a cardholder!

It's the MasterCard® that lets

you talk Hobie sailing
whenever you use it.

Be it a cat, board or monohull,
Carry the card that shouts

"I sail the best!"

Apply for yours today!
Under the terms of our agreement, Coast Catamaran will apply
• 11 net earnings directly to Hobie;Alphai and Holder' sailing
program activities. No salaries or other corporate expenses will
be deducted.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRSTCLASS PERMrrNO. 901 NORFOLK VA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Hobie* Card
Sovran Bank, NA.
Bank Card Center
Post Office Box 2060
Norfolk,VA 23501

lillII

Plus providing you and your fellow
Hobie® fanatics with more sailing
activities every time you use it, as a

cardholder you receive these benefits
at no extra charge!

 042No annual fee for the first two years.

 042Competitive variable interest rate tied to prime.

 042Free $200,000 common carrier accident
insurance when tickets purchased with your
Hobie® Card.

 042Cash advances worldwide at over 115DOO
locations.

 042Acceptance by over 4 million merchants in
140 countries worldwide.

 042Free second card for co-applicant.

 042Skip-payment option allows qualified

cardholders to skip payments during
designated months.

 042Discounts on rental cars from National
Car Rental.

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED

INTHE
UNITED STATES



• raae'LML
PORTA-SHADE THE NAME TO REMEMBER. FOR SUN SHADE AND RAIN SHELTER.
CONME:NIENT SIZES - 6'x 10',9'x 10'& 9'x 18'nmry :l,FY'TTV ___- 5 minutes by one person.
STRONG ---- Riveted corners, no grommets.WIND RESISTANT ---- Tested to 40 MPH.
In.TRAVTOLET PROTFY 0421 042TnN- Opaque canopy, whiteor silver top side and blue bottom side,thusproviding protection from the suns rays andalso keeps you cooler.
ROOMY -- No center pole and nearly 7' tall.ADITSTABLE --- Level. tilted or vertical.

= MR#
Sportsman Model PFR 4-60 539.95 + 53.00 UPSDining Model DCFR 4-90 552.00 + ·53.00 UPSSportking Model KPFR 6-162 585.00 + 54.50 UPSEconomy Model EPFR 4-60 532.95 + 53.00 UPSAdd-A-Shade Model AFR 4-60 529.95 + 53.00 UPS
Add-A-Shade Model ADFR 2-90 $42.00 + $3.00 UPSR/V Trak-Lok-Eye Kit TAA2 510.00 + $1.50 UPSR/V Trak-Lok-Eye Kit TAA3 $14.50 + $1.50 UPSWith this kit a Porta-Shade can be used as awningon any R/V equipped with a mounted canopy track.
Visa-Mastercard-COD-Checks------Dealer Inquiries
Invited. IEEE literature on all 4M CO. products.
• \A• THE FOUR -M" COMPANY209 S.W. BUCY AVE.4 BARTLESVILLE, oK 74003/V* Ph.918-336-9445

AT LAKE OR BEACH

JULY 042AUGUST1988/55

The portable ph,
•  036OBIE ® "AST.CADME'

-TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT • r
l

OF TRANSPORTING YOUR
» 18 AST is the ideal way to

transportyourmastand boom Stemand/orbowinterlock-
ing carriers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobles. Made ofpolypro, brass orstainles Safety tie not
included but recommended

1LV,• 21" '3..i .9

• I :-15&»1%--.=1»= 44:

il i ili: 8
BE_Il__LELl_•

The AQUA·CADDIE holds coolers up to 101Ax143A and also is great for weather
gear. etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
strikeraswhen wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not induded. Modellor Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats; Holder 12, etc.

MURRAYS MARINE DIST*• 022aiae.dt.• tta• , or P.O. BOX 490
CARPINTERIA, CA 930138930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY (805) 684-5446PINCKNEY, MI 48169 (California residents add 646% sales tax)-  042• • 4• • ,5•, One YearWarranty ' ................

O aaD.(US. only) :EE YOUR LOCAL SEALEN ,Mi" mt0 Check Enclosed SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS ( no P.O. Box #'s please)0 Master Charge
0 Visa (BankAmericard) Name

AQUA-CADDIE Address0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Other models $39.95 City

MAST-CADDIE State Zip
0 Stern Only $44.95 Account0 BOw Only $44.95 number
Indicate Model of Boat: Expiration Date

0 Please send more
information U.IL M 036th,#494 U.1£ ht ON.

• MOVING?
Let us know six weeks in advance so

you won't miss an issue. Just attach

your mailing label and write out your

new address.

New Address

City State TIP

Mail to: HOTUNE, RO. Box 1008
'

Oceanside CA 92054
7/88

Attach Mailing Label Here

38011/E
Back Issues:
$3.50 per issue
(Foreign: $5.00 per issue)

BACKISSUES

m 0 Sep/Oct The Components of Winning 0 Jan/Feb Complip 442Mast Information
The Alpha Story

5% 0 Jan/Feb Hypothermia 0 Mar/Apr Hobie Parts List
22 0 Nov/Dec The Second Language of Which Alpha for you?

Sailors 0 May/Jun Prescription for Vacation. Fever0 May/Jun Understanding Rules I g
Anatomy of a Sailboard

3 0 Jul/Aug Understanding Rules 11 0 Jul/Aug Surviving a Summer Storm
220 Sep/Oct Understanding Rules 111 Waterski the Alpha Waveskie

0 Nov/Det Dry Suits 0 Sep/Ott How to Select the Right
Wetsuit

0 Jan/Feb Comfort is Key Teach your Friends to Sail
• r, 0 Mar/Apr Flying the Magnum 0 Jan/Feb When to Sheet, When to TravelE 0 May/Jun Lessons Learned Fins for Your Alpha Waveski®• 0 Jul/Aug The Hobie Traveller -g 0 Jul/Aug Hobie 14 Tips for Champions

0 Sep/Oct Flyingthe Super 18 Regatta Management Part Il
0 Nov/Dec Evolution of Hobie 17 0 Nov/Dec The Dawn of a New Era-

Hobie 21 Introduclion
Sailboard Safely: A Practical
Matter

CO
m 0 Mar/Apr Parts & Accessories Guide
• - O May/Jun Foam Sandwiches:

Inside Hobie Hulls
Name

Address

City State Zip
Mail form along with a check or money order to:
HOTLINE Subscription, RO. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92054

7/88



GRAB A I
HOTSTICK!

Quick, reliable control
made the HOTSTICK the

world's
most. ..= . ..:.41. r

. 4 .• ..:rf·.'.1• 6'' ·: .' I

4 ..'*ir''I- popularFL·fer . di i
....: 2 tiller1,9/*Il

E:- 2 - 53. «/ ---'1 -- ·1 extension.
'7 '4
• 67.. , 0 . 1 The HOBIE

- ', -- - 1 HOTSTICK12':• .• Mp:• --# when
K• ·,#.A.1• • total
I• T• 2-4,6, Control is
• • ////////• • • a must.

L_AVAILABLE AT YOUR HOBIE DEALER__|

PERFECT COMPANIONS!
17% Fl''Ir:. " ' -'--*41 -=-*-47 1 _ u- ---

/,0. ..Illfe»• ...- 3- 5-5=:-• h--• -

KOOL·RAK designed to hold the popular PLAYMATE and LITTLE PLAYMATEbeverage coolers by IGLOO
 042FitsHobie16&18  042All stainless steel
 042Mountslowoncenterline mounting hardware 042Easytousepushbutton  042Rubber insulators, no

lock with swing down top metal to metal contact 042Black vinyl coated for corrosion protection  042Easyon andoft

Your IGLOO cooler is rugged high
impact plastic. A tough hide that
won't chip, rust or corrode.
3 yearguarantee.

XO61,1-AK 24.pl• t• -ithici;8eoA6 r.d blu; -y.tio.- --
PLAYMATEcoolir{hald$18 cans) ............................

KOOL-RAK onlyLITTLE KOOL·RAK completo wlth ( circle one) red blue yellow
LITTLEPLAYMATECCOJ• (holdsgcans) ......................

LITTLEKOOL·RAKonly........................

0 $50.95
0 $31.95
0 $41.95
0 $29.95

Add $1.50 postage (outside Mainland USA add $3 00). California residents add 61/• 4·bsales
tax. We accept check or money orders, MasterCard and VISA.

Card No. Expire.,... .,.,.
Name
Addres 042
City........... ................... State............ Zip........

CAT-RAK DESIGNS
19632 Sequola St., Cerritos, CA 90701 (213)865-6871

1 B''lillELE
World, National

and Division
information exclusively for

9011#E subscribers.

Subscribe todayl

Don't miss out.
56/HOBIE HOTLINE 4



The wind, the waves
ond the winning tradition continues.

The Fourth Annual Wildwoods Classic Cup
Saturday & Sundoy, August 27 & 28,1988

free FShirts and Free Amusement Passes to over 50 Ades,
compliments of your sponsor, Morey's Mei & Modner's Landing.

Fees: $20 (Hobie 16,18) Location: 7100 Ocean Avenue, WId,vood Crest NJ
$14 (Hobie 14,14 Diredions: From South-tewes Femi to Cope Moy, signs to Garden Stote

Schedule: Saturdoy, August 29 From Nottli- Gaden State Pkwy, te Exit 48, East to Ocean Ate.,
Pkv,¥, Eft 48, East to Ocean Ave., South (right) to Pdmrose Rd.

8 cim Reghtration Sout • ht) to Pdm,ose Rd.10 om Skippefs Meet
Information & Coll Doug Ackroyd 609-861-5674

Sundoy, August 28 Pre-Registmtion: Bob Edwads 609-886-4609
9 om Skippefs Meet Fleet 443, Box 119, South Deia, NI 08245

Free potking lot at site; motels ond camping neaRY. Co!1 for odditionol lodging infonnotion. Lunches will be ovoilOble.

Presented by the Morey Orgonimtion
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SWIMWEAR 0 SPORTSWEAR

ACCESSORIES

Sutherland/Splasb
500 SeabrigbtAvenue

Santa Cruz, California95062, USA
(408)425-0488Telex: 5106006518

HA• [1  042SAN FRANaSCO  042LOS ANGELES
MIDWEST  042TEXAS  042NORTHWEST  042NEW l'ORK

EASTERN SEABOARD  042FLORIDA  042CARIBBEAN

•

•

0
•

Ul
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taters
Cape Water Sports/Club $/324

Watersports
337 Main Street tuP)'
Harwichport, MA 02646

(617) 432-7079
6613EfKTT

Hobie 14, Hobie 16, Holder 14,

Full line ofAlpha boards, seven

beach /ocations.

Caribbean Watersports

104100 Overseas Hwy.
Key Largo, FL 33037
(305) 451-3869

..n--.\. 1 +
Holder 12,14/Hobie14,16,17,. * I .'.

A...) 22'. 18, and all Alpha Sailboards.C " • 32 ·1
$4..#1 .. li.i.·:

1 9/54--f¢11
i -71

G. R. Sailboats Inc
./ 1949 Davis Blvd.'ts It -E··

I. 7..':..:1 1,  036I ' Naples, FL 33942

U i-A (813) 793-2012

4 Hobie Cats 14/16, Holder 12,Ne""4..OS ) Alpha Sailboards with roof

carrier included.

;
2 ': 'pt • ,4 ' 6 Holiday Isle Resort
r#../*3 '15 Mile Marker 84

Islamorada, FL 33036

Holder 12,14/Hobie 14,16,17,

18, and all Alpha Sailboards.

Wind Sport Florida

610 NW 167th Street

Miami, FL 33169

(305) 651-6556

Hobie Cat and Windsurfing

Rental/Lessons, hourly, daily

and weekly.
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. .. ........22 S . 69' WHAT'S SO GOOD ABOUT
A....4 OUR ROLLER BEARINGST

 036 - Acetal plastic is proven best
for marine bearings.

»» 1 - Sand & salt can't hurt them.

- They will turn freely under
heavy loads even after

*FITS 8 FT. WIDE CATAMARANS years of rugged service.

HOMLE 27 OBLBIT VIBLA• XK
CUSTOM BUILT TO FIT THE HOBIE 21

- CAT CRADLES INCLUDED - $47900+ Frt. These new wheels are terrific!
They stand up tall under the 21

A /.·- A. . and carry it easily over pavement,

'-. i.,.Al,/Sre<·j rocks or deep sand.

Takeiteasy-Geta CATTRAX!

CAT CRADLES - $12900/Pair TRAX HANDLE - 8 foot T-handle with roller
- Recommended for round connector for easy single-handed loading - $9800

. bottom hulls to distribute AXLE EXTENDER - Adds 6" to length - $2900
4 ' '- weight. Made of form fitting Hobie 21 conversion - $4500

fiberglass, padded to protect SAIL TRAX - Guides sail smoothly into track, easy
hulls. to install - $1595 (including postage)

See your local HOBIE CAT Dealer for FLORIDA SAILCRAFT Products

or contact us:

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC. CALL FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER
WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD

1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE (305) 561-9777
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305 6% FREIGHT IN FLORIDA ADD 6% TAX



FOR THE WAY YOU TAKE TO THE WATER

SEND FOR
FREE CATALOG

HARNESS

LOOK FOR US AT
YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

bRIFGRABER&I I*T.M.
1/9

0

\

COVERS

Special rate on duty tax

68UFGRAB• • 6
*Il.* /e• 74

SAILING ACCESSORIES
BAGS P O BOX 1724/HURST TEXAS 76053

(817) 282-2812

If yo• u• own a catamaran, you need a. ..<
. *AA(8*,Irl rFvy'irtf• 12[i}/

0 \../• /-vv \'VVULULLJ ...-

. -"0&,3.
• / I. : .... 1 4.9446 • , ..I• .f

1-ix 04*4
.. -41.-lic. . , , I • ti". ·...rf

. f. '.,/P ... 1 .. 4 - \ -0• • 00--i.• .• f': '.( 1• : .,'• 1• ':' .• • • • 1 A• • • • • 0• • P• - CAT VVALKER
i'·• • ,c,• _'• • • • •• ' • '• • dollies make boat launching \142• ·, ».4, 1

simple fast and easy.
l A, -, <. *4: 4, ·' Gnd. CAT WALKER is quality. Durable and lightweight. Innova-
IL.dilill 1 ,·ti,1,1,90, 3.· ,·· • 1 tive and proven tread design for superior rolling. Extra tough-A·
.....11 3./Fatgu ') 21" high, 12" wide polyethelene (non-pneumatic - won't go
• .. g• , 'IC • flat) tires. Stainless steel shaft. Hull protectors. Tie-down

• i ... ...,'• ..,-• - -..,• .-f s• a• ,• rd Unit fits 14'-18' ( 12' and 19' units available by request)
1,/,. '.6/EF"• F.$... , . '...- / a..
\\..:, , .  036Imt- .1I I ...... 24Q·95 SEE YOUR CATAMARAN DEALER
\ 314, . .:, 7 m • plus $17.50 ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

.... 3......%'.......A.....:...S,/. or order direct by calling: CATWALKERshipping and han#ng in cont• en
taI USA NC rddents add 45%
sales tax. Ship-d UPS CO.D.
Mastercard VISA

RO. Box 1260
Carrollton, GA 30117

404-834-7792

RO. Box 607
Ashtabula, OH 44004

216-9984202

60/HOBIEHOTLINE
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The SSI three piece all purpose catamaran covers
offer absolute confidence of protection no matter
what the situation. It's the cover you'll need
because it works both on and off the trailer, mast
up or mast down.

The hull covers are ideal for traveling because they
keep road dirt off the hulls, wet or dry. They reduce
stone damage, gelcoat fading, trampoline fading
and other damage caused by UV radiation and
pollution. Trampoline covers are not suitable for
trailering.

Our three piece covers feature zipper closures front,
center, and ·rear along the top and quick, easy
Velcro'M along the bottoms.

Want a one piece, easy to install storage cover?
They're available too. Quicker and easier to install
than the three piece, they don't care if the mast is
up or down. They're not suitable for trailering.

All of our covers are offered in good old fashioned
cotton canvas (it has superb UV resistance) or the
ultimate: acrylic canvas. Our acrylic canvas fabric is
guaranteed to last 5 years.

Pick the cover that fits your needs best. If you're
only concerned about hull damage while trailering
order hull covers separately. Trampoline covers are
also available separately.

Manufactured and distributed by:

.L,ijAFEE-
Available in the west

through:

Sailing Systems Inc.
4815 Amy Drive
Crystal Lake, IL 60014

(815) 455-4599

Murrays Marine
6389 B. Rose Lane
Carpinteria, CA 93013
(805) 684-8393
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HOBIE CAT CHOSE
SAILS BY SMYTH
To outfit the hot new Hobie® 2 I with the best sail design
available. Hobie Cat® came to Sails By Smyth. Top competitor
Randy Smyth worked with Hobie® R&Dto develop the
progressive vertical seam Mylar main andjib which
powers your Hobie® 21.

Maybe you should tool
The same on-the-water testing and design expertise has gone
into the new Sails By Smyth spinnaker for the Hoble® 21.
Randy's dedicated research Con his own Hobie® 21 ) and
talent for designing sails that win guarantee you'll
get a power-packed spinnaker with the
Sails By Smyth advantage.

Call for more information.

SAILS BY SMYTH
15640 Graham Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Phone 17141 898-2434
FAX (714/ 891-0865
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PATENT PENDING

E Z STEP
STEP YOUR MAST WITH EASE & SAFETY
Raise and lower mast single handedly - Attaches quickly without
tools - Stabilizes mast completely - No modification to boat - uses
wi nch on trailer or block and tackle off trailer (optional at extra
charge) - Adjusts to fit any Catamaran - Rust proof aluminum and
stainless steel.

See your dealer
or order direct.
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$95.50 EO.B. Factory
3.50 Freight & handling

1232 E. 2nd Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120
(918) 584-3553

, Hot Spot

Barbados: Rent the Skipper; Skip
the Rum.

Submitted by Christopher McHale
Worthing, Christ Church

One great HotSpot is described below, butwe wantmore! Grab
your camera, shootsome slides and tell us all there is to know
aboutyour specialspot. HOTLINE will pay $25.00 to anyonewho
shares their special Hot Spotwith us. It's time to hoist oursails for
new ports-of-call.

There are some things that you have to put up with on
Barbados: endless sun; great beaches with mild tides; good
steady trade winds running 15 to 20 knots; Hobies with skippers;
and rum.

There are about 60 Hobies on the island of Barbados, and,
unless you can prove your experience, it's not easy to rent one
Without its skippe[ Of course, the skippers are easy to rent. Over
on the west coast where Hobie sailing is best, they take you on
board, let you sit back and enjoy a ride with good winds, a fairly
flat sea and, best of all, no responsibility After your skippered sail,
they will put you back on the beach to enjoy more of Barbados'
pleasures.

Sailboarding is big on the island and getting bigger. Board
rentals and wave jumping opportunities abound. The friendly
people at sailboarding headquarters, the Barbados Windsurfing
Club Hotel in Christ Church, will point the experienced board
sailor to the south coast. The less experienced will have plenty of
challenges and fun on the west side of the island

You'll always find a place to stay after a hard day on the water.
Barbados has plenty of accommodations for every budget.
Prices range from $7 (US) to $650 (US) per night. On-shore
activities can match the challenge and fun of the off-shore type.
On the south coast, try the Ship Inn in St. Lawrence; on the west
coast, the Coach House in St. James. Both are English-style
pubs, and just what a Hobie enthusiast looks for after a long day
on the water.

-lb get here from wherever you are, hop on almost any major
airline Pan Am, American, Eastern, and British West Indies all
have daily flights. Once you get to our airport, head downwind
and you can't go wrong.

A word of warning, though. You better watch out for the Mount
Gay Rum; Cooksfun 5 Star Rum; Banks Beer and guys pushing
dope on the beach.
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7er,70•A great crew gift! Brass buckle engraved,ii.3·9·'G-'-• 3• '• ::6• • • :• iRA
with liobie sailplan. Choose web -/b. spt-v*;% 042.5..5.-4-4 4=.
belt Red. White. Blue. .... ../*-· 4·.'471• • '• .• .• .'IT,S:.• 4.
Khaki. Specify size. ,• 1\:-".:2371.,:,
Just $10.50 ea. ..; ':,9'irwa.,) . ... . · \1844'.-f.
pah $2/order. • ./.. • 9....9
Mastercard J.,t , 036.:. FLEET... "1or VIS/Li.- C ..A.'., '6• 131'i. APTAINS

• *.·*2-·4. We feature many Hobic.
t ': ' ideas. Ask for our.catalog of

• ·.1.1; 2<A ZIZJ; <:1: ..-- ..1- ./ I..... .. , I.. I../ - TROPHIES
6'57.• .13»Ad 800-343-0710

-43" Eclipse Co..Box 365, Marblehead. MA 01945rb
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DEALER INQUIRIES

.• - WELCOME ·
(219) 232-8066

----- ----
FACTORY DIRECT ORDERS

For Factory direct orders.complete & return this.fgrm to:.

+IO" - Cast PL=stics, Inc.
• 9=Street.....South B.end. '"ana 46628

KatBox= comainerls) @.$249.90 ea for atotalof
(Indiana residents add 5% for sales tax). I am paying with: " 1

• · .· 0 Certified Check or Money Order (No personal checks please) -·'
0 Maste[Card

1 0 VISA .- . SIGNATURF
1 CARD #:• ·' • " ·• ·• "• ·-'- .... FXP DATP

1' NAME (plp• se print)· · • " -'

1• : STREET AnnRFSS· • · "-

1 CITY. STATF 7IP CODE:
• . • REQUIRED S-1--DAYPHONE,1- - 1----)
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1-• ·-IL• ,tion-sto the boat'are ;equired. - .:;sae ' .lie.

. ·Has minimal influence on boat's handling.
. ··· · Made of virtually indestructible solid white crosslink." 1 . ... r ··--

.polyethylene. ,·. . ,·i'.. ····-: ·· . .-
: .. · Recess 254dcan holders for KatBox 442can coolers.• • --3/5 ---22-2-,.:i

· Can be shipped via U.RS. »
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...,· • :,-.·• .• ·On eveh the hottest summer days,· Colema,n· '.
2 ': . toolers'hold thecold. And hold it,· and hold it, and·.·- ,·
... 1:• h-6ldit• .·1-:,...:.-.:..:'....1:....'............. . .. .... ...I
·. ":• 2 :. A,Coleihan cooler is the original donvehient ·• ,

··:j·.:.·7·. cooldr. Noe. ies• indrd cbnvedierit than·eve Sec• use.•
:*Ilthe fihovati611jsar 254b ht o• gindthdnever : :-,4:

.' .,.-: : :·,t' r • ·forirdtan26;,ourHew Pichid 48 chest cooler ... f .
,2-·- cbmes twith'8,4-212-6• i• cBmliartinent ih'the·lid.-a t ijj....i
8 - 13 fcooler.within'-d cooler - to·keep food cool add dr• .'""',··.
..262)':i..OOfneuBevetage Coolers feature a phtented
i.'.«)·?clrifl• fauEdt ·SeFves th 254thirsty• artyor::.·:i:I

.• ':construction crew..·'··• .... :.• ..' ,.··.:'.

.i., - · Aiid:perhaps diost inii69ati*e of all is OUr lineBf .,·:.I.'1,
.Personal·.Coolerss. each with·a lid tliat flips- to:i. ·• , "• .': -

'. bEcome a-secilre tia>; yet never leave#the cooler.» 3
,·aperman 254ntly:attached.f.·: : ·• · .# :.)·' ...'.i.: .).3..·1: i.• ' ;,

,7. :,".': It'sthe.only:lid of its kiEd.'"and.the latest ':
3.innovadon in Amerita's origind faiiiily Bf 6001et• .• · .

-::·:• L86kfor·Cc• leriiancoolers wherevir.beEter." ··,·k: /; ·:
··Idutdo6*pr6dft¢0. are sald:. ..6//R.,/1.--- /.'.,): . ....

Ir'SNOTIUSTTHENAMEOFACOMPANY.
Tr'STHENAMEOF A FAMILY.

250 N. St. Francis..
. • , Wichita; KS 67202.
.. . .(31e 261-3211:
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